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In 1RH2 The Free Press was established 
In ISSt and ln 1891 changed Ita name to 
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March 17, 1897.
THE FERRIN-BOOTH MEETINGS
LANDON IN FRONT
Nationwide Polls Shows Kan­
sas Governor Ahead In 
Presidential Race
THOMASTON’S PROUD OF ’EM
Volume 91...................Number 32.
WHEN THE DELUGE CAME
Boys’ and Girls’ Basketball Teams Fight Way Rockland Folks Got Their Tootsies Wet- Im-
* Exactness In little duties Is a * 
» great source cl cheerfulness. * 
» —Michael Angelo *
"JUST IN CASE"
Annie Ripley Again Comc3
To the Rescue With Prob­
lem Answer
Union, March 9
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
J. P Rich asks help only of “X" 
thinking that with A. Jay See's help 
they can hitch that cow ln the rec­
tangular field mentioned In his 
problem and fence the field without 
help from the “wlmmln" folks.
But “Just ln case'' I want to tell 
him that his field is 12 rods long and 
5 rods wide ln order for the diagonal 
to be 13 rods and the area 60 sg. rods 
as stated He will need 34 rods of 
fence and be sure to fasten her at 
the center of the diagonal thus 
necessitating a rope 107% feet long. 
She can then graze over the entire 
field
No fair. May Pole. How are we to 
know whether we are right or not? 
236 yards of ribbon will spiral the 
May pole ln question May be some 
ravellngs and trimmings but serves 
you right If you buy more than 
needed. Annie Ripley
Hon ard W. Ferrin
ROCKPORT VOTERS 
I will be a candidate for 
SECOND SELECTMAN
At the Town Meeting, March 16 
Former SrierUnan of Camden 
Resident of West Rockport for 16 yrs. 
J. J. DUNBAR
•27&31-32
Plans have been completed for the 
Perrin-Booth evangelistic meetings 
i to be held ln the First Baptist 
> Church beginning Sunday night 
March 22 and continuing through 
i April 5.
Deacon Prank H. Ingraham Is in 
i charge of visitation which is to fea- 
! lure the visiting of all the Church 
homes Sunday afternoon. The pres­
ent Deacons and Deaconesses organ!- 
I zation will be used. The city is dl- 
1 tided Into districts with a deacon 
and deaconess in charge of each dis­
trict. Each group has a number of 
h eliiers
The prayer committee has as Its 
chairman Mrs Abbie Hanscom She 
1 has the oversight of the cottage 
prayer meetings being held ln differ­
ent parts of the city Friday evenings. 
She will also arrange for the brief 
meetings to be held in the homes at 
10 o'clock during the campaign
Music under the direction of Mr. 
Booth is to be one of the great fea­
tures of the meetings. Deacon O- 
mond Palmer is chairman of the
campaign music committee A large 
chorus choir is being arranged for, 
and the choir platform Is being en­
larged to seat It.
Mrs. Evelyn McKusic who is ln 
charge of entertainment has ar­
ranged for comfortable quarters for 
Mr. Perrin and Booth at the Copper 
Kettle during their stay ln Rockland.
Por the past two Sunday mornings 
Mr. Perrin has been announcing 
these meetings over “Mountain Top 
Hour" program of the Yankee Net­
work. so large numbers of people are 
expected to attend these services ( 
from outside of Rockland.
THE SAFE BUSES 
SLASH THRU FARES
MAINE CENTRAL, the ONLY buses operating in 
Northern Maine on which you are protected by rail­
road standards of safety and responsibility announce 
new low fares for March.
Typical New Fares
FROM ROCKLAND .
One Way Round Trip
TO BOSTON, $3.00 $5.40
NEW YORK, $6.00 $11.40
Fares tn and from AU Other Points Comparably Reduced 
(These speeial excursion rates good until April 1)
DON'T TAKE CHANCES WITH YOUR PER­
SONAL SAFETY
BE SURE IT'S A RAILROAD BUS
For schedules, reservations (to any point) and all 
information inquire or phone 32'33
NARRAGANSETT HOTEL. PHONE 340
CHISHOLM BROTHERS. PHONE 374-M
MAINE CENTRAL BUS LINES
“MY ERROR," SAYS X
Rockland, March 13 
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— —
In my solution of the “May Pole' 
problem I marie an error in calcula.- 
Ing the length of the strip of ribbon 
that equalled the width of the sur­
face area of the pole. I took its 
diagonal length across the rectangi? 
as this length The number of 
square inches In the surface of the 
pole is the correct length of the rib­
bon necessary to wind It.
The ribbon in one diagonal en- 
, circlemcnt of the pole forms two 
right triangles wuose area is equal 'o 
j one strip of ribbon straight around 
j the pole. The length and width of 
the rectangular aica of the pole mul­
tiplied in Inches gives the length of
' the ribbon. x
If the Republicans had to pick a 
Presidential candidate tonight, on 
the basis of popular strength, he 
would be genial budget-balancer 
Alfred M. Landon, Governor of; 
Kansas. That was revealed by the ' 
results of a Nation-wide poll of Re- ! 
publican voters, conducted by the 
Institute of Public Opinion.
With 43% of all the votes cast ln 
the poll, Landon led a list of the six 
Republicans most frequently men­
tioned today for the nomination. 
Voters gave second place to Senator 
William E. Borah, of Idaho, and 
third to former President Hoover. 
Then in order they ranked Col. 
Prank Knox, of Chicago; Senator! 
Arthur Vandenberg, of Michigan, 
and Senator Lester J. Dickinson, 
Iowa's “hell raiser for agriculture.”*
‘Tf you would vote Republican to­
day,” the Institute ballot asked, 
“check the candidate you would like 
to support."
• • • •
More than 100,000 ballots were 
distributed to a representative na­
tional Jury that Included wheat 
farmers and bankers. Easterners 
and Westerners, millionaires and 
relief clients. Each State and each 
Income group contributed ballots in 
proportion to Its numbers, exactly as 
demanded by the mathematical laws 
of correct sampling. The poll shows 
the following division among the Re - 
publican voters today:
Oov. Alfred M. Landon --------- 43%
Senator William E. Borah ____ 28
Herbert Hoover --------  17
Prank Knox ----------   7
Sen. Arthur Vandenberg -------  4
Sen. Lester J. Dickinson -------  1
In other words. If the nomination 
went to the man with the greatest 
popular vote among Republicans— 
as Senator Borah has asserted that 
it should—Landon would be only a 
few points short of an absolute 
majority, and nomination, on the 
first ballot. Unless his major rivals 
united to crush his candidacy he 
could expect nomination on an early 
ballot.
• • • •
In reality, of course, nominations 
are not decided that way. There is 
plenty of precedent for the nom­
ination of a candidate not so wide­
ly acclaimed as Oov. Landon. In 
1930 a deadlock between the two 
most popular candidates tossed the 
grand prize to a patient Senator
Into Tournament Class
Standing, left to right—Davis, I. Henry, J. Henry, Helen Johnson, Felt, 
Bradlcr. Helmi Johnson. Condon. Jacobs, Coates, and Jack.
Sitting—Miss Seeber chaperone and scorer, Captain Feyler, Coach Stur­
tevant.
Standing, left to right—Coach Wood. Anderson, Woodcock, Upham. Lun- 
devall. Jealous. Libbev, Elwell. C. Delano, G. Delano.
Silting—Manager Jones. Captain Johnson, Assistant Manager Young. 
(Day and Merrill not included in picture).
Thomaston High School has just 
completed a very successful season 
It has won 12 out of 16 games 
against High School competition— 
also the championship of the Knox- 
Lincoln League.
• mense Damage Everywhere Else
Late returns from the flooded New 
England area tell of the worst con­
ditions in many years summarized by 
a death toll of seven, many persons 
injured, property losses running well 
into thc millions and transportation 
lines partly paralyzed.
In Knox County several small 
bridges were carried away and con­
siderable damage was done by the 
rising waters.
canoeing in Rockland streets Is to 
advertised as one of the attractions 
of "Vacationland."
Motorists all had adventure stories 
to tell and wrecking crews reaped a 
rich harvest.
Trains have been very late ever 
since the storm struck, with a con­
sequent irregularity of malls.
But there has been one recom­
pense. The snowbanks have passed 
through brooks and sewers Into the
When it's springtime on Broadway
REDUCTION IN 
PRICE OF
SOFT COAL
Household Soft Coal 
Now per ton
Screened Soft Coal 
Now per ton
(All Lumps)
M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
517 MAIN ST.
LOCAL CHAMPS BACK
Fight Fans Got Their Tum­
mies Full Of "New Faces" 
At Last Show
At the last boxing exhibition at the
Pockland Athletic Club. Matchmaker 
Hazen Spear yielded to the fans’ re­
quest and put on a bill which includ­
ed mostly strangers. The attendance 
and the subsequent remarks con­
vinced the management that the idea 
was not so popular as it had been led 
to believe, so next Prlday night the 
local favorites will be back In the 
game—and incidentally a new local 
aspirant by the name of Ken Pease, 
a Warren scldler lad. whose claim to 
distinction lies tn the fact that he has 
licked a boy who was too many guns 
for Cochran in a recent Portland 
show. The crowd will want to see 
how he stacks up against Cochran, 
with whom he is to be pitted in the 
main bout.
Pop-Eye Manta of Owl's Head has 
laid In a generous supply of spinach, 
and folks say he will need it when he 
meets Frankie Carr of Waterville ln 
the semi-finals.
Vino Johnson of Thomaston meets 
the Patent Leather Kid of Winslow, 
in the top prelim; and Joe Louis 
Peters (he ought to be good with that 
name) meets John L. Dudley of Au­
gusta.
Oliver Hamlin, who is negotiating 
the ticket sale, predicts a packed 
house.
Livermore Palls where the State 
Championship will be decided.
. Following was the outcome of the 
season's games:
17 Thomaston,
11 Thomaston,
17 Thomaston,
10 Thomaston,
18 Thomaston,
24 Thomaston,
18 Thomaston,
19 Thomaston
25 Thomaston,
15 Thomaston.
9 Thomaston,
31 Thomaston.
17 Thomaston.
6 Thomaston,
Rockl'nd Aim.. 23 Thomaston, 
Belfast. 43 Thomaston,
In Rockland, which Is exception-' ocean, and pedestrians can now 
ally fortunate during disasters of make their way about without cross- 
thls sore, many streets were flooded Ing their fingers or wishing that they 
with water, and many basements had not neglected to take out accl- 
were saturated, but thc actual storm dent Insurance.
loss was comparatively small. j • • • •
The lowlands in the Rockland; North Warren Bridge Gone 
suburb known as "Pleasant Gardens" Trouble aplenty was reported this 
were transformbed Into a miniature morning from North Warren when 
lake and a dory was pressed Into the recently rebuilt Middle Road 
service for the time being. The bridge went out and the South Union 
houses of Oeorge Callahan. Carl end of the road is not only washed 
Ham. Maynard Metcalf Mason out so as to be Impassable but is un- 
Johnson and Robert Cuthbertson der five feet of water in one place, 
were partly submerged. The 11 families on the Middle road
In the northern Broadway area are isolated except for rowboat and 
marooned residents rubbed their eyes i telephone communication.
In amazement to see a canal with Camp Richardson, which is (or 
three occupants being paddled along wasi located some 40 feet from where 
I the ditch by a man with a red hat. the river's edge used to be. was in a 
Tlie man with the colored chapeau precarious position at 8 o'clock this 
. was Ernest C. Davis, and the passen- morning. Loyal neighbors had done 
gers were Dr. C P. French and young ' all that could be done toward sal- 
son. When the valley was reached vage. The property is owned by 
the canoe continued an uninterrupt- i John M. Richardson of this city, 
ed journey for some distance It is j "Running water in every room” said 
not understood however, that winter' one cheerful wag.
Union,
Union.
Alumnae.
Of the 12 men reporting to Coach M s c 
from Ohio, Warren Gamaliel Hard- v,’ood at the beginning of the sea- Ellsworth.
Ing. In 1936 a deadlock between Libbey and Woodcock were ,Jnc0,n
Borah and Landon might eliminate chosen as forwards. Delano at cen- IJncoln 
both front runners in favor of Knox and Johnson and Upham as j
Vandenberg. Dickinson or some dark guards Ubbey was easily the out- Camden 
horse cand.date. standing forward In thc Knox-Un-
But there is a double-edged fact coin League; also the leading scorer f{ocklan[1 
about Gov. Landon's popularity tha'. Woodcock his running mate, was a 
makes him a good convention candi- Rrcat n°°r Tvorkcr and scored at 
date: Not only has he maintained critical times Gil Delano was one oi Camdpn 
his strength since the Institute first the best centers of the League and 
revealed, last December, that he was °nc of the high scorers. Captain 
the most popular candidate ln his Johnson played a strong defensive 
party, but he has Inherited strength game all season, and Upham, sopho- 
from two candidates who dropped off more guard came alon8 ,ast al the
the ladder since then—Col. Theodore close of the season and ran wild in --------
Roosevelt, Jr., and Ogden Mills. th« championship game against Orave fears were felt at Warren 
Both New Yorkers, Col. Roosevelt, Camden. Chet Delano. Merrill. Day. village as this paper went to press 
and Mills have suffered from the Elwell. Anderson Jealous and Lun- concerning the safety cf thc Georges 
tendency of party strategists to look devall were used considerably and Rlver Mlu dam y,,,. bulkhead at 
westward for a candidate this year came through with flying colors.
The team has been chosen for thc 
Hebron Tournament and also thc 
Small Schools Tournament at Ban-
season's schedule resulted
16 Thomaston. 
11 Thomaston. 
37 Thomaston, 
26 Thomaston, 
25 Thomaston, 
20 Thomaston. 
32 Thomaston,
54
47
27
50
24
72 
63 I
57
73 
51 
38 
52 I
58
47
48 
58 
80 
37 
55 
23 
36
MILL DAM WEAKENED
the head of the flume was tipped 
by ice and water pressure and had 
been anchored witli heavy chains 
If thc bulkhead goes out the wheel­
house and machine shop would prob­
ably be lost and the office threat­
ened.
Thc bridge above the dam is like­
wise threatened and lee accumulat­
ing which must be cleared. Rumors 
of the Impending loss of thc dam at 
South Hope Increases the unrest oe-
361 cause the bridge at South Union is 
33 ' already under water and the bridge 
44 j at North Warren already gone.
29 j LATER-Part of the dam at the
30 power house, Upper Palls, was re- 
32 ported at 11 a. m to have gone out 
30
30 
38 
21 i
36]
38
WARD THREE THE LEADER
Has 258 More Voters Than Any Other Precinct 
—Total Number Of Voters Is 4630
City Clerk E. R Keene has been 1 
compiling some statistics which are ot 
interest to all Rockland voters.
He finds that the city has 4650 per­
sons who are entitled to the right of 
suffrage and that 8894 per cent of 
them, or 4118 persons, are enrolled to 
participate in primary elections.
The percentage of Republican en­
rollment is 42.59 and the percentage 
of Democratic enrollment Is 87.41.
The registration and enrollment 
figures by wards arc:
TOWN MEETINGS
LINCOLNVILLE
Moderator -J. S. Mullen; clerk, H. 
A. Miller; selectmen, Warren A. 
Pitcher, Allen Morton and L. M. 
Nickerson; treasurer. Jolir Macleod: 
collector, Pred Hardy; 8. 8. commit­
tee. Mrs Roger Plalsted The dinner 
furnished by the Orange ladles was 
well patronized and $30 70 was 
cleared.
APPLETON
GEORGE’S
CHINESE
LAUNDRY
Open For Business
Main St., Corner Winter 
Rear of Palmer’s Jewelry 
Store
In November they were among those 
receiving the most prominent men­
tion; hence they were placed on th’ i 
Institute ballot. Today thc con- S°r-
census of political writers ts that the ' The 
nomination lies among six named thus: 
above, and that If an Easterner wins union, 
a place on the Republican ticket it Union 
will probably be second place—thc Ellsworth, '
Vice Presidential nomination. Castine Nor,
• • • • Ellsworth,
The first question which is asked of Bpifast. 
every Republican who puts himself casting Nor ,
up for the White House ln 1936 Is: Uncoln Acad, Thomaston. 
"What can you do west of Lake M6 of Com, 43 Thomaston. 
Michigan?" After all, the Repub- Lincoin Acad„ 31 Thomaston, 
lican Job is to win back the lost Re- Rockport, 
publican tribes of the West Central camden 
section — Wisconsin. Minnesota, Rockport,
Iowa, Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska Rockland 
and the Dakotas. Roosevelt took Rockland, 
them from Hoover ln 1932. Thc Belfast.
G. O. P. probably can’t win without camden. 
breaking their phalanx in 1936.
Today Republican voters ln this 
area favor Oov. Landon. He leads
31 Thomaston. 
28 Thomaston, 
36 Thomaston. 
12 Thomaston, 
27 Thomaston, 
19 Thomaston, 
18 Thomaston,
DEER ISLE BRIDGE
Hie reserves have won seven out 
of nine games which brightens thc
Borah by 54 to 26. Nevertheless. In prospects for another successful sea- 
certain of the States where Presi- | Mn next >'ear 
dent Roosevelt’s lead Is most vul­
ROCKLAND TEL. 487
32-39
DEMOCRATIC CAUCUS 
The Democrats of Rockland are hereby
notified to meet In Caucus assembled at 
CITY COUNCIL ROOM 
Spring 8treet. Rockland
At 7:30 P M.
MONDAY MARCH 16, 1938
Por the purpose of selecting delegates 
and alternates to the approaching 
State Convention and transacting such 
other business as may properly come 
before said Caucus.
D. ROBERT McCARTY.
Chairman
JOHN J. PERRY.
Secretary
Rockland, Me. March 7, 1936 31-32
nerable today (The Washington 
Post, Feb. 16), Borah creeps up to 
threaten Landon's advantage.
Thus, while Landon outpolls Bo­
rah by 84 to 9 ln Kansas, the Idaho 
Senator Is only 5 points behind him 
In Minnesota, 6 points behind in 
South Dakota and actually 9 points 
ahead of the Kansas Governor In 
Wisconsin.
Meanwhile, as Republican leaders 
seek to assess the popular strength 
of the outstanding candidates—with 
an eye to their appeal to shifting 
Democrats—the present occupant of I 
the White House quietly prepares to( 
enter thc Democratic primaries,
Of State championship timber is 
the Thomaston High School girls’ 
team which has scored 818 points 
against the opponents’ 303. The 
high scoring forward, Captain Feyler, 
made 465 of these. Next ln order, 
Helmi Johnson, with 272 .and Cleora 
Condon with 63. The girls have been 
chosen to go to the tournament at
WE BUY
OLD GOLD
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
JEWELER
370 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Gov. Brann said ln Washington 
yesterday that Public Works Ad­
ministrator Ickes appeared to favor 
the proposed allocation for the Deer 
Island-Stonington bridge if Congress 
appropriates sufficient funds for a 
new PWA program.
Gov. Brann conferred with Ickes 
together with all members ot the 
Maine Congressional delegation ex­
cept Representative Hamlin, who has 
returned to Maine. The proposed 
bridge would cost an estimated $700,- 
000 of which thc proponents seek 
$385,000 as a PWA loan and the rest 
as a grant.
“He seemed exceedingly favorably 
I inclined,” the Governor said after 
his conference with Ickes. “He noted 
that the state was behind it and 
doesn't question the state's credit. It 
is apparently a question of an ap­
propriation by the Congress of
enough new relief funds,"
1se■
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At the adjourned session of the 
Appleton town meeting Wednesday 
additional town officers were elected 
thus;
Tax Collector R. J. Gushec.
Treasurer—B. J. Ness.
Road Commissioners—Merrill Es- 
ancy, Lero/Moody and Nelson Cal­
derwood.
Constable—Pred E. Edgecomb.
Auditor—Almond IA Oushee.
Sextons—Barclay Miller. Elmer
2,364 | Sprague. A. A. Rowell. Arthur Phil­
brook. 8. B Miller and O H Fowles.
Appropriations: State Aid Road. 
$533; schools. $3600; Support of Poor, 
$700; Roads and Bridges, $1200; 
State Aid Maintenance. $50; Third 
Class Maintenance, $586; Patrol.
The belief is entertained by many 
persons that they are obliged to vote 
as the/ enrolled, but this does not 
relate to a regular election. It re­
lates only to the primaries, where, n
order to take part one must call for I snow Removal. $300; Interest 
the party ballot In accordance with $3oo; Town Expenses. $400; Town 
his enrollment. This is necessary as officers, $600: School House Loan.
the names of the candidates for nomi­
nation are on separate party ballots.
In a general election, like that cd 
next September, for Instance, a voter 
may mark the ballot as he sees fit, 
regardless of whether he Is enrolled 
as a Republican or a Democrat.
$1000; Memorial Day. $10; Street 
Lights. $200; Snow Pence. $300; 
Cemetery Fence. $65.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
We sigh enviously when we read 
that the Bath Iron Works now has 
1050 on the payroll, and that the 
number Is apt to go over the 1200- 
mark. This will nearly approach the 
1929 boom. Three destroyers, repre­
senting over $12,000,000 are to be I 
built. Three beam trawlers standing 
for approximately one-half a' million' 
and the latest contract announced, 
that of a Naval ferry-boat at a cost 
of $339,000 are ahead of the firm. 
The new destroyer Drayton wlll be 
launched from jard March 23.
A LIFE ON TIIE OCEAN WAVE
A life on the ocean wave.
A home on the rolling deep:
Where the scattered waters rave.
And the winds their revels keep!
Like an eagle caged I pine 
On this dull, unchanging shore:
O. give me the flashing brine.
The spray and the tempest's roar!
Once more on the deck I stand.
Of my own swlft-gltdlng craft:
Sc: sail! farewell to the land;
The gale follows fair abaft
W' shoot through the sparkling foam. 
Like an ocean-bird set free.—
Like the ocean-hlrd. our home 
Well find far out on the sea.
The land la no longer ln view.
The clouds have begun to frown;
But with a stout vessel and crew.
We ll say. Let the storm come down!
And the song of our hearts shall be. 
While the winds and the waters rave,
A home on the rolling sea!
A lift- on the ocean wave!
-Epes Sargent
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And now abideth faith, hope, 
charity, these three; but the greatest 
of these is charity. —ICor. 13: 13. 
g*-. -. - . . . : u ■
NOTICING
♦♦♦4
Have any of this paper's 
nadtrs, gifted with the 
notlciag faculty, noticed—<■ *
THAT Mark Twain’s oft-quoted al­
lusion to thc fact that while every­
body complains about the weather 
nobody ever does anything about It 
will need to find careful considera­
tion at the hands of Florida rulers 
should another winter like the pres­
ent lay its paralyzing hand upon the 
shivering army of vacationists4>
THAT among not the least valued 
advantages accruing to the more or 
leas disUngulshed citizen through the 
listing of his name and address in 
that inclusive publication Who's 
Who, ls the loading of his mail-box 
with nationwide suggestions for thc 
bestowal of his annual income upon 
objects that appear to stand in need 
of that easy and off-hand form of 
financial consideration.♦ •
THAT the essential of constancy 
in whose possession mankind loves 
to boast finds no more satisfying 
exemplification than In his adher­
ence to coffee and doughnuts, that 
age-lflpg Damon and Pythias of the 
breakfast table 4 4
THAT there's nothing so inevitably 
calculated to throw consternation 
Into the feminine heart as lte dis­
covery that the new and fashionable 
piece of hosiery upon which reliance 
had fully been reposed has at the 
most inopportune moment suddenly- 
started a run. ♦ ♦
THAT the adaged slip twixt cup 
and lip common to every rank in life 
finds no more graphic illustration 
than by Rudyard Kipling, who save 
for his poem in which the Widow 
of Windsor" figured would by her son 
King Edward have been crowned 
Urglands Poet Laureate, an honor 
never more Justly deserved4 4
THAT there is the ring of good 
sanse in the philosophic injunction 
not to allow one's memory to concern 
itself with the Past; but there ls a 
pleasure not to be denied In these re- 
callings of happy days that none of 
us would be doing without—the 
Philosopher nimself. doubtless, along 
with Tbm. Dick and Harry and the 
rest of us common folks of the every­
day 4 4
THAT this time it is the so- 
called of the sex gentle found 
sentenced by the Miami courts 
for the drunken driving that brought 
death to the innocent pedestrian, 
suggesting by that sad act to what 
depths of folly Qoldsmiths lovely- 
woman may stoop when given thc 
increasingly free hand of these 
broadcast days of anti-prohibition.4 4
THAT even to these present days 
the blossomed memory retains the 
sadness of those Juvenile years that 
found you condemned to the impos­
sible fashion of drinking from the 
side of your spoon, a demanded 
process of the table from which the 
unmusical spasms of the lips must 
rigidly be excluded.4 4
THAT you could the more have 
relished the viands to which in the 
narrow luncheorf belt of the drug­
store you sat confidently down had 
it not been for the large and vio­
lently colored portrait which upon 
the facing wall exactly crossed your 
line of vision importing to you there­
by the merits of Dr. Scholl's kindly 
Inventions and picturing therewith a 
fiery and life-size collection of 
bunions and dejected toes in their 
more desperate stages of dilapidation4 4
THAT the lady of wealth and 
fashion who for the purposes of so­
cial agrandizem-nt brings to the va­
cation-time hotel her priceless dia­
monds, apparently had lost sight of 
the gentlemanly outlaw, who early 
In his professional practice of light- 
flngering had established the truism 
of his craft, that a bureau drawer as 
a hidden receptacle for jewels pre­
sents a mere occasion for laughter.4 4
THAT when you were told of thc 
tens of thousands of Ethiopians 
mown down by the bombs of Itdly 
dropped out of cruel skies, your mind 
cast back in contrast to the pictured 
Philip of the old-time story, who 
climbing to the chariot of the Man 
from Ethiopia lead to him of the 
One led as a sheep to the slaughter, 
and baptizing him into the glowing 
light of Peace on Earth sent him on 
his way rejoicing.
Miami. March 11.
A TOWN MEETING
"Boze" Shows Worshipful 
Masters' Asociatiori How 
the 'Thing Is Done
A thought of his home State was 
uppermost in the mind of Albion B 
Crocker. "Boze" to you. during this 
month of town meetings, for at a 
session of the '.-'irst Worshipful Mas­
ters' Association held recently at the 
Engineers Club in Boston, the en­
tertainment for the evening consist­
ed of a “town meeting*'—the place. 
Damariscotta, and the officers: How­
ard Whitmore, moderator; Samuel 
Spring, treasurer; Albion Crocker, 
clerk and collector.
Referring to tiie presentation. 
•'Boze" writes: “Just to show the boys 
who had never attended a town 
meeting. I'put over tills one. The 
moderator and first selectman never 
were present at such a gathering, 
and no one knew, except the clerk. 
Uie subject matter of the articles 
until they were read. When the 
meeting adjourned, those present 
knew more what a town meeting 
should not be than what it should 
be. but they had a merry time and 
that was the purpose.
The clerk had a report of the Town 
of St Oeorge. 1933. and told thc 
members that small towns, as well as 
large cities, had their troubles 
“balancing the budget."
A portion of the highly original 
warrant ls reprinted:
To Bill Bullard. Constable of the
Town of Damariscotta. Greeting:
You are hereby required to warn 
the male inhabitants of said town 
being 21 years of age and upwards, 
having an income of six pounds or 
any real estate to the4 value of sixty 
pounds, to meet at the Town House, 
opposite The C-reat Pond " In said 
town, on Fridav. March 6. at 6.00 
p. m. to act upon the Articles in the 
Warrant
Tom Paige 
Walter Taber 
Elmer Oraves
Selectmen
N. B —The Collector will be pre­
pared to give receipts for Back Taxes 
any time during the meeting. Pay 
promptly.
For the voters who do not bring 
their lunch a dinner will be served 
by the Scotta Snifty Shooters N. O 
O S S . and the scallops will be 
cooked under the personal supervi­
sion of the Top Sergeant of the 
Company
The Collector will collect from all 
and sundry of the voters who par­
take of the chow the sum of 75 cents. 
Free list suspended end T. D pipe 
smokers will be “trun out." 'Order 
from the Selectmen's Office).
N. B. 2—Come and lift your voice 
for. or per contra, each and every 
Article in the Warrant, or forever 
hold your peace.
CYRUS EATON'S HOME
Excellent Suggestion Is Made 
That It Be Restored and 
Maintained
Neediiam. Mass . March 11
Editor of The Courier-Oazette:— 
Rockland, Maine.
Dear Sir:—
I have been very much interested
in the suggestions that have been
made in your paper from time to
time that various spots and buildings
of local historical interest should be
properly marked. Markers are most
desirable and have their place, but
wherever possible buildings should be
preserved and "spots" set aside as
memorials before it is too late. The
house in Warren, which was the
home of Cyrus Eaton, the historian.
should be restoied and maintained as i
a memorial to him.
A Bostonian, not a native son. in 
addressing a society of “descendants" 
said. "We all love our native land 
whether we were born there or not." 
To be sure Cyrus Eaton was not a 
native son. he was not a descendant 
of any one of the early settlers, but 
he married a native daughter. Mary 
Lcrmond. and every page of the 
"Annals of Warren" testifies to his 
love for the town and his admiration 
for its early settlers and traditions.
My ancestors were among the ori- 
' ginal settlers of the town and I am 
sure they, with the other early 
settlers, would acclaim Cyrus Eaton 
Warren's most illustrious citizen. 
] Tliey moulded the clay ;he cast the 
bronze. It seems to me that this 
year. Warren's bi-centennial, would 
be a mast fitting time to start a 
movement to dedicate his home as a 
memorial to him in grateful recogni­
tion of what he did to preserve the 
records and traditions of the early 
days, not only in Warren but in the
whole of Knox County.
Aubigne L. Packard
SIMONTON
Old ladys meeting a one-legged 
imp on the street: Poor man, you 
ve lost a leg. haven’t you?
Tramp, looking down at his foot: 
ell. I'll be darned if I haven’t.— 
orida Tfmes-Union.
The Farm Bureau held an all day 
meeting Wednesday at the home of 
Mrs. Guy Annis, with preparations 
for tiie dinner demonstrated by the 
committee sent to a training class. 
A well-balanced meal was served at 
noon.
New Farm Bill Provides 
Money for the Farmers 
But No Solution of 
Farm Problems
By Nicholas Roosevelt 
For the National Republican Builders. Inc.
Those Republicans—Including the present writer—who had comfortably 
assumed that the Supreme Court s decision against the AAA meant that thc 
AAA was dead are now shown to be mistaken.
some bad features. Obviously it can­
not be changed or repealed by Re­
publican efforts before 1937.
But it should serve as a warning 
to the Republicans that they still 
face the need of devising a sound 
farm program If they are courage­
ous they will endeavor to ascertain 
whether a subsidy is necessary and 
desirable. Competent farm authori­
ties state that today not more than 
five percent of the farmers need 
direct Federal aid.
What all farmers want, of course, 
is good prices for their products, and 
to be able tc buy what they need at 
reasonable prices. Superficially, this 
ls one of the objectives of the new 
farm bill. In fait. the Secretary of 
Agriculture is directed to bring 
about such a ratio.
But the bill conveniently keeps sil­
ence on the fact that there is no 
way short of an economic dictator 
ship by which the Secretary can 
achieve this object. The forces con­
trolling prices are entirely beyond 
his control.
The prices of certain crops, for ex­
ample. are determined by world 
markets. Others are affected solely 
by national or local supply and de­
mand. The prices of what farmers 
buy are affected by costs of produc­
tion. wage rates costs of distribution 
and. in a limited number of in­
stances. by tariffs.
Among the potential benefits to 
farmers comes first and foremost the 
deduction of taxes. Unfortunate’.; 
the Federal Government is spending 
so much money that increased taxa­
tion ls inevitable.
In the next place the farmers need 
better credit facilities—not neces­
sarily more credit, but cheaper credit 
This the New Deal has in part furni­
shed—and in so doing has earned 
well-justified praise.
But clear-thinking farmers know 
only too well that there are great 
dangers in too liberal credit. In fact, 
those who lace conditions frankly, 
know that part of their troubles in 
the post-war decade was due lb the 
fact that they were able to borrow 
money on the basis of war prices. 
Many farms were mortgaged to buy- 
added acres at a price per acre far 
in excess of sound land values.
All of which is but another way of 
saying that there is no single, simple 
solution to the farm problem. In 
particular is the new farm bill no 
panacea. Rather ls it a new edition 
of the A A.A.. conceived in a hurry, 
passed without adequate discussion, 
snd signed by the President obvious­
ly without his knowing the full de­
tails ot its contents.
Had he known these details he 
could never have made the state­
ment at the time of signing the bill 
that it “does not control individual 
production or individual farm com­
modities." This happens to be in 
direct contradiction with the facts.
The Supreme 
Court outlawed the 
basic principle of 
the AAA. But thc 
Administration has 
enacted a new 
farm bill which 
gives the Depart­
ment of Agriculture 
powers of regi­
menting agricul­
ture as great as or 
even greater than
those In the original AAA act. And 
-which is fully as important-lt has 
authorized thc use of $500,000,000 a 
year for benefit payments to the 
farmers.
Superficially this is good news for 
the fanners. It means that the 
"gentle rain of checks" will be re­
sumed. But the terms of the bill 
deserve the most careful study by 
all who are engaged In or interested 
in fanning.
In plain English the new farm bill 
authorizes the Secretary of Agricul­
ture to determine the amount of 
different crep6 which may be raised, 
to direct how every acre which he 
wishes tp control may be used and to 
make payments to the fanner on any 
terms he deems best. He may pre­
scribe methods of cultivation and 
direct chr.nges In the use of land.
He cannot force farmers to com­
ply and Is expressly prohibited from 
entering uito a contract with a pro­
ducer. But he can make payments 
• at such time, in such manner and 
in such amounts" as he wishes, in 
exchange for crop control and land 
utilization which he dictates.
Two questions at once present 
themselves: Is this new act consti­
tutional and whether it is or not, 
what should the Republicans do 
about it?
• • • •
The Supreme Court. In throwing 
out the original AAA act did so be­
cause It was "a statutory plan to 
regulate ana control agricultural 
production, a matter beyond the 
powers delegated to the Federal 
Government." To the layman this 
would seem to be simple enough.
But to the layman the new bill 
would seem to have as its direct pur­
pose to regulate and control agricul­
tural production. Why else was it 
passed, unless, of course, to furnish 
the means for the payment of sub­
stantial sums to farmers in the hopes 
that these farmers would help to 
re-elect Mr Roosevelt?
This leads directly to the second 
question: What should the Republi­
cans do about it?
They should, in the first place, 
point out that, like the AAA., this 
ls mere stop-gap legislation. The 
plan, which is described as outlining 
a permanent policy, has been only 
hastily and inadequately studied. It 
contains some good objectives—and
CAMDEN BOWLERS IN SEMI-FINALS
Progress Of the Various Thomaston Making a Fine 
Leagues In the Camden Showing In Y, M. C. A. 
Y. M. C. A. Tournament Tournament At Bangor
The Braves and the Shells are the 
respective leaders of the American 
and National leagues of the Camden 
Bowling Tournament, but by margins 
which are net over-comfortable, in 
the woman's division the Buttercups 
and Daisies are running a pretty race 
having won and lost equally the same 
number of games. Here are the 
league standings:
National League
W.
Shells ................... 54
Red Triangles ....... 52
Rotary ................... 37
Business Men ....... 31
CCC Camp............ 28
Smckeeaters ........ 25
Mystery Five........ 13
American League
W.
Braves .................... 63
Giants .................... 63
Firemen ................ 45
Camden Mill ......... 44
Y M. C. A............. 43
Rockport ......... 41
All Stars ................ 38
Lions .................... 37
Legon ..................... 26
Ladies Bowling
W.
Buttercups ............ 43
Daisies ..................... 43
Lilies ....................... 34
Dandylions .............. 25
Violets ..................... 12
Snapdragons .......... 4
L.
18
20
31
41
43
43
47
L.
25
29
43
44
45 
51
50
51 
62
L.
14
14
23
32 
39 
38
PC.
.750
.722
544
.430
.411
.367
.216
PC.
.715
.684
.511
j'iO
.488
.445
.431
.420
.295
PC.
.754
.754
.596
.438
.235
.095
Hampden. Thomaston. Oilman and 
Southwest Harbor fought their way 
into the seml-flnals of the YMCA 
tournament in Bangor yesterday.
Thomaston tripped Washington 
Academy 42 to 28. taking the lead 
early in the second period of its 
clash with Washington Academy and 
never relinquished it. although pressed 
throughout. Libby and Woodcock led 
the winning attack, with A. Gardiner 
starring for the losers. The score: 
Thomaston
O F Pts.
Libbey. If________ 7 2 16
Woodcock, rf .......... 5 0 10
G. Delano, c .......... 2 • 2 6
C. Delano, c _____ 0 0 0
Johnson, lg _____   0 0 0
Day. lg ................... 2 2 6
Merrill, lg ................ 0 0 0
Upham, rg ............. 2 0 4
C. Delano, rg..... 0 0 0
Totals ................. 18
Washington Academy
G. F
A. Gardiner, If ...... 7
| L. Gardiner, rf ...... 1
Talbot, rf ....... . .... 0
Huntley, c ........... . 3
Hoar, lg ................. 0
Whitney, rg ......... 0
Grant, rg ............. 2
6
totals ..................  13
42
Pts.
14
4
0
6
0
0
4
28
i
At The High School
(By the Pupils)
Talking on the professions of 
school teaching and of newspaper 
work, under the title of "Vocational 
Guidance," John M. Richardson 
former teacher and now a valued 
member of the Courier-Gazette staff, 
presented such a wealth of material 
applicable to the present day High 
i School boy and girl at Tuesday s as­
sembly that it would be difficult 
to Imagine a more Ipractieal and 
convincing talk Starting with the 
premise that a High School diploma 
is absolutely necessary in this chang­
ing world, he contended tliat a 
college diploma insures so much 
higher occupational levels that a 
college education should be the ulti­
mate goal for all; and in order to 
show how this may be obtained by 
the ordinary garden variety of boy 
and girl, he described his own 
method of working his way through 
college, the minute details of which 
kept his audience in laughter. The 
events, sorrowful and otherwise. 
, which took place between his un­
heralded arrival at Colby College, 
back In 1912. carrying the proverbial 
straw suitcase and umbrella, and thc 
award of his sheepskin four years 
later, were so Interestingly and 
humorously recounted, that a college 
education seemed within the reach 
of all who have the necessary 
intestinal fortitude.
As former sub-principal at this 
school, and principal In Rockport 
High, he outlined the prospects of 
the teaching profession, believing 
that teachers are bom not made, and 
that it is m important field, with 
only a few handicaps, for those so 
qualified.
Since becoming affiliated with the 
Courier-Gazette. 13 years ago. Mr. 
Richardson has been connected wltn 
the advertising department, and he 
ably deacnoed this work, as well as 
the editorial side. Although ideals 
and ethics have their place in choos­
ing one’s life work, the bread and 
butter or financial end of lt must 
also be considered. Mr Richardson 
said. If one Is to live a contented, well 
rounded life. The speaker was 
introduced by Grant Davis, who had 
unearthed some rather damaging 
data about John Richardson as a 
high school boy, which. In spite of 
its nebulous source. Mr Richardson 
acknowledged was true
Charles Toner was in charge of 
devotions at this assembly.
• • • •
In the French department, inter­
esting models have been carved from 
soap, which include a bust of 
| Napoleon by Charles Toner, the 
birthplace of Joan of Arc by War- 
; ren Ulmer, and a monument in 
j Canada by Harriet Richardson.
• • • •
Miss June Lovelace of Danbury. 
Connecticut, and Miss Iris Provost 
of Bridgeport, Connecticut, who are 
seniors at Bates College, have begun 
I their practice teaching in civics. 
English, and French at this school. 
While in the city, both are residing 
at 279 Broaoway.
• • • •
The vocational guidance broadcast 
yesterday was on "Personality as a 
factor in occupational success."
, bringing out the idea that agreeable 
personalities do not necessarily follow 
thc same pattern; that any business 
1 can use individuals of various types; 
, that one who wishes to please should 
not strive to copy other people, but 
should develop his own gifts to the 
I highest possible point.
• • • •
The girls' basketball tournament 
ended Wednesday night with the 
freshmen ns team champions. Ably 
coached by Charleen Ramsdell and 
captained by Edith Gray, they 
showed fine team work. The center 
combination of Elizabeth Breen and 
Anna Taylor, with good support from 
the guards, Ione Lorraine and Sylvia 
Webster, directed the ball to the 
forward section where Edith Gray 
and Edith Berggren both displayed 
an excellent eye for the basket.
Although the Junior high team lost 
all their games, they gave the upper 
class teams many anxious moments, 
losing to the seniors and sophomores 
by two or three points. A feeling of 
inferiority and stage fright handi­
capped them at first but they fought 
gamely and the other teams com­
mended on their good sportsmanship.
Results were: seniors, won 1, lost 
3, Juniors, von 3, lost 1; sophomores 
won 2, lost 2; freshmen, won 4, lost 
0; Junior high, won 0, lost 4.
Battery candidates for baseball 
will be called out for the first time 
March 30.
• • ■ •
Mrs. Ivy Hart has been substitut­
ing for Principal Libby, who was ill 
two days this week.
• • • •
Attractive invitations have been 
received by the lady members of the
Maurice F Lovejoy, Insurance in 
all forms, 140 Talbot avenue. Rock­
land. Tel. 1060-J. Steamship tickets 
to all parts ol the world. 8-S-tf
Mr. Jasper—Now I suppose you 
will threaten to go home to your 
mother after this scrap?
Mrs. Jasper—I'll do nothing so 
foolish. I'm going to invite mother to 
come here —Chelsea Record.
Caught a Cold ?
I To help end it sooner, 
j throat and chest with
I or.
C
165.
Joni ok CUl Ufaoo Batch
METAL TUBE/
MAINE MUSIC COMPANY
ROCKLAND, MAINE
senior high faculty, and the wives of 
the gentlemen members, to a St. 
Patrick's ’ea to be given by the 
Foods Class, in the McLain Build­
ing on Friday. March 20. at 4 
o'clock.
a a • •
This week and next, semi-finals 
for the Sophomore Prize Speaking 
Contest are being conducted. Judges 
are Edward Hayes. Vteno Kangas. 
and Eleanor Look, who are visiting 
the public speaking classes and 
selecting the best ten boy speaker:- 
and best ten girl speakers.
• • • •
"Old Walnut," a one act plaj 
which was so successfully presented 
by the Juiuors In connection wtth 
Kippy Kamival, has been selected as 
the presentation to be given at the 
One Act Play Contest held at 
Bowdoin College.
• • • •
Meetings of the freshmen, sopho­
mores. Juniors, and 8th grades are 
being held with coach Sezak In 
preparation of an intensive spring 
football practice which will begin 
next Tuesdiy.
• • • •
At the social last evening, the 
sophomore boys played the seniors, 
and the second team varsity girls 
played the freshmen team. After 
these games, dancing was enjoyed 
with amplified radio music.
• • • •
Most of thc Junior High rooms are , 
gay with St Patrick's day decora- | 
tions.
• • • •
Divisions 7-4 and 8-3 were winners 
in the weekly inter-grade spelling 
contest.
• « • •
The Junior High Girls' Glee Club 
express thanks to Burpee Furniture 
Company for the loan of their 
furniture for the operetta presented 
Monday Evening at the P.TA. meet­
ing.
• • • »
Ethel Philbrook and Winifred 
Pinkham have been school ste­
nographers this week.
• • • •
Principal Blaisdell's financial re­
port of the Kippy Kamival shows a 
total profit of $41244. divided as 
follows: freshmen, $111.10; sopho­
mores. $63 41; Juniors, $29 45; seniors 
$60.28; junior plays and karnival 
ball. $148.20.
• • • •
The assembly program Wednesday 
morning was given by division 7-3 
under the direction of Miss Hughes, 
with Louise Harden announcing the 
program. A play was presented en­
titled "What Am Act!" incCudinj 
these Characters: "Martie." the 
hostess, Ruth Seabury; "Harriet," a 
guest. Hclmi Lehto; “Mary." a new­
comer, Doris Gattl; "Peter," presi­
dent of the ciub, Douglas Small;
“Jim" and 'Ted." two members of. 
the club. Robert Chisholm and 
Joseph P.'-'.rosky. Foliowing the play, 
Arlene Hili, Annie Brooks, Mar; 
Sncw, Richard S. Brown. James 
Economy, and George Ellis enter­
tained with their jokes, poems and 
musical selections. A piano solo was 
also played by Ruth Seabury. Rich­
ard A. Brown. Donald Fogg, and Ev­
erett Spear acted as stage managers.
• • • •
This afterncon Bangor IWgh School 
is sending t\io teams here for a prac­
tice debate with the R.HS. teams. 
This debate is taking place before the 
alternates, members of the debating 
clubs, and coaches. There will be no 
decision.
w • • •
Posters on the Revolutionary Pe­
riod have been made by the seventh 
grade and are on display in Miss 
Hughes' room. Freehand drawngs 
of famous men including George 
Washington. Benjamin Franklin, 
Thomas Jefferson. Paul Revere, and 
John Quincy Adams have been made, 
their signatures have been copied, 
and such rights as religious freedom, 
free speech and press, and trial by 
Jury, guaranteed under the Constitu­
tion are emphasized. Intricate maps, 
copies of etchings, stars, bells, and 
flags redolent of red. white and blue 
are urged in the pesters. These con­
sidered excellent were made by Made­
line Hurd, Donald Borgerson, Ruth 
Hammond. Marguerite Hooper. Mary 
Gerrish, Eleanor Porter, Marguerite 
Mahoney. James Mculaison, Priscilla 
Brazier. Richard A. Brown. Lucy 
Thompson. Naomi Rackliff, Richie 
LInnell, Pearl Webber. Orace Blethen 
Mary Lamb, Shirlene McKinney, 
Seth Hanley, Barbara Robinson and 
Milton Eaton.
CAMDEN “WISECRACKEBS"
Participant In Monday's Town Meet­
ing Wishes There Were More Of1 
Them
Camden. March 14
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I read in the Camden paper that j
town meeting did not sit very well I 
with some people. The Herald stat- J 
cd that town meeting w as no place { 
for wisecracks. I was there and) 
heard the said wisecracks and was J 
glad that someone, for once, had the) 
head and courage to question sonieji 
of thc real wise ones of the doings j 
of town affairs In Camden.
I believe if we had more wise- j 
crackers of this kind the town would i 
be a much cleaner and better place, i 
May wc have more wisecrackers in 
our next town meeting!
A Voter in Camden [
"SEA VIEW” NEEDS AID
Cemetery Must Have Op­
erating Fund For Water 
Service
A small operating fund is urgently 
needed by the Sea View Cemetery As­
sociation if waiter service etc. is to be 
available the coming season. Past in­
debtedness and expenses for the sum­
mer call tar $75. AU friends of the 
fine old burying ground, lot owners 
and those wishing to aid a worthwhile 
project may send their contributions 
to The Courier-Oazette or notify J. 
M. Richard on and contributions will 
be called for.
The city auiherities are co-operat­
ing generously and have taken the 
great bulk of the load from the Ano- 
ciation but there are seme expenses 
which the organization must take 
care of. and to that end your aid U 
earnestly solicited.
The fund:
Previously reported .............. $20 00
Mrs. Willis I. Ayer ,................... 2.00
Mrs. Lencra Pitcher Waller ..... 1.00
$23 00
SAVE FUEL 
BAKE QUICKLY
Pat In yoar kitchen one of the
GLENWOOD
RANGES
The best range that can be mat 
Trade In Yoar Old Range
$59
Caution to pedestrians: Walk on 
the left side of the road I
Priced from
Pay only $1.00 each week If you w
Burpee Furniture C
ROCKLAND, ME.
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Mrs. Minnie Smith and Miss 
Margery Jackson will he in charge 
of public supper at Legion hall to­
night, 5 to 7, under the auspices of 
American Legion Auxiliary.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
i»9«
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Mrs. Albert (Decker of Camden has 
received word of the death on March 
3 at Willows, Calif., of her son-in- 
law, iEdward Barrows. Mrs. Barrows 
will be remembered by many as Mary- 
Cold of Stonington.
Rockland Townsend Club No. 1 
will meet Tuesday night at 7 o'clock 
at K P. hall. Friends are invited.
The Postoffice reports increased 
sales of blue 16-cent Air-Mail Special 
Delivery stamps, due no doubt to 
the fact that this issue will be with­
drawn from sale locally after March 
31.
TUBEROUS ROOTED BEGONIAS
TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NFIGHBORHOOD KVKNTS
March 18— Vinaihaven town meeting.
March 16—Onion town meeting.
March 16-Kocltport town meeting
Marah 16—Democratic City Caucus In 
City Government rooms.
March 17—St. Patrick's Dav.
March 20 (2 to 9 30i Educational
Club meets at Grand Army hall.
March 22 to April 5—Revival Servlets 
at First Baptist Church.
March 23—Bath—Launching of the 
destroyer Drayton.
March 23—Washington town meet!
March 23—Shakespeare Society mi 
at the home of Mrs Helena Fales
March 23-26—Orono —Farm and Home 
Week
March 30—Annual meeting of Com­
munity Chest at Chamber ot Commerce 
ruoma.
March 31—Democratic State Conven­
tion In Lewiston.
April 2—Republican State Convention 
In Bangor
April 5—Palm Sunday.
April 10—Oood Friday.
April 12—Easter.
April 15-20- Augusta—Maine Metho­
dist conference.
April 27- Musical and dramatic enter-
An electric rooking school spon-; 
sored by the Central Maine Power 
Co. will be conducted by Miss Carrie 
J Williams Wednesday at 2 p. m nt 
the Universalist vestry. The public 
ia invited.
Miriam Kebekah Lodge meets 
Tuesday, with a card party at 2 in 
charge of Miss Florence Kaler, sup­
per at 6:15 and degree work at the 
evening session, the degree staff to 
be drawn from .past noble grands.
ins.
ncetx
The Frank Healey house on North 
Main street has been bought by 
Robert B. Magune of Rockport, who 
ls having it made into apartments, 
one of which he and his family will 
occupy as soon as completed, which 
ls expected to be around the first of 
June.
Comrades of the Way will have
supper-devotional meeting Sunday j 
at the Congregatoional vestry, at b 
the usual 6:30. Miss Carra Mac- 1 
t.Snr by" thrw:‘^n"'l^nr^ii Knight of Kansas will be the speak­
er. her subject to be an important 
and Interesting one. Each comrade j 
should take sandwiches; hot cho- . 
colate will be provided.
How long can we endure? 
When will this depression end? 
These questions are on the 
minds of every thinking per­
son—America is at the cross 
roads. Hear—
J. CLARENCE
LECKEMBY
Rep. Candidate For Congress 
From Second District
discuss
TOWNSEND PLAN
over
WLBZ and WRDO
SUNDAY
MARCH 15-22
at 5.00 o'clock
Winners in the amateur night 
competition conducted by the Cam­
den Pood Fair appear at Strand 
Theatre in Portland tonight. Hie 
list follows: First prize, $10. J. Bar­
bara Newbert. acrobatic number 
“Pint o’ Tricks," second. $5. Olive 
Rowell. Thomaston, trumpet solo: 
third. Star Musical Trio; fourth. 
Dorothy and Pauline Havener, tap, 
dance and song; fifth, Martena, 
Proctor. Camden, hula-hula dance.
—
At the Pleasant Valley Orange 
meeting Tuesday the third and 
fourth degrees will be conferred on a 
class of young people. Officers are 
requested to be present at 7. Hie 
program, in charge of Myron Young, ] 
will be a St. Patrick's Day observ-1 
ance and everyone is asked to wear | 
a bit of green. A box social provid­
ed by the ladies with games, etc., 
will help to make jolly time. Wiley's | 
Corner and Wessaweskeag are ex­
tended invitations Don't forget 
your green, or a forfeit you will pay.
ihe Unlvcinklbit vratry 
May 10 Mothera Day.
Juna » -Republican National Conven­
tion opens In Cleveland.
June t-11—Annual convention OAR.
and allied bodlea in Rockland.
June 15 Primary Election.
Hie officers and escort of Clare- Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary 
mont Commandery, KT. will have a ’ met Wednesday for supper, the 
rehearsal Monday night at 7.30. tables being gaily decorated In keep- 
-------- ing wdth St. Patrick^, Day. Mrs.
Mrs. Betty Gardner of Lewiston is Laura Ranlett as chairman was as- 
at the home of Mr and Mrs. Alfred sisted by Miss Olive Carnes. Mrs. 
Merrow, Granite street, caring for Maud Mather and Mrs. Inez Bronkie. 
Mrs. Merrow. Each organization held a successful
-------- business session. It was announced
at that of the Auxiliary that a check 
was sent to the remembrance table 
(Sophomore Class) for the Kippy 
Karnival. The Auxiliary will hold 
its annual anniversary celebration at 
the meeting in two weeks.
Miss Nathalie Jones and Miss 
Virginia Proctor have completed thtir 
business courses at the Ballard Busi­
ness School. Rockport.
Mrs. Harold Karl will be chairman 
I of circle supper at the Congrega­
tional vestry Wednesday.
Hiogc who are old-fashioned 
enough to believe that lt is a proper 
tiling to wear a hat, are warned 
that the March winds are with us.
“Ol’R AMAZING UNCLE"
A Rhyme Dedicated To the W. P. A.’s
$25000 Dog Pound In Memphis
Under the caption "An Ode In­
spired by An Amazing Article" a 
Montreal newspaper recently pub- 
lislied the appended rhyme written 
by H. I. Phillips.
("The $25,000 aog pound being 
erected on WPA funds in Memphis 
Tennessee, will be modernistic in
Lufkin's athletic prowess was dfsl«n' w,th curtained windows.
specious runways.
Bill
brought back Into play yesterday 
morning when ht raced with the individual rooms and a daily change
shower baths.
Josef Hofmann, world-famous
pianist, and a summer resident at _____
Camden, will be soloist on thc The Democratic city caucus, au- 
General Motors Hour Sunday, 9 to 10. thorlzed by the city committee will 
-------- 1 be held at the City Government
The Auxiliary to Sons of Union rooms next Monday night at 7 30 
Veterans will meet Wednesday after- unless the Army of Occupation con- 
noon, with a card party at 2. supper eludes to defend the citadel by armed 
at 6. and the usual evening business | force. Meantime on Thursday night 
session. I there was held a series of ward cau-
--------  : cuses for the same ostensible pur-
Bird Branch of the Intcrnatioml pise—election of delegates to the 
Sunshine Society will meet Monday’State Convention in Lewiston—but 
at the Central Maine rooms A good for the more specific purpose of as- 
attendance is desired as there Is suring a delegation instructed to 
work. i support James E. Connellan os State
--------  committeeman It 1s claimed that
The Past Grands and Past Noble Thursday night's caucuses were not 
Grands Association will meet at Oud omCiaiiy called, but they were held 
Fellows hall Wednesday. Supper on afler -Massa Ed" had
arrival of guests, followed by eve-j rounded up hls phalanx.
nlng's entertainment. | -------
--------  Baraca Class held its annual meet-
The covered dish-supper social the Wednesday nlght at the Metho- 
Oider Adult Social Group of the: dist wrtry electing these officers: 
Congregational church which was to „ dark,
have taken place Thursday night shlrley Rollins;
was postponed due to inclement
weather, a date to be announced.
March wind for possession of his lid 
which rolled elusively in front of him I 
from the foot of Lindsey street to 
the Nye garage. The hat was finally 
downed on the 5-yard line.
of bedding."—News item.)
Fldo. what a break (or you 
Under the Red. White' and Blue! 
No more days ot care and strlfe- 
Youra the more abundant Ufel
See the dog pound so conceived 
It can hardly be believed: 
Private rooms (or one or two 
With a lovely garden view!
SERMONETTE
Priest of God; a Man among Men
Jesus was nearing the end of 
his earthly ministry when he gave 
to the world (he parable of the 
Good Shepherd, and lt put his life 
in peril on that winter's day in 
Jerusalem, when at its close he 
stated. "I and my Father are one;" 
they would have stoned him. 
Listen! )
“I am the good shepherd and 
know my sheep and am known 
of mine." These are Jesus' words 
as Head of the Christian Church; 
the supreme Pastor. Acceptance 
of his interpretation of the pas­
toral office has been the inspira­
tion of his ministry for ages
The City of Rockland from its 
earliest days has been wonderfully 
blessed in its churches and their 
priests and ministers. I never re­
member to have heard any inci­
dent that reflected in the slightest 
degree upon her pastors as they 
have come and gone. This has 
given the city spiritual strength; 
for it is her glory that she has 
had many “good shepherds" and 
supported them faithfully.
I do not know how many pas­
tors have served St Bernard's, I 
can recall but two. Father Phelan 
and Father Flynn; both men of 
God. walking lu the steps of their 
divine Master.
Surely that congregation and 
the citizens of Rockland can at­
test Fattier Flynn has been a good 
shepherd, has known his flock 
and has been known of them. No 
priest could receive a more sin­
cere tribute. He has been appre­
ciated and loved by others aside 
from the devout Catholics he 
serves Is it not well to tell him 
so while we still have him? A 
good shepherd.
William A. Holman
dist Church. At 9.30 the Friendly 
Men’s Bible Class will meet in the 
small vestry. Hie church school will 
hold its regular session at 12 o'clock. 
Much enthusiasm is being manifest­
ed in the Baraca Class which con­
venes at this same hour and at the 
present time is in the midst of an at­
tendance contest. The young people 
of the Epworth League will assemble 
at 615 p. m. for their devotional 
meeting. Olad Gospel service ls at 
7.15, an inspiring praise service with 
sermon by the pastor, topic. "An Im­
portant Question and Its Answer.”
• * • •
At the Littlefield Memorial Church 
Sunday morning at 10 30 Rev. C A. 
Marstaller will have as his sermon 
j subject "Hue Forgiveness." There 
will be a sermonette for the children, 
i Church School will meet at 11.45; 
Intermediate C. E. at 5 p. m.; ami 
[ senior C. E. at 6 15 and praise and 
preaching service at 7.15. Hie ser­
mon subject will %e "Ornaments." 
Senior young people’s social in the 
vestry Monday evening at 7.30 
Prayer meeting Tuesday evening at 
7 30. The Ladies' Aid meets Wed­
nesday evening with Mrs Ethel 
Choate and Hie Woman's Mission­
ary Society meets Thursday after-1 
noon with Mrs. Maggie Farnham
A summer flower as easy 
to grow as a geranium. 
Crisp Ruffled Edge: White,
Pink and Yellow
Double Frilled: Pink, 
White, Salmon, Orange and 
Scarlet
Large Double Cantella and 
other type*: Salmon, Rose, 
Pink, Orange, Scarlet. 
Crimson. Peach, Apple 
Blossom and American 
Beauty.
$2.50 doz; $1.25 half doz.
Cultural directions 
furnished. Order at once.
HOWARD R. RICH, Atlantic, Maine
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FLYING FLORIDA SKIES
In Which Connection Visitors From 
Rockland Figure
The Gift and Art Buyer. February i
issue, contained a fine haif-tone pic- ^bdog™ eond^'lh^"
ture of the interior of Edward De luxe baths where any pup 
. _ ... Can drop In and get washed u|Gonia's store, together with a brief
but excellent iei>ort of the opening ^‘^^“bem^at’:'' th“
This is one of the best trade pub- Turkish towels, too. I hope.
Salt baths and a cake ot soaplications in ’he country, and the 
recognition of this local house car­
ries no small weight.
Tinted walla and hardwood floor*. 
Windows big and panelled doors: 
Wag your tall and ahow us. poodle. 
Gratitude to Yankee Doodle!
Draperies and color schemes 
Far beyond a puppy s dreams: 
Club and the Elks hook up With the Give a canine cheer! Hooray- 
Chamber of Commerce in a Joint I por the WPA ’
On Tuesday night the Kiwanis
meeting to be held at the Congre­
gational vestry with supper at 6 30. 
The speaker will be Philip N. Clerke. 
a high official with the Westinghouse 
Electric Co., who will speak cn 
"Modern Lighting."
secretary,
i treasurer. Miss Madlene Rogers. The
| office of president will be announced
I later. The program featured a 
The Missionary Society of the pageart by Bible Moths.
First Baptist church met Wednesday charm of the youthful performers set 
at the parlors, with 20 present. In ; Qff by o|d_fasi-joned costumes. Those 
an all-day session much work ttas taking part were Mildred Shannon, 
accomplished on puffs, and a gener- j June Webel Ruth Wheeler, Virginia 
al discussion on Bible questions was fe Marian Vinal. Margaret
conducted. Dinner was served. ! Osler, Richards. Doris
The
state that Mary Lacrosse is not 
working on the "youthful police 
force" and does not intend to. Her 
name had been presented, with ’he 
others, by the supervisor of the new 
system, and she was on duty in the 
city marshal's office one day.
------ , Virginia
Borgerson. and Norma Havener. Mrs.
{ Lena deRochemont was in charge of 
' refreshments. There were 40 pres- 
i ent.
Some wag. cognizant of City Clerk 
Keene's strong sense ot humor, sent 
him Thursday a post card to which 
was fastened a dog license. “Hie 
dog is dead; no further use for this."
read the card. And it would have j present. It is now hoped to soon
The attendance contest between 
Rockland Free Baptist Sunday 
School and Kennebunk Baptist Sun­
day School is continuing with in­
creasing numbers and much interest. 
The attendance at the local Sunday 
School has exceeded expectations 
and last Sunday all known records 
were broken when 311 were counted
BURPEE’S
FUNERAL SERVICE
AND
FUNERAL PARLORS
Established 1840
Licensed Embalmers and 
Attendants
John O. Stevens Alden Ulmer 
Emily W. Stevens, Arthur Andrews 
Day or Night Telephone 
450
Representatives in all Urge cities 
in the United States and Canada
AMBULANCE
Service is instantly avaiUWe. 
Experienced attendants on duty.
Day or Night Telephone
450
361 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
20-tf
Radios and light and heat.
Bones de luxe with ample meat;
Clean, fresh bedding every night— 
Pillows (11 you've voted right)!
If there's anything you lack 
Press a buzzer! Get It! Smack!
Uncle Sam ls out to see 
Poodles roll In luxury.
No more scratching. Fldo. please! 
Washington controls your (leas!
If an Itch should bother you 
Write Jim Farley. P D Q I
' No more chasing of your tall—
Exercise of no avail:
Let such foolish pursuits bore you— 
Uncle 8am wlU do 'em for you!
Fldo you should grateful be
, To the new Democracy;
What a home (or you to win' . . .
Hey! One side! I’m moving In!
BORN
MERROW—At Rockland March 12. to 
Mr and Mrs Alfred Merrow, a daugh­
ter. Tanya Dolores
SPEAR—At Camden. March 14. to Mr 
and Mrs F L Spear, a daughter.
At First Church of Christ. Scien­
tist. comer of Cedar and Brewster 
streets. Sunday services are at 10:30 
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser­
mon tomorrow will be "Substance". 
Sunday School is at 11:46. Wednes­
day evening testimony meeting is at 
7:30. The reading room is located at 
400 Main street, and open week days 
irom 2 until 5 p. m.
• • ■ R
“Surplus Power" will be the sub­
ject of Dr. Lowe's sermon Sunday 
morning at the Universalist Church. 
Church School sessions at noon—Dr 
Lowe's Class in the auditorium and 
Mrs Olover's Class at her residence 
Alpha Omega young people's Society 
in the vestry 7. p. m. Initiation 
ceremony for new members, social 
hour and refreshments.
• • • •
The subject of the setmon at the 
First Baptist Church will be. "The 
Prescription." The church school 
with classes for all ages will meet at 
noon. The Endeavor meeting will be 
held at 6 o’clock with Ansel Young as 
leader. The people's evening service 
will open at 7.15 with the prelude and 
big sing. Mr. MacDonald's subject 
will
The Belanca air bus owned by 
Adriel U Bird, previously mentioned 
in this paper and which has recently! 
been a much observed figure in 
Florida skies, has made a particular 
leature in the vacation season visit 
of Mr. and Mrs. E K. Leighton, 
through the generous assignment to 
their use. A special day was set 
apart to a flight down the coast to 
Key West, with Capt. Wincapaw in 
command, a never to be forgotten 
flight that embraced the region late­
ly devastated by the tremendous hur­
ricane that wrought such disaster to 
lile and property. Viewed from the 
high altitude the evidences of de­
struction were dramatically present-1 
ed to the view and imagination of] 
the passengers.
The guests of the air-party, whicn 
included Mrs. L. Bliss Gilchrest cf 
Thomaston, were friends of Mr. anJj 
Mrs. Leighton at the Hotel Whitman,' 
at Miami Beach, who warmly appre­
ciated the occasion, which was a moat: 
notable one.
A NEWSPAPER MOTTO
Boston Globe Recalls One Once Pub­
lished by the Rockland Gasrtle
been a wonderful dog if still living 
as the license was made out Dec. 
30. 1894
F. V. Ludden is in the city for a 
few days enlisting local business 
men's support for the publication 
known as The Notion's Business, is­
sued by the United States Chamber 
of Commerce. The publication has 
taken up the cudgels In behalf of 
some of the business world’s most 
vital interests, ond has gained ex­
cellent support in this city.
When you assemble Clark Gable.
Jean Harlow nnd Myrna Loy in a 
single picture, the result must be re­
markable and so it is in "Wife versus
Secretary" which comes to Strand I shade of a line of camphor trees.
have a record of 400 in attendance 
Two weeks ago the Kennebunk 
School took the lead in the contest 
with a score of 628 while Rockland 
trailed with 580 Hie local school 
came back last Sunday and cut that 
lead more than half, leaving a score 
of Kennebunk 787 and Rockland 760 
The local school hopes to again take 
the lead tomorrow and there arc 
good prospects that it will do so.
"I don't want to make you en.-i- 
ous."writes Frank H. Whitney from 
Fruitland Park. Fla . but lie did when 
he told about the annual fish fry. 
which he describes as having taken 
place on a nice sunny day in a tem­
perature of 80 degrees, sitting in the
Theatre for Sunday, Monday and 
Tuesday. There arc two other stron ’ 
features next week—"Dark Angel" 
Wednesday and Thursday featuring 
Fredric March, Merle Oberon, and 
Herbert Marshall; and "Barbara 
Coast," with Miriam Hopkins, Ed­
ward G. Robinson and Joel McCrea.
Benefit card party Temple Hall. 
Wednesday, March 18. 7.30. Auc­
tion. contract, monopoly, and other 
games. Admission 25c — adv. 32-33 4
covered with glossy green leaves, and 
looking over a beautiful green lawn 
sloping to a beautiful lake. Roses 
and other flowers in bloom; and be­
hind an 80-acre orange grove with 
the trees in bloom and lots of 
oranges still on them. The scent of 
orange blossoms everywhere. Anil 
yet the writer wonders if Frank 
hadn 't rather sil on the end of some 
Rockland dock end open one of those 
freshly boiled lobsters lie used to like 
so well.
=7\
TRANSPORTING 
THE SICK
With good roads and mod­
ern. comfcrtable ambulances, 
it is often more practical to 
transfer Invalids, even tor 
long distances, by automobile 
rather than by rail. Our 
equipment and staff enable us 
to offer safe, easy transporta­
tion for the sick or injured 
over a radius of many hun­
dreds of miles.
A. D. DAVIS & SON
TEL. 192 OR 143
' THOMASTON, MAINE
20&32
DIED
In answer to "Joseph B" of Cam- 1 
bridge. Mass, tiie Boston Globe the' 
other day carried this paragragh.
“For many years before the Civil | 
War and for nome time following, it | 
was thc custom of newspapers, both 
icligious and secular, to print under , 
the title of thc paper, as given on the 
be: “The Bibles Picture of a first P8®6 some sentence supposed j 
to be indicative of its aims. The! 
most common cne was 'Pro Bono 
Publico.' Many years ago the Rock- I 
land. Me., Gazette. carried the hon­
est motto. "Printed for the pc-
Long Man In a Short Bed.
LAMB—At Camden. March 12. Capt ’ . • . .
I.-neat O. lamb aged 71 years. 5 
days. Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock 
from the Methodist chureh
COPELAND — At Foreotvllle. Conn .
March 5. Mrs Chester E Copelend.
RS “dlya' ‘“tateme’m” In ** the theme °f the sermOn by ! CUni,iry beneflt °f 1U Publlslier' and I 
Corwin H. Olds at the Congrega­
tional Church on Sunday. Sunday- 
School will be at 9.30 a. m. A chil-
“Who Started the Church?" or 
“Are the Churches Self-Appointed 
Guardians of Public Morals?” will
ForeatvUle.
POTTLE—At Friendship. March 13.
Oeorge D. Pottle, aged 85 years. 9 
months. 1 day. Funeral Monday at 
1 o'clock (rom the residence Inter­
ment at Harbor View cemetery.
WYLIE At Waldoboro. March 13. Mlse 
Rena B Wylie, (ormerly ot Warren, 
aged 72 years. 7 months. 1 day. 
Funeral Sunday at 2 o'clock (rom 
residence ot Mrs Mary M it hews 
Interment In Sterling cemetery. 
Warren.
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory ot Helen P Robln- 
aon who pamrd away March IS. 1933 
Three years ago today
We liad you with us.
We heard your dear voice
And we saw your smile.
And then you left us
And all pain and suffering.
You went away
for Just a little while.
The coming spring reminds us ot your 
going—
Its balmy presence has a sadness on 
the sir;
But something tells us you are happy—
There Is no sadness In that Land so 
(air.
Gone (or a little while—
But we have missed you;
We oft recall ' that time
When last we met.
■ And. oh. dear one. In some (air Land
We love your memory 
i And be assured, dear Helen, we don't
forget.
Father, Mother. Brothers and Sisters.
CARD OF THANKS
8lncere appreciation and gratitude 
ate extended to friend* and neighbor*. 
Marguerite Chapter OKS . Rev N F. 
Atwood, and the nurees and staff ot 
Knox Hospital for their kindness to us 
during the tunes* and loss of our loved 
one. also for the beautiful flowers and 
use of cars. To all who so kindly of­
fered their services during our sorrow 
we are deeply thankful.
Mr Herbert Calderwood. Mr. and Mrs. 
Oscar Lawson. Mr and Mrs. Chester 
Colson Mr. and Mrs Frank Sellers and 
Mr. Stephen Keseel •
CARD OF THANKS
For tbe many kindnesses shown, for 
baskets of fruit received and to the 
men for so faithfully keeping an open 
road during the illness aS Frank L. 
Montgomery. I wish to express my ap­
preciation and also thanks for beauti­
ful flowers sent for the funeral service*.
C. Ida 8tevens
dren's story will be Included in the 
church service for those members of 
the Sunday school who attend 
church. Comrades of the Way will 
meet at 6 p. m. for a supper-devo­
tional meeting, speaker Miss Carra 
McKnight of Kansas.
• • • •
"Sameness In Experience or An 
Expanding Christian Life—Which?" 
will be the subject of tiie Lenten 
message to be given by Rev. Charles 
E Brooks at the Sunday morning 
service of the Pratt Memorial Metho-
the interest of Its patrons ’ The1 
Gospel Banner, a Universalist Week- , 
ly Paper, published in Augusta. Me 
carried the motto 'In the name of j 
our Ood do we set up our banner.' A 
story is told that one day the palter 
appeared with tiie motto printed. 
‘In the name of our God. do we upset 
our banner' There were many such 
mottoes, and possibly some reader 
may tell you where more may be 
found."
To the Hiomaston correspondent 
who asks why the Gazette motto was 
dropped we will say that thc query
tor of The Courier-Oazette now 
Florida.
in
A phone call Just received from 
North Warren states that two center 
piers of the Georges Valley Railroad 
bridge there had been taken out by 
ice and the bridge proper was sag­
ging under water.
Ax a suitable background for 
quiet, dignified and reverent serv­
ice, the Russell Funeral Home ix 
all that one may desire. Use of the 
Home Is available at all times, and 
Is but one of the many facilities 
that help to maintain a high stand­
ard of service.
Russell Funeral Home
TEL. 662
»CLAREMONT ST, ROCKLAND
RELIABLE 
DRY CLEANING 
SERVICE
PREPARE FOR EASTER
MEN’S SUITS 49c 
LADIES’DRESSES 29c
(Plain—One Piece)
HAVE THE BEST AT THE LOWEST PRICE 
FREE DELIVERY
PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
17 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND TEL 170
yj PP//[ UTTtM M ™ ******i wmo Mwn Mt ■ amv mi i ■a TO (MN UMI
MCLOON
SAUSimSMVICE
ANS TO Nj 
PUZZLE *’<>.
We use only 
,d genuine replace- 
1 ment part* in 
j pur »ervlc« work.
tfiSlRAMBLED WORDS 1 CORRECT W0RDS19I
U HO
AGE RAG P
NAD
ft RAP IRE 5
RICE SEV ’ i
R SI
1HO B
’ COMICAL ENO '1
f I>NAr _
5 FENCE FIT I i
NEED RANGE OR FUEL OIL TODAY? 
CALL US FOR
VERIFIED PRINTED METER SERVICE
Two Tickets Free To Each Theatre
First Prize—Oscar Marsh, 89 Broad St. 
Second Prize—Harriett Richardson, 12 High St.
SHOWING AT STRAND THEATRE 
SUNDAY, MONDAY AND TUESDAY 
Clark Gable in "Wife vs. Secretary”
M'LOON SALES and SERVICE. S, ,* J"<"«»»»»zraix.g « y.ao vaig
t-flEf RILE HA TION - OIL HEATING ENGINEERS V 
DISTRIKUTOHS OF FINEST FUEI OILS
IIMFROI 84 STHEET RIKKI AM) MAINE
WITH THF BOWLERS JL. Legage, 
Glldden.
87 107 92 96 
81 101 106 85
Rockport came down to the Star I 
Alleys Thursday night and showed; 
the locals a thing or two, the visiting t ■ • • •
team winning by 100 pins. Stevenson The Camden Lions Indulged In an 
liad Jhigb string (120) and a total of [ eleventh hour rally at the Star al- 
48 pins higher than his next nearest ieyg Thursday night but did not 
opponent There were 17 century i succeed in overtaking the Rockland 
strings In the match. The score; ! club which had gotten away to a
513 423 472 476 457 2341
Ito: kport
Whittier, 91 96 116 84 104 491
Larson, 100 92 85 111 79 467
Stevenson, 107 101 115 120 107 559
Simmons. 106 90 105 97 102 602
i Jarvis, 96 76 SO 99 IM 437
502 455 501 511 478 2447
ItmkUnd
Mason. 115 84 90 01 91 471
Wnslow, 89 77 82 85 98 411
1 Roes, 90 94 92 103 87 465
good start in the first round Fos­
ter and McLoon divided high string 
iionorx on 109. but McLoon captured 
high total The summary:
Rockland Lions—Black 268. Annis
Camden Lions—Crockett 252, Hall
264. total 1320
ft LOCAL CONCERN
SOLICITS rOUR PATROHAGE^S^Qb 
FOR OIL OR BURNER SERVICE
McLOON SALES & SERVICE
ROCKLAND TELS. 730 & 731 MAINE
"What's your name?" the grocery 
store manager asked the young ap­
plicant for a job.
"Scott," replied the lad.
"And your first name?"
•'Walter.”
‘That's a pretty well-known 
lame" remarked the manager with 
a smile.
The boy looked pleased.
“It ought to be," he replied. 'Tve 
Seen delivering groceries around 
here for two years."
W. E. Dornan & Son,
INC. 1506tf
Distinctive Memorials 1*
Granite and Marble 
Thomaston. Me. East Union, Me. 
Fbone 114-9 Phone 13-31
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THE STORY
"CHAPTER IX—Kerry tl to males 
a cruise of Nan’s holdings. The bal- 
Untie expert reports that the murder 
bullet waa fired from Weat'i platot. 
West vlalta Nan and attempti to 
take her by force. Holt reacuea her. 
Nan tella Eira of her fear* for 
Holt-! safety and speaks of love. 
Exra tella Kerry Nan lovee Holt. 
Kerry, reallxlna hla own love for 
Nan. Is miserable. Tod bargains with 
Bluejay to slay Kerry and frame Holt.
CHAPTER X — Kerry campe at 
Townline Lake. While canoeing Ker­
ry la fired on by Bluejay and topples 
Into the lake. Hls canoe upturns. 
The ’breed, certain Kerry Is dead, 
leaves. Kerry, unhurt, had thrown 
himself Into the water, coming up 
under hls canoe.
CHAPTER XI.—Tod Informs Sher­
iff Bridger that Bluejay has seen 
Holt taking money from a box which 
had been burled under the Downer 
cabin floor. A prisoner overhears and 
tells Esra. Tod sees Kerry and is 
enraged at Bluejay, who has col­
lected hls blood money. Bridger, hls 
deputy, and Tod set out to take Holt. 
Young comes upon Bluejay, who Is 
*anic-strlcken. Choking the Indian, 
Kerry orders him to leave the coun­
try. Esra tells Kerry of the frame- 
up on Stuart. They take a short cut 
to the cabin and dig up the planted 
box. The sheriffs party arrives and 
demands the box. Kerry refuses. 
They leave, and Kerry finds fln.’er- 
prints and traces of honey. Wnt'a 
face was swollen from bee stlngt.
CH APTER XII. COXT1XI r.l>
He paused to listen. Xo sound 
rime from the front part of the 
building.
"I’ve lieen working for two weeks 
on this thing. It's a dead cer­
tainty that Tod West killed Cash.
. .. Xo! Don’t you talk! Time for 
that later!
“West kills Downer and caches 
away the money. Only Just now, 
he's dared to use a little of It. 
gome that he didn't know could he 
Identified. When the first of It 
showed up, on the same night I 
happened to hit the Landing. Ezra 
came to me and let me tn on IL 
I’ve been busy ever since."
Rapidly he narrated what they 
(had learned and suspected; what 
they had found today; hls encoun­
ter with Bluejay and the very ob­
vious fact that hls own arrest had 
been made on Tod West's sugges­
tion.
’•You see, be had s double motive 
with you. Likely he, too. thinks 
that Nan . . . well, likes you a 
lot. He wants you out of the way. 
You were in a bad spot the night 
of Downer's murder; he plants the 
box with Just a little money, get*
Bluejay ready to swear to this 
story of his and figures that'll dis- 
pose of you.
“Me, though, he figured he'd bet­
ter hire me killed and he missed by 
about a hair. The next best thing 
Is to keep me behind the bnrs ns 
' long as he can because he knows 
damned well neither Ezra nor I 
fell for the Bluejay lie about you
and that cash box.
“Here we are; the two of us In 
Jail, something over twelve thou­
sand dollars still missing and West 
on the loose.
“Did you notice that West's head 
and neck were swollen up? You 
did? Am I crazy, or did I hear 
, somebody say he'd been stung by
a hornet?"
“That's what he told!” Stuart 
was trembling, Infected by Young's 
Intensity.
“Check! That's no hornet sting. 
That's bee sting. He's been fool­
ing around bees somewhere; he 
gets stung and gets all daubed up 
with honey because there's honey 
on the box and honey on the crow- 
bar he used In making the plant!’*
“The hell you say!”
“Fact! Do you know anybody 
that keeps bees?"
“Bees? There isn't a hive of 'em 
In tlie county. I know all these 
settlers and—•**
"But there are wild bees In the 
woods. . . . Oh, God!" he muttered, 
rising and slapping a hand to hls 
head. “Why the devil won't a 
man's brain work when he needs 
It most? , . . Honey and money! 
Money and honey!
, “We should be out of here to­
night, but there Isn't a chance.
•And controlled county politics as 
; he does, you can bet West'll see 
to It neither one ot us gets loose 
in a hurry. . . . Money anil honey. 
. . Holt, the thing's Just too
; damned hot to let drop. . . . How 
in the name of high heaven can w-e 
get out of here?''
He swung out of the cell and tip­
toed to the window before which 
he had stood. The heavy bars were 
set In stone. Even with a hack 
saw, It would take hours to cut 
through. , . .
Back he ran to the panel of 
steel which made the front of their 
prison. Bars, heavy and thick, ran 
from ceiling to floor; the lower 
• ends were set tn a steel plate; the 
plate was held to the concrete floor 
by heavy lag screws, square 
; headed, solid. . , .
On hls knees he felt along that 
I plate.
“Lord, here's a short section of 
|It!" he whispered. . . . “Look; the 
thing’s In three sections,”—running 
his hands up the bnrs. ‘‘This door 
and Its steel frame ls one . . , 
And one, two, four . , . seven lag
’ screws"Fol3 Tt to the floor. With 
those out . , .**
"But how?" Holt whispered, voice 
shaking, now. “How the devil *«1 
you get 'pm out? Where'd you find
a wrench?”
“Wrench? . . . Wr . . . Why , . . 
King Christopher! Holt, on the 
way In, d'you hear—"
He gripped the other's arm so 
tightly that the boy winced He 
strained to listen and put hls lips 
close to Stuart's ear.
“Stand here and if anybody 
comes talk or whistle or sing. . . . 
Whistle lf you can! For the love 
of God, walk np and down and 
whistle. . . . Xo, never mind why. 
... Let me alone. ... I'm going 
to try to pull a fast one. . . . Got aDy 
string? Search yoarself! Or a 
shoe strlng'd do . . . Yes I Get 
one out ... And cover me np, boy.
: If you ever did anything in all your 
life!"
Ducking Into a cell he felt along 
the base of the brick gall, scrap­
ing up fragments of plaster. With 
these, he went quickly to the rear 
window and peered down. Tip lay 
there, still panting from hls hard 
run.
“Hl, chnm!"—cautiously. The dog 
rose and stood looking upward, tall 
busy. “Tip. fetch!"
On the command Kerry tossed a 
bit of plaster toward the car.
The retriever went out with a 
great bound, running tn short cir­
cles, snuffling, looking up. whin­
ing.
“Fetch!* Agatn he tossed n frag­
ment and It struck the fender.
With the sound Tip whirled, 
bounded toward the ear. pawed at 
the ground and picked np the 
plaster In hls month, trotting back 
to hls place below the window, 
i “Give! Now . . . fetch again! 
In the car. boy, In the car!*
Behind him. Holt Stuart waa pac­
ing and whistling lowly, raggedly; 
not a musical whistle; a rather dry 
and husky one, to be sure, but 
still. It was sound. . . .
Mystified, Tip trotted ont to 
where he had found the plaster 
and sniffed and pawed, looked 
back, trotted around the ear, 
stopped and lifted his nose high, 
drinking In scent from the seat,
“Right! Good dog! Up, now; 
Fetch. . . .**
Lightly, the dog leaped within, 
hnntlng the half opened door wide. 
He Investigated at length, smell­
ing here and there, flawing, and 
then, on a blanket which spread 
across the cushion, he found hls 
master's scent and Immediately be­
gan tugging at tt stoutly.
“Xo! Not that! Xot the rope!" 
Young moved hls feet up and down 
to relieve the nervous tension 
which racked hls body. “Stay there.
. . . And fetch. . . . Fetch, old 
timer !**
Tip abandoned the rug. More 
snuffling, more pawing, and then 
he came trotting toward the Jail, 
a limp glove In bis Jaws.
“Fine! Give. . . . That's a boyl 
And fetch again!”
He turned and beckoned Stuart 
closer with a Jerk of hts head.
“Working fine! Get a blanket 
and cut tt Into strips, about so wide." 
—measuring with thumb and finger. 
‘‘And keep whistling! For the love 
of God don't stop whistling! It 
means more to us than you'll ever 
realize.”
And now Tip was fetching a tire 
Iron and next he brought a pair 
of pliers, handling the metal gin­
gerly, head bent far to one side as 
the grip necessary to holding them 
hurt hls teeth. As he deposited 
each against the wall he looked up 
and threshed hls tall and panted.
"Fetch!" whispered Young harsh­
ly. “Clean her out! Bound to be 
a wrench!’*
But It was an S wrench and then 
the other glove and a screw driver; 
next a Jack handle and then . . .
Young was laughing excitedly as 
he waved an arm wildly for Holt, 
because Tip was advancing, a 
monkey wrench held gingerly from 
the side of hls mouth.
“Good dog! Take! . . . Hold It, 
now! Steady. . . .”
"How's that?” muttered Stuart, 
thrusting the rope made of a ripped 
blanket Into Kerry's hands.
“Whistle! . . . Stay by the door 
and whistle!"
He scanned the darkness beyond 
the lighted area anxiously. Any 
passer, seeing the dog, could up­
set hls plan. And Nat Bridger 
might have hls vanity satiated hy 
now by the gang at the pool room.
The blanket rope was long 
enough. He bent the shoe lace to 
It. and made ln It a running lopp. 
Then cautiously he thrust the 
string through the bars and care­
fully paid out the strands of 
woolen.
Tip stood there obediently, 
wrench In hls jaws, rolling hls 
eyes toward that descending noose. 
It swung and swayed; the loop 
touched the deg’s head, dangled 
near the wrench and ... then closed 
of Its own weight!
With a muttered curse, Kerry 
Jerked It upward again, Improved 
,jhe knot anil tried once more.
Thrice nnd a fourth time he wns 
forced to open the loop before It 
finally swung over the end of the 
wrench. Then, holding hls breath 
tie drew It taut and with a mut­
tered, "Give!" swung the wrench 
free.
It touched the wall with a dull 
clink; It came up nnd he drew a 
great gasp of night air as hls 
hand, thrust between the bars, 
closed upon It.
How they worked on those tight­
ly-set lag screws! On their knees, 
close together, ready to throw them­
selves back Into the cells at the 
first alarming sound, they tolled. 
Two of the seven came easily. Two 
more yielded to their combined 
strength. The fifth and the sixth 
finally moved, but the seventh , , , 
Ah, that seventh!
With Stuart's hands gripped over 
Kerry's they put their weights on 
the wrench handle until Young 
thought the flesh would roll from 
hls palms. They sweated and pant­
ed, and cursed ln whispers nnd 
then, without warning. It gave, let­
ting go so suddenly thnt Kerry 
lunged noisily against the bars.
And on that sound came another: 
steps approaching; foot at the en­
try and they scuttled for their 
cells.
“Any calls. Ma?"
It was Bridger's voice, and a 
woman anstAred from somewhere.
He came on and peered tlirough 
the door, trying the lock. Young 
held his lungs flat for fear the 
whole panel would move.
“You boys all right?” he asked.
"What d'you mean, all right?” 
Stuart growled.
The sheriff laughed and turned 
away.
For an hour, then, they lay still 
and not until a muffled, regular 
snoring heralded the fact that rest 
had come to the county's servant 
did they leave their cots.
It was the work of a mere mo­
ment to remove the last screw and, 
with hls shoulder to tbe panel. 
Young shoved carefully.
The bottom plate grated on the 
concrete, gave, squeaked a trifle 
and then . . . swung free! A man 
could roll beneath It to the Jail 
corridor and be on hls way.
But he let It swing back and 
crouched there on the floor listening.
Abruptly he said:
"After I'm gape, you set the 
screws back and cover the heads 
with dust.”
Stuart looked at him blankly.
“You mean . . . That Is . . . 
You're going alone?"
“Listen, chum! It's tough. I 
know. But you're tn as a murder 
suspect Breaking jail would he 
damned serious for you. With 
me. It's a lesser offense. And. be­
sides that, we'll need Information 
about Bridger's plans, perhaps.”
That was not hls reason, hls real 
reason. Good enough, to be sure; 
hut knowing Stuart for hot-head­
ed, Impulsive boy, he did not dare 
risk liberating him now, when so 
much and such careful, patient 
work lay before him.
“Hell, Young! I hadn't figured—"
"But I had. I know Just what's 
got to be done, outside. Can’t you 
see that maybe you'll be . . . 
you'll be helping Xan by sticking 
here and keeping your eyes and 
ears open?"
"Of course, If you put it that
way. . .**
Hls consent was not without re­
luctance.
Kerry rolled beneath the out- 
swung panel.
“Good luck!" They gripped 
hands through the bars. “Tell Xat 
the fairies came for me. . . . And 
when you've got the screws back, 
duck that wrench down the sewer."
And silently he made hls way Into 
the sheriff's office, down the side 
steps and with a low whistle to 
Tip, leaped Into the car standing 
ready.
He opened the choke wide, 
stepped on the starter and the mo­
tor caught and drummed. Then, 
quickly, he slipped In the clutch 
and turned down the Jail drive to 
the street
Once there he looked over hls 
shoulder. Lights showed above two 
entrances to the Jail but windows 
of the sheriff's living quarters 
showed blank. Xat Bridger was 
deep In dreams of continued grand­
eur while a prisoner used his car 
for escape and as Kerry bounced 
across the railroad tracks, leaving 
even the outskirts of town behind, 
and headed for the Mad Woman 
he beat Tip's ribs resoundingly with 
one hand and laughed until the 
muscles of bis belly ached.
THE SAUNTERER
A. B. Crocker
How like a younker or a prodigal.
Thc scarfed bark puts from her native
bay.
Hugged and embraced by the atrumpet 
wind!
How like the prodigal doth she return. [ 
With over-weathered ribs and ragged
aalla:
Lean, rent and beggared by the strum­
pet wind!"
- Merchant ol Venice 
Our younker and prodigal, Buddy
the Pigeon, returned recently ln the 
above condition. Mrs. Crocker s 
birthday anniversary Peb. 27 was. we 
think, what brought him back, but 
as this is hls first leap year, he got 
confused about the calendar. We did 
not kill the fatted calf for him—he 
doesn't like veal anyway—but he got 
hls bread and peanuts, and went 
back to the place from whence he 
came.
Recently, in a Boston paper was an 
article concerning pigeon raising to 
promote social graces. Association 
with them giving you an opportuni­
ty for the exercise of the social vir­
tues of kindness and patience. From 
watching over our pair hatch out 
four sets of twins. I formed an 
opinion that two eggs were the limit, 
which this article says is correct 
There is an Interval of two days be­
tween the laying of the first and 
second eggs Then the male and 
female take turns in sitting on them, 
the female nights, and the male dur­
ing the day. That is, where thev 
are raised ln captivity.
Our pair managed it differently. I 
watched them, and before the bode 
of the pigeon going in was on the in­
side. the head of the other pigeon 
was out. and headed for our cafe 
Quote: “At the end of 18 days the 
eggs are due to hatch. When the 
young are hatched a milky liquid 
forms inside of both male and female 
and they take turns in feeding them 
Then the food gets coarser ana 
coarser until they are about six 
weeks old when they can take care 
of themselves, and then the parents 
forget all about them. Pigeons car.
' become very tame They will recog­
nize their owner by his clothes or a 
whistle or the manner in which he 
talks to them.'
One day while Buddy the Prodigal 
was sowing his wild oats. I saw him 
on the roof of a barn some distance 
from me I called. 'Bud." and 
whistled, and he came over to me 
but I had no peanuts ln my pockets 
for him. so he flew off!
"Pigeons are mated in pairs about 
March 1 by putting a male and fe­
male together in a separate compart­
ment. The pairs are broken up at 
the beginning ot summer during the 
moulting season, and then mated 
again, either the same pair or dif­
ferently. It happens sometimes, 
though very rarely, that a male may 
like another female better and leave 
Its mate. Thee female never does 
that She is always true to the one 
she starts out with."
Said the lady to her philandering 
mate. "I could be well moved If I 
were as you. but I am as constant as 
the North Star."
N. C. C. 3
Somerville, Mass, March 0
MONHEGAN
Lewis Day returned home last Sat- j 
urday after a few days passed with! 
his mother in Thomaston.
Harold B Clifford of Boothbay 
Harbor visited schools here recently.:
The Busy Bee Club met with Mrs. j 
Maynard Orne this week.
A card party was held last Satur­
day night at Mrs. Ernest Wincapaw's, 
( home.
Walter Simmons recently made a 
trip to New Harbor with Capt. Field.
Ray Orne returned home last Sat­
urday from Rockland.
Rev. Mr Holman will hold services 
here this week.
Carl Philmore of New Harbor is 
spending a week with his aunt, Mrs. 
Emma Field.
James McAlpin Pyle has returned 
1 to the island after spending several 
! months in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Mazzolim are 
with their parents for a few weeks.
The Happy Hour Club meet cn 
A ticket-inspector entered a train Lighthouse Hill this week, 
at Chomutov, in Bohemia. He ex- j Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Wincapaw are 
amined several tickets and told each leaving the Island soon to spend a 
of the holders that they were in the few days with their daughter ln 
wrong train. They must, he said. ’ Rockland.
change at once. { Mrs. Clyson W. Prior returned to
As his progress along the carriages the island last Saturday.
continued he found still more pas- I The Sewsumknltsome Club met 
sefi|gers who had made a mistake this week with Mrs. Henry Stanley, 
abcut the train. A birthday party was given Tues-
Then one of them had a bright ! |lay at the home of Walter Davis in 
idea, and asked the ticket-inspector honor of his natal anniversary. Those 
whether he was not in the wrong | present were Mr. and Mrs. Walter
(TO BE CONTINVED)
train.
He was.
PILES
And other rectal diseases 
Treated Without Pain 
or Loss of Time
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Davis. Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Mazzolini. 
Mr. and Mrs. Clyson Prior. Mr. and 
Mrs. Raymond Chadwick and daugh­
ter Phyllis, Miss Josephine Davis, 
i Lewis Day, Mrs. Ida Partridge, Calvin 
Davis, Walter Simmons, Miss Helen 
i Davis, Everett Canter, and Mrs. 
Christine Richardson and daughter 
Lorraine, who furnished the party 
with entertainment by tap dancing. 
Harold B. Clifford of Boothbay Har- 
' bor supplied music. The party also 
i enjoyed a trio by Misses Phyllis 
Chadwick. Lorraine Richardson and 
Mrs. Clifford. Cake and ice cream 
were served by the hostess. Many 
useful gifts were received by the host.
Famous Engineers Preseribe 
Steel Dams to Avert Floods
®-----
By V. G. 1DEN, Secretary
American Inatitute of Steel 
Construction
FkOZENS of rivers, swsillen to 
bursting point, are menacing 
rich cities and towns along our
Eastern seaboard. The breaking 
of a dam or a protecting escarp­
ment on any one of them might 
well lead to appalling loss of life, 
money — to the destruction of 
whole rich and thickly populated 
sections.
This flood menace is not new. 
Every severe Winter, every Spring 
of heavy rains has caused loss of 
life and property in many parts of 
the country. How shall we over­
come this frequently recurring 
danger?
It was to solve this problem that 
a group of the country’s most fa­
mous engineers have just met in 
Washington. The meeting was 
sponsored by the Washington Sec­
tion of The Amer'can Society of 
Civil Engineers; The Washington 
Engineering Society; The Wash­
ington Chapter, Military En­
gineers; United States Engineers, 
and the Reclamation Service En­
gineers. The group was addressed 
by Dr. Otis E. Hovey, consulting 
engineer of New York and the 
world’s greatest authority on steel 
dams. For steel dams were the 
means proposed to minimize flood 
dangers in the United States.
Safety was the quality most 
stressed at the meeting and, since 
the pressure on a dam is always 
definitely ascertainable, and steel 
is manufactured under complete 
control as to uniform strength nnd 
durability, there can never be any 
doubt of the vast safety advan­
tages of the steel dam. As Dr. 
Hovey expressed it in lis address:
“Steel is madc and rolled at the 
mills and fabricated at thc shops 
under full control. There is no 
uncertainty concerning the uni­
form quality of the material or in 
its application in the structure. A 
steel frame dam can be designed 
eo that its principal members re­
sist the water pressure in the most 
direct manner and with no uncer­
tainty as to their action. The 
loads on the foundations are defi- 
n.te. Consistent factors of safety 
against overturning and sliding 
can be maintained.
“Steel dams are made water
COURIER-GAZETTE CROSS-WORD PUZZLE
tight by the old process of riveting 
and calking, or by the application 
of the more modern methods of 
fusion welding. These methods 
apply equally to steel frame dams 
or steel fared dams. Steel dams 
can readily be designed to provide 
for expansion nnd contraction due 
to changes in temperature and, 
when properly designed . . . prac­
tically all parts arc accessible for 
inspection, maintenance and re­
pairs.”
There are a number of great 
steel dams in America, and all of 
them are remarkable for greater 
strength, durability and rcsstance 
to weather than any other type of 
dam. Thc El Vado dam on the 
Rio Grande Conservancy District, 
finished in 1935, impounds 198,000 
acre-fcet of water, has a gigantic 
steel face live acres in area, which 
required the use of 2,488,000 
pounds of steel.
Although steel frame dams have 
been totally neglected for more 
than 30 years, there are two in this 
country older than that, and still 
in excellent condition, although 
onc of them has not been painted 
for the last 22 years. Europe, 
Asia and other countries are also 
designing dams in steel.
In addition to strength and de­
pendability vastly superior to any 
other type of dam, the steel frame 
dam is approximately 30 per cent 
cheaper to build than neavy 
masonry. It is significant that 
during severe earthquakes and 
hurricanes, vhich this country 
has experienced with increasing 
frequency in recent years, only 
steel frame buildings have re­
mained undemolished. The steel 
dam is evidently also the best in- 
, surance against dood danger*.
HORIZONTAL
1-Frollc
8-Oevoted friends 
11-Produeed
14- Surface
15- Flvt hundred fifty-
one
18- 1 have (contr.) 
17-Contalner
19- Entlrely
20- North latitude
(abbr.)
21- Oiminlshed 
24-Prepo*ltlon 
28-Very email
28- Un It
27-Thawa
29- Perlod of time
30- Worth Ip
32- An insect
33- A stage direction
34- Guide*
38-A degree (abbr.)
38- Egyptian god 
87-Serf
39- Reatraln*
41- Tablet
42- Room
44-Small particle 
46-Withere
48- Before
49- Tejmlnate
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
50- A military title
(abbr.)
51- Tru*ting
54- You and I
55- Combinlng form.
Ear
57- Combat
58- Au*tralian bird
59- Eagle
60- Paper measure 
62-Oleperted in fine
particle*
,64-Oelay
65-Equallzee
1-
VERTICAL (Cent.) 
13-Declphered
17- A beverage
18- Preclout etons
21- Entertained with 
music
22- Problem
23- Hindering 
25-Exlated 
28-Gulded
30- Mountaln rang* In 
South America
31- Excita
36- Ebb*
37- Splaah
38- Youth
39- Mend
40- Turf 
43-Peek
Seaport of Australia 48-lmprovea
VERTICAL
2- Pellet
3- Portugueie coin
4- The (Sp.)
5- Maglatrate of
ancient Rome
6- Thln
7- A State of United
States (abbr.)
8- Epoch
9- Telle
10-Preaerve* In brine 
12-Girl's name
48- Girl's name 
47-Uae needle and
thread
49- Be available
52- Segment
53- Miaehlevou* child
54- Small bird
58- Propell*r
59- Scrutinlze 
81-Pronoun
63-A thoroughfare 
(abbr.)
SNAPSHOT GUIL
PAINTING WITH LIGHT
tf 1
WARREN
The Circle of Ivy Chapter. OE S .'< 
meets Tuesday afternoon with Mrs I 
William Barrows. i
Mrs. H. I. Holt will entertain the 
Dorcas Circle of King's Daughters! 
Monday afternoon.
Maynard Creamer, called to Boston 
early in the week by the death of hts 
brother Frank Creamer, returned 
home Thursday. j
Eighty were present Wednesday 
night when Arcana Lodge. K. of P, 
was guest of Oeorges River Lodge, 
working with the assistance of the 
host lodge the rank of esquire upon 
one candidate, and the rank of knight 
on three of its own candidates. Lunch* 
was served at the conclusion of the 
woik.
The regional conference of subor­
dinate and Pomona Oranges of Knox 
County held Thursday at Oood Will 
Grange. South Warren, was attended 
by 30 in spite of the heavy storm. 
The session was divided into groups, 
of masters, secretaries, lecturers and 
home economics, headed by F Ardine
(Solution to prevuius puzale)
Banmas
threatened in Thursday’s storm. Ice 
rakes piling up behind it and the 
water almost flowing over It. For a 
time it was thought that it would be 
necessary to dynamite the ice to re­
lease It, for tf the bridge went out 
the home of Mrs. Lydia Lelno would 
have been endangered The danger 
starting at 4 o’clock was over at II, 
but Elno Leino. the son. sat up until 
3 o'clock Friday merning to be cer­
tain there was no further danger. 
Water frcm the nearby brook over- 
, . J . flowing and a frozen culvert filled
„__________________ _ _______ Ithe cellar at the home of Frank Stahl,
Warren village. Thursday morning.
When lights strike from the ume distance on either tide the result In a 
photograph (left) is a balance that tend* to "flatten" the eubject. In the 
other picture, the light cornea from the extreme left and the extreme 
right a little to the rear. The dramatic, thlrd-dimenalonal effect It obvloua.
SKILLFUL photographers use light in place of the artist's 
brush. For with light they can cre­
ate sharp contrasts, accents and 
shadows; undesirable features can 
be eliminated. Important points 
played up.
Above are two pictures showing 
how a subject may be “painted" by 
light. The figurine and the camera 
were kept ln fixed positions; only 
the lights, two of them, were moved. 
And see what happened! The flat, 
uninteresting representation at the 
left is, at the right, transformed and 
enlivened. Form and features have 
been brought Into relief In dramatic 
fashion. The pathos ln the pose and 
expression have been brought out 
and an Impression ot mystery has 
been Introduced. The picture now 
speaks and stimulates the Imagina­
tion to a much greater extent.
For the amateur, there ls a world 
of fun experimenting with light 
“painting." Figures like this, dolls, 
toy animals, glass globes, spec­
tacles, mirrors, bottles, vases, In­
deed any small objects that appeal 
to your fancy, singly or ln group, 
may be used as subjects. The top of 
a table will serve as your “easel.” 
A portrait attachment for the or­
dinary camera is essential, because 
the pictures must be made at close 
range ln order to give a largeImage. 
Behind or on the table arrange to 
have a plain background, dark or 
light, depending upon the tone of 
your subjecL For your "paint
brushes” two or three 25-cent flood­
light bulbs and cardboard reflector* 
(two for a quarter) placed In floor 
lamps will be sufficient. With these 
movable lamps around the table 
you can bring light to bear on your 
subject from any angle and vary 
the distance or elevation of one or 
the other to produce the light and 
shadow contrasts that you think 
will be most artistic or striking. 
Remember, that you have "every­
thing under control" and can take 
time to study the effects of the 
lighting before you snap the camera 
shutter.
With fixed-focus cameras having 
relatively slow lenses, and the 
chrome type of film, make time ex­
posures. With cameras having fast 
lenses (f.6.3 or faster) a shorter 
time exposure (ty to 1/10 second) 
for the chrome type and 1/25 second 
snapshot, for the supersensttlve 
type, should produce good results. 
Of course, much depends on the vol­
ume of the light, the number of 
lights used and their distances from 
the subject. Incidentally, It ls not 
difficult to devise a spot light. It ls 
only necessary to use a large card­
board into which a 2-inch hole has 
been cut, and hold It between a light 
and the subject during the exposure. 
With the rest of the room dark, a 
spot light gives strong, sharp shad­
ows, and if your subject lends Itself 
to such contrast, dramatic effect* 
may be obtained.
JOHN VAN GUILDER
Strong; Hartley Stewart. State Grange 
lecturer of Houlton; Mrs. Nellie Has- 
call. State Orange secretary of Au­
burn; and Mrs. Allison Howes ot 
Pittsfield, chairman of the horn'; eco­
nomics department. The work ot 
opening and closing of a meeting and 
method of balloting were exemplified 
in conclusion. Oranges represented 
at the conference, which is one of a 
series to be held over the State, in­
cluded Evening Star Orange of Wash­
ington; Pioneer of East Union; Me­
gunticook of Camden; Penobscot 
View of O-lencove; Ocean View of 
Martinsville; and the host Orange, 
the latter serving the dinner.
Hartley Stewart of Houlton, 8tate 
Orange lecturer, was guest overnight 
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Ira E.
Perry.
8t. Oeorges Lodge. F A M . will ob­
serve Past Masters' Night Monday at 
a special meeting. There will also be 
work.
A large flock of wild geese was seen | tomed 
flying north Friday noon.
Carl Richards, six-months-old son 
of Mr. and Mrs. Percy Nlckles of 
Warren Highlands, ls 111 with pneu­
monia and ls being cared for by Mrs.
Fred Starrett at Warren village.
Water to the depth of 14 inches ran 
over the road near the Stahl home. 
A car was removed from a garage 
adjoining for fear the force of water 
about the underpinning would under­
mine the building.
At North Warren a culvert between 
Oeorge Litbcy’s and Whitney's Cor­
ner was washed out. road Impassable, 
and the culvert near the Wendall 
Stevens place washed so badly it was 
impassable also.
Water overflowed the roads every­
where. and shoulder* of the roads 
were badly washed.
PARK THEATRE
GLENMERL
In this vll- 
"just around
Crows are plentiful 
lage, so spring must be 
the corner."
Lawrence McLellan was a Port 
Clyde visitor Wednesday.
Victor Johnson who recently sui- 
fered a broken leg, will not be able 
to walk for four weeks.
L. H. Seavey was a recent Thomas­
ton visitor.
Frank Hunter was in Olenmere on 
a recent visit.
on its job again this spring, picking 
up clams on the river.
Orris Hupper is engaged in truck­
ing wood.
Leonard Seavey was a recent caller 
on his niece in Tenant’s Harbor.
"I left a quart cf whisky in my 
bunk this morning and forgot It 
when I left the train,” the passen­
ger complained to the conductor.
“You did?" exclaimed the railread 
man. “Then you are the fellow to 
go bail out the porter. I wondered
TheiBlack dc Gav clam boat will be where he got it. '—Portland. Express.
Storm Wreaks Damage
The bridge at -what is known as 
Patterson's Mills, East Warren, was
"Sonny Boy' ' a trick pony 
selected as a stellar mount for Dick 
Koran, new cowboy star of ihe 
screen, has a habit of rearing up on 
his hind legs. It's a habit which U 
highly disconcerting to those accus- 
to English saddle horses on
placid bridle paths. Dick Foran, 
however, ls no saddle novice, ard 
demonstrated this during the filming 
of "Song of the Saddle." now play­
ing. Dick not ctily waved hls ten- 
gallon hat with gay abandon as 
"Sonny Boy" went Into hls sky­
rocketing. but rolled a brown paper 
cigarette while reining ln the play­
ful little pinto.—adv.
HATEJt 
J.^ie 'ifi-Jw-J* 
feitwha-OMM
Ait «OOM| WITH |ATB 
IpAt'Sl >nU) FAtAS
NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/
to Your hotel in BOSTON
500 Rooms
RADIO 
SERVIDOR 
TUBS SHOWER
MANGER
« NORTH STATION
•< STEF-A-extyeer TKAIH-ROOM*
sn
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A POULTRY HINT
Right Out Of The Air
By R F SKRVICK
Greatest honor ol the year In radio 
history for a new program has been 
accorded to "For­
ever Young." heard 
five times weekly) 
over the NBC red 
network. The 
Women's National 
Radio Committee 
has picked It as 
the outstanding 
serial program on 
radio The pro­
gram ls written by- 
Mrs. Elaine 8teme 
_ Carrington, and
Marion Barney tyle pal of
Young” ls played 
by Marlon Barney, outstanding stage 
and radio star.
••• It Is seldom that the work ot 
an announcer ls selected lor a signal 
honor when a new radio program 
makes its debut; but that ls Just 
what happened to Jean Paul Kime. 
who skillfully handles the difficult 
talking assignment on the new Fol­
lies program heard Saturdays over 
CBS.
••• II tuba players depended on 
work for Ray Noble, maestro of the 
“Refreshment Time" program, heard 
Wednesdays over CBS. for a living, 
they would starve. Noble has never 
had a tuba ln his orchestra.
••• Youngest and most sincere Of 
the radio comics Is Bob Hope, the 
American Jester heard Saturdays over 
CBS. In keeping
with the time.
Hope ha* hla ma­
terial written by 
two young college 
graduates, ana 
believes that the 
real laugh* ol the 
country come from 
the college boys 
Hope, nowevei 
warns the youne 
sters that come 
dtans do not reach 
the heights ovei 
night, and that it 
takes at least three or lour years to 
accomplish the task.
••• Best friend and severest critlg 
ot Richard Gordon, heard Saturday* 
over WOR-WON-WLW as "Sher­
lock Holmes." ta hla postman ot 
Stamford. Conn. On the back ot 
every envelope Oordon gets the 
postman writes a criticism of hls 
performances.
•••The young tenor. Howard 
Price, heard Moniay nights w.th
di
Bob Hope
Harry Horlick over the NBC red net­
work. ls being tabbed by radio ex­
perts as “the voice to be watched." 
Drafted from a small station, he 
achieved network success practically 
overnight.
••• Ray Dooley, who has amused 
theatrical audiences for years, Is an­
other great enter­
tainer who Joins 
the radio head­
liners. The petite 
comedienne brings 
her naive comedy 
to the alrlanes ln 
the new Tuesday 
evening "Swing­
time Revue" pro­
grams sponsored 
by a famous watch­
maker. Eddie 
Dowling emcees _ _ .
the weekly stanzas R*f Dooley
which feature the 
swing tempos of Benny Goodman's 
orchestra.
••• Bob Bums has Just been elect­
ed to a national hoboes' society and 
has a membership card and letter 
to prove it. The letter cited hls rapid 
rise to fame on Bing Crosby's Music 
Hall program and pointed out that 
"this should be an Inspiration to 
every hobo In America."
•••The crack songwriters ol the 
movies are planning a huge testi­
monial to Sigmund Romberg shortly 
after his broadcast from the coast. 
The Romberg Studio Parties, lncl- 
dently, are now heard on Monday 
evenings.
*•• Ethel 8hutta, acting as hostess 
to guest stars appearing on the new 
"Celebrity Night" programs, has 
again proved her versatility. One of 
the best loved of the popular singers, 
Ethel helps her husband. George 
Olsen, drive his air shows to new 
popularity heights.
••• The return 
of William Olllette 
to the stage has 
called forth con­
siderable c o m - 
ment. Many radio 
expert* believe 
that the credit for 
Gillette's decision 
oelongs to the Ra­
dio Theatre pro­
ducers m bringing 
him out of retire­
ment for hls ap­
pearance on the 
air in hls famous 
ch j ractertzatlon of “Sherlock 
Holmes.”
......— Gillette
Radio History In The Making
OUR HOMEMAKERS
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
ST PATRICK'S DAY 
SUGGESTIONS
By Carrie J. Williams. Cen­
tral Maine Power Co., Home 
Service Department.
For the Benefit of Those Who Plan 
To Build Brooder Houses
"To build a good laying house, 1 
build a barn." says H. L. Richardson, | 
Extension poultry specialist, ln a 
new bulletin on poultry housing. Re­
modeled dairy barns are frequently j 
Insulated by a hay loft above and j 
warmed below by a herd of dairy 
cows and so have warm floors and 
ceilings, says Mr. Richardson.
For those who plan to build brood­
er houses or laying houses, he re­
commends well-insulated construc­
tion with careful consideration for 
ventilation. Included in the bulletin
Three tbsp. butter. IH tbsp. flour, P18"5 “nd bllls ot ma*rial f°r 8 
3 cups milk, 1H tsp. salt, dash pep- 12-foot brooder house, a 20-foot lay-
per, dash onion Juice, lh lbs spinach, hou*' 8 la>ln» hoU*'
„ _ . and a 30-foot double-deck house forpureed.
, \ commercial poultrymen.
Blend butter and flour on surface , poultn.men havc learned,
unit of electric range, add milk and Mr Rlchardson clalms. that 
se^nings and cook 15 minutes. Add maxhnum number that
pureed spinach which has been care- Mfely under one hov„
fully washed and cook 10-15 minutes Qr one f;ock Such R flock re. 
without added water, in covered ftbout IW> (w>t qJ flQOr
saucepan. Heat until blended. Serve J() when
with croutons. the number must reduc€d Or the
Croutons chicks moved to larger quarters. It i
Cub* sliced bread and saute ln two'18 8 *** Plan' Mr Richard8on says. J 
to increase the flock In units of 250
l|
Cream of Spinach Soup 
Individual Veal Rolls 
Shamrock Potatoes
Buttered Green Peas 
Avocado and Orange Salad 
Devil's Food Pudding, 
with Ice Cream Sauce
Cream of Spinach Soup
tablespoons butter until brown.
Individual Veal Rolls
Two lbs. thinly sliced veal steak,
and to plan the brooder house ac- j 
cordl ngly.
Single copies of bulletin 218, on 
lh tbsp chopped salt pork. % cup'P°'jlln houses 8re available from 
fine cracker crumbs, h up. salt, h th« Extension Service. Orono. Maine. ] 
up. pepper, h Up. poultry seasonings. ]
1 up. lemon Juice, 1 tbsp. chopped | SOUTH CHINA
At the February day session of 
Grange an enjoyable address was
onion. 1 egg beaten, water. 2 tbsp 
fat, h pt. cream, sweet or sour.
Cut veal ln pieces about 4x2. Mix given jj^. Edwards of the Mu-
cracker crumbs, seasonings and egg 
together and moisten with enough 
water so that the stuffing will pack 
easily. Spread veal slices with thin
ce tional department, hls subject be­
ing on recreation and play for school 
children. Thirty-five from South 
China Grange attended Pomona at
layers of stuffing Roll and fasten gUver Lake at the village
with toothpicks or skewers. Sprinkle ..Safety on (he thc
with salt and pepper and dredge with jcpjc fOr discussion, the address given 
flour. Saule in hot fat until golden £)0naid Maloney, assistant to the 
brown Add cream and cook slowly Safety A flne musical
, about 30 minutes. program was presented by Mrs. Ethel
Shamrock Potatoes Brsnn and <J*«8»>ter* Sylvia and
Thelma. Mrs. Gertrude Moras. Ous- ' 
Four medium-sized potatoes. 1 Up Uve Monu and June Moras .p,, 
salt. % up. pepper. % cup hot milk. nex, aess;on March w!th
2 tbsp. butter. 1 medium-sized onion., Branch MUU Orange
OLDSMOBILE GIVES YOU MORE 
FEATURES FOR YOUR MONEY
Hare is a quick, handy device for checking motor car fea­
tures and values ... the Oldsmobile Compar-o-graph. It 
permits you to compare the difference between Oldsmobile 
and other cars of similar price in many important points of 
engineering and design. Come In and get your copy, free, 
or write direct to Olds Motor Works, Lansing, Michigan.
THE COMPAR-O-GRAPH PROVES IT!
KNEE-ACTION Wheels ... Super-Hy­draulic Brakes... Solid-Steel "!T urret- Top” Body by Fisher . . . Center-Control 
Steering . . . Safety Glass standard all 
around big, low-pressure tires ... these 
and many other fine-car features are 
yours today in Oldsmobile, at a price but 
a little above the lowest! Check all cars
of similar price against Oldsmobile. Use 
the Oldsmobile Compar-o-graph or ex­
amine the cars themselves. You will 
quickly find that Oldsmobile gives you 
everything for modern comfort, conveni­
ence and safety . . . everything fcr finer 
performance . . . more for your money in 
features and in all-round motor car value!
. Till EIOHT •
*665 • *810
Sixes S665 and un • • Eights !S!O and up. list at
Eemung Safety Glaaa atand.ird equipment all around. 
Special accessory groups extra. The car illustrated ia 
the SiX'Cylinder Touring Sedan, ShJO hat. A General 
MotortValue JVbw6% G MA C Tim* Payment Plan.
• 2 tbsp chopped parsley, 3 large green | 
peppers.
Steam potatoes with one cup water 
! on surface unit until tender. Mash, 
add hot milk and salt and pepper 
Add chopped onion which has been 
i browned in two tablespoons butter 
1 and chopped parsley. Place in halves 
1 green peppers which have been cut 
lengthwise and let stand 10 minutes
Mr and Mrs Frank Nary have been 
visiting relatives in MassachusetU.
Mrs. Doris Bumps and daughter 
Joyce spent Tuesday with Mrs. Erne- 
line Esancy.
Mr. and Mrs. Ardelle Bumps and 
Herbert Esancy were callers Sunday 
at 'Lloyd Fitzgerald's.
Erskine Academy played basketball
with Union at the latter town re-
the
In bot water. Place filled peppers in
shallow pan and set under broiler cently. Lxxtal girls won and 
unit to brown. Union boys won after a tie.
Avocado and Orange Salad Town was held ln lhc
renovated town house March 2 w.th 
Pare avocado and cut in half Inch I a rccord attendance th, new town
slices. Prepare orange sections, re- j was duiy admired and an ad- 
moving all skin and membrane. Place ditlonal ,1000 heip
OLDSMOBILE b • 8
dis' ihat luif grery/JcitUJ
FIREPROOF GARAGE SALES COMPANY
WINTER STREET, ROCKLAND, ME.
Mayor 8. davis wilson of Philadelphia puts his official O K. on the seven millionth Philco 
as tt completes Its trip down tbe 
long production belt at the Philco 
plant ln Philadelphia. The Mayor 
»nd members of bis staff travelled 
to tbe plant to congratulate Philco 
officials on this unprecedented rec­
ord of seven million receiving sets 
manufactured and distributed since 
the company began tbe manufac­
ture of home and automobile re­
ceivers in 1928; and to express tho 
city's gratitude to Philco for hav­
ing given steady employment to 
thousands of Philadelphians and 
having added more than 137,000,000 
to tbe city's payrolls. Standing, 
left to right, are James M. Skin­
ner. President of the Philadelphia 
Storage Battery Company; Mayor 
Wilson; and Larry E. Gubb, Presi­
dent of Philco Radio A Television 
Corporation.
’JOHNNY’ NOW WYNN’S NEW FOIL
More than 100 “hopeful*" were auditioned In the search for a new 
foil to work with Ed Wynn In hl* new serie* of broadcasts as “Gulliver 
the Traveller.” Here I* the first photo of John S. Young (left), the 
successful candidate, in action with Ed Wynn at the premiere broad­
cast of the new series, which Is heard from 9:30 to 10 o'clock (EST) 
every Thursday night over the eoast-to-coaat Columbia network. With 
them on the program are Lenny Hayton’s Orchestra, th* King's Men
. „ jaUOW .........
on lettuce, alternately with avocado 
i slice* and orange sections. Serve with 
Fruit French Dressing.
Fruit French Dressing
Four tbsp. olive oil. 2 tbsp. lemon 
juice, 4 tsp. powdered sugar, % tsp. 
salt, dash paprika.
Put all Ingredients in glass Jar. 
cover tightly and shake well. Chill 
In refrigerator.
Devil's Food Pudding
Three sq. chocolate. '» cup sugar, 
m cup milk. tt cup butter, 1 cup 
sugar 2 eggs. 1 tsp. vanilla, 2 cups 
flour. 1 tsp. soda, tt tsp. salt.
Melt chocolate, add tt cup sugar 
and tt cup milk and cook until 
smooth and thickened. Cool. Cream 
butter, add sugar and cream until 
light. Add eggs one at a time, beat­
ing after each addition. Add choco­
late mixture and blend thoroughly, 
add remaining milk and vanilla al­
ternately with sifted dry Ingredi­
ents. beating only until well blend­
ed. Pour in tube pan and bake 353 
deg. for one hour. 8erve hot with ice 
cream sauce.
Ice Cream Sauce
One cup whipped cream, 1 egg. % 
add sugar, salt, melted butter and 
butter. 1 tsp. vanilla.
Whip cream. Beat eggs until light, 
add sugar, salt, melted butter ano 
vanilla. Fold in whipped cream, 
chill thoroughly in electric refriger­
ator.
Academy in Its efforts to have a new 
building Thc malt beverages license 
was vetoed.
APPLETON RIDGE
L. N. Moody and sons Lawrencej 
Br,d Warren were Augusta visitor^ 
Sunday.
Mr and Mrs. J F. Moody and chil- i 
dren and Mrs Oertrude Moody visit- j 
ed Sunday with relatives and friends ’ 
In Liberty.
Alice Thorndike has returned to 
Camden after several days' visit at 
thc L. N. Moody home.
Roland Oushee and family were 
guests Sunday at the home of Wil­
lard Brown.
Mrs. Esther Moody has as guest 
her mother. Mrs. Fuller.
Ruth Mitchell was a visitor Friday 
at M. M Brown's residence.
The Willing Workers cleared 532 at 
the annual town meeting dinner.
APPLETON MILLS
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Sherman and 
daughter Lola and Miss Louse Libby 
of Albion have been guests of Mr. 
and Mrs. Albert Sherman the past 
week.
Miss Olive Oushee is visiting hcr 
aunt. Mrs. Ralph Bennett, at Cam­
den.
Due to a technicality the Appleton 
town meeting called for Monday, was 
adjourned until 10 o'clock Wednes­
day. The Willing Workers held their 
dinner Monday as usual.
Golden Rod Rebekah Circle met 
recently with Mrs. Inez Arrington, a 
large number attending. Patchwork 
and fancy work were the order of the 
day.
Carleton Oushee, who suffered a 
severe cut from an axe about two 
weeks ago, is progressing moderately 
well. He was able to attend town
meeting Monday.
GROSS NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Simmons and 
children of West Waldoboro were 
guests Sunday of Mr. Smmons' par­
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Simmons.
Ernest Eugley and Pearl and 
Woodrow Simmons were Edgecomb 
visitors Tuesday.
Arthur Oenthner of Broad Cove 
spent Sunday with his grandparents, 
Mr and Mrs. Charles L. Eugley.
Mrs. Eldora Orcss visited Sunday 
lr. Georgetown.
Lirs.'Charles N. Kaler of West Wal- 
aoboro has been recent guest of Mr 
and Mrs. Melvin Oenthner.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach 
of West Waldoboro were callers 
Sunday at William Thorne's.
Mrs. Charles L. Eugley and Ernest 
Eugley were recent visitors at the 
home of Mrs. Villa Morse of Friend­
ship.
WEST WASHINGTON
Business callers ln Etna Wednes­
day were Mr. and Mrs. Arthur 
Withee and Cleo Bartlett.
Mrs Fred Babb was called to Wa­
terville recently by the Illness of her 
mother Mrs. Er.rah Smith.
Mrs Lina Bartlett and children 
Mildred and Kenneth were recent 
visitors at the home of Mrs. Ada 
Day. Somerville.
Mr and Mrs. Stanley Jones and 
children of Razorville and Frankie 
Leigher were guests of Mr and Mrs. 
Alton Wellman. Wednesday.
Recent callers in Waterville were 
Mr. and Mrs Fred Swett, Mr and 
Mrs. John Babb rnd Ernest Wellman
Mrs A. A Bartlett and son Ken­
neth spent Wednesday with Mrs. 
Lucien Wellman.
Mrs. Archie Hibbert and daughter 
Oeorgia were business callers ln Au­
gusta. last Saturday.
A birthday party was held for Ar­
thur Withee last Saturday night ai 
tlie home of Mr. and Mrs Walter 
Withee. Those present were: Mr 
and Mrs. Edson Wellman and family, 
Mr and Mrs Arthur Withee and 
son William, and Mr. and Mrs Wal­
ter Withee Cards were played and 
refreshments srrved.
Mrs. Fannie Northy of Chelsea 
was a caller Sunday on Mr. and Mrs 
Cleo Bartlett.
ROCKVILLE
Miss Ruth Oregory. home from 
Farmington Normal to spend thc 
weekend with hcr family, called last 
Saturday on her aunts Mrs. Nellie 
Perry and Miss Mabel Oxton. She
was accompanied b.v her young 
nephew Arthur Perry, son of Mr and 
Mrs Alden Perry.
Mrs. D A. Sherer spent Wednes­
day with Mr nnd Mrs J D. Sherer 
at the West Meadows.
Mr and Mrs. Vernard Barnes and 
daughter were guests Wednesday of 
Mrs Baines' brother and sister-in- 
law Mr. and Mrs. F C Maloney.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Auxiliary 
had supper followed by a business 
meeting Wednvsdaj with Mrs Laura 
Ranlett and Mrs. Inez Bronkic on 
the supper committee
Mies Martha Sides recently passed 
a day and night with her sister Mrs 
Adelaide Ryder in Camden
Mr and Mrs. Arthur Fitzgerald of 
West Waldoboro were visitors Wed­
nesday at thc heme of Mr and Mrs. 
E H Perry.
The torrential downpour Thursday 
swelled the brook to a height never 
seen before and caused a great deal 
of damage to the roads
• • • •
Worthy School Benefit
Under the direction of their ener­
getic teacher. Mtss Feme Whltnev. 
thc school children recently held a 
supper followed by an entertainment 
at the school building to raise funds 
that the boys and girls might have 
the dental care necessary to make 
them eligible lo the seven-point 
health certificates, their teeth being 
the only point not satisfactory
About 512 has been realized for 
that purpose and during the inter­
vening time there have been fre­
quent visits to the dentist for extrac­
tions and fillings.
Another effort to Increase this 
fund will be undertaken next Wed­
nesday when tliere will be a box so­
cial at the school building from 6 to 
7 followed at 7 30 by an entertain­
ment featuring the Pine Ridge
Mountaineers' Orchestra. A small 
admission fee will be asked The 
public Ls urged to attend and aqplst 
in this worthy cause
T  ONLY ONE MAGIC WATER
AND 
THAT IS COTE’S TAKE HOME. A BOTTLE BEWARE OF IMITATIONS
SPECIAL SALE FOR MARCH
RYTEX GREYTONE
PRINTED STATIONERY
in colors as soft as a Spring breeze— 
with a restrained gaiety that makes it 
correct for all occasions!
Around The Mike—America's Newest Thrill
100 SINGLE SHEETS 
50 ENVELOPES Postage 
10c Extra
SOUTH WARREN
Mrs. Ray Spear entertained the B. 
H. Club Tuesday night at her home.
Percy Lermond is recovering from 
a tonsil operation.
News has been received of the birth 
of a daughter to Dr. and Mrs. Ridlon 
of Seattle. Wash. Mrs. Ridlon is the 
former Orace Spear of this place.
A R. Jordan is again confined to 
the house after making a partial re­
covery from a lame back which has 
kept him Indoors the greater part of 
(lie winter,
A LMOST 2,000,000 people a year now take part in America's newest 
indoor sport—visiting a radio broadcast. The scene above repeats 
itself every Friday night at eight in Radio City, when 1200 fans who have 
waited months lor tickets, see and hear Jessica Dragonettc'* weekly concert.
50 DOUBLE SHEETS 
50 ENVELOPES
Printed with Name and Addtess on 
Sheets and Envelopes—or. Mono­
gram on Sheets, Envelopes plain.
Fine quality Greytone paper in ex­
quisite pastel shades of Blue, Grey, 
Orchid or Violet.
Printing in Blue, Black, Brown or 
Violet.
Unusually Low Priced!
Buy several boxes of this smart sta­
tionery while it is specially priced at 
only $1 a box.
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THOMASTON
Rov H. S. Kiiborn of the Baptist 
Church, assisted by Rev. H. P. Leach
CAMDEN
Mrs. Clarence Harmon of Wood- 
fords has been recent guest of her
Legal Notices Probate Notices
of the Federated Church, officiated aunt. Miss Mary C. Davis, High
at funeral services held Tuesday at 
the Baptist Church for Bertram 
H. Copeland who died last Saturday 
in Lowell. Mass. The remains were 
borne to Thomaston cemetery, for 
interment in the family lot. by Hollis 
Gilchrest, Murray Miller, N. P. An­
drews and W. H. Brackett.
Funeral services for Alden H 
Mathews who died March 7 in Low­
ell. Mass. were held Wednesday j
street.
Mrs. Charlotte Dillingham and 
Miss Jessie B. Hosmer are in Boston '
Mrs. W. E. Hatch entertains the 1 
Woman’s Baptist Mission Circle 
Tuesday at 2:30 at her home on 
Union street.
Mrs. Mary Buchanan was hostess 
this week to Friday Club.
Mrs. Ellie Chandler will entertain
from the A. D. Davis & Son chapel. | Monda>' club n«xt week 
Rev. H. S. Kilborn officiating! Knox Temple, Pythian Sisters, 
Quantities of beautiful flowers were meets Tuesday. Work in the after- ;
massed about the casket. The bear- noon will be followed by supper,
ers were George Morse Arthur Me- The Congregational Good Cheer I
Donald. Levi Copeland and Aaron Class will meet with Mrs. Harry
Clark, and interment was in the town; Tounge. Tuesday, supper to be 
cemetery. * served &t 7.
F H. French, who has been spend- Comique Theater attractions 
ing a few weeks with relatives, re- Sunday, “Melody Lingers On; Mon- 
turned today to Montreal. ' da>' and fuesday. Bette Davis and
Services at the Federated Church D ln *O«»«*™us;-
tomorrow will be: Church School at Tuesday is Get- Rich-Nite. $20 given; 
9:45; morning service at 11. subject,' ™UrSday’ I
"The Unconscious Preparation." The
GILBERT HARMON
Will Locate in Camden 
AT 13 MAIN STREET
MONDAY, MARCH 16
FOR THE GENERAL PRACTICE OF LAW
32-13
STRAND SUNDAY, MONDAY, TUESDAY !I
NOTICE OE FORECLOSURE
Whereas. Nellie F Wellington of War­
ren ln the County ot Knox and State 
of Maine, by her Mortgage Deed dated 
the ninth day of December. 1930 and 
recorded ln Knox County Registry of 
Deeds. Book 225. Page 406 conveyed to 
the North National Bank a National 
banking corporation haring Its loca­
tion at Rockiand in the County of Knox 
and State of Maine, a certain lot or 
parcel of land with the buildings there­
on situated In aald Warren, bounded 
and described as follows:
Beginning at the northeast corner of 
land of Charles W Robinson on the 
westerly aide of the State highway lead­
ing trom Warren to South Warren 
thence westerly by said Robinson's 
land to a corner being the northwester­
ly corner of said Robinson land; thence 
southerly by the west line of said 
Robinson lot to the northerly line of 
the Back Road, ao-called; thence by 
said Back Road westerly and creating
STATE OE MAINE
To all persons Interested In either of 
the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rockland, 
In and for the County ut Knox, on the 
lath day of February ln the year of our 
Lord one thousand nine hundred and 
thirty-six and by adjournment from dav 
to day from the 18th day of said Febru­
ary the following matters having been 
iresented for the action thereuponPlhereinafter 
Ordered
That notice thereof be given to all 
persons Interested, by causing a copy 
of this order to be published three week , 
successively In the Courler-Oazette a 
newspaper published at Rockland In 
said County that they may appear at a 
Probate Court to be held at said Rock­
land. on the 17th day of March A D 
1936. at nine o'clock In the forenoon, 
and be heard thereon If they see cause
HENRY J. AMES, late of Matlnlcus. 
deceased Will and Petition for Probate
In Everybody’s Column ; " * " * " * " ” * 7
Advertisements In this column not to j . vVzIw u/aIjJu
♦ xcerd three lines Inserted once for >
rpntg thrpp timps for 50 cents. Addl- “ce s, ee e i 
tlonal lines five cents each for one time | 
10 cents for three times. Six words 
make a line.
♦
Indicated It la hereby 1 ,
♦_______ ____________________♦
CAMBRIDGE TAILORING CO. cus­
tom made suits, overcoats 118 to 850 
Wlll call at your home or office. 400 
samples to select from A perfect fit 
guaranteed Tel 435-J. H P. FOWLIE. 
2 Orange St. Rockland. 31*33
LOST AND FOUND
GOLD locket lost between 34 Granite 
St. and 580 Main St Initial on back, 
F M F. Reward F. M. FRENCH, Tet 
619-W 31*33
GOLD watch lost on Main St Thurs­
day evening, between Strand Theatre
. , COAL-WOOD-COKE; dry hard wood. 
■ 1 810 cord. 81 25 ft Furnace Junks 81 25 It. 
’ I Tel 84-2 Thomaston. J. B. PAULSEN, 
p ! ________________________ 32-tf
BEST dry hard wood under cover; 
fitted. 89; Junks. 89; soft wood and 
slabs. S7: kindlings. T. J. CARROLL, 
R F. D. Thomaston, Tel. 263-21 Rock­
land. 27-tf
WALNUT dining room set for sale, six 
f7,??^H.ke"WHnLiOlrBnnder"rTei' ch»lr’' ublc “»d Inquire ofCOURI^-OAZ^TTE 32*34 1““ J F BURGESS Tel. 649-W. City.
32*34
BacM River Brook, so-called, to land of thereof, asking that the eame may 
' the Maine Central Railroad: thence
northerly by said Railroad land to Back- 
River Brook, before mentioned; thence 
easterly by said Brook to comer at land 
of Sidney 8 Stevens; thence northerly
proved and allowed and that Letters 
Testamentary issue to Lizzie M Ames 
of Matlnlcus. she being the Executrix 
named ln said Wlll. without bond
STAPLES Commander
fnX/Xufv^'G ' *°ft WOOd' 8 «' »»Notify H. G eord at the Jftrm A1<o Nuh apev,a, 
_ ’ | Six touring car. perfect shape, good as
CHEVOLET hub cap found on North new. 850 or will trade for a good cow. 
Main St. Owner may recover at 18 Sim- j ERNEST L. STARRETT. Middle Rd . 
mons St SS’lt Warren. Tel. 43-12. 31*33
anthem will be "He Leadeth Me." by 
Hine. The evening topic will have 
the title “Virtues and Graces."
Members of Grace Chapter O.ES 
have been invited to meet with For­
get-Me-Not Chapter of South Thom­
aston next Monday night. Those 
desiring transportation or those hav­
ing room in cars are asked to notify 
Mrs Walter Young, telephone 112 
Adelbert Benner's school bus will be 
available, as well as private cars 
Those going on thc bus will meet at 
tlie postoffice at 5 15.
The Pedeiated Circle met Tuesday 
at the home ol Mrs F. L. S. Morse. 
25 attending. Mrs. Morse gave a 
delightful talk on the Philippine 
Islands and showed several pieces of 
beautiful native handiwork. Tea 
was served by Mrs. Morse and Mrs. 
Edith Richards.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur J McDonald
John Boles and Gladys Swarthout |
In “Rose of the Rancho."
Miss Marjorie Taylor returns to­
day from Boston where she has been 
attending the Wilfred Academy of 
Beauty Culture.
Members of Amity Lodge. F&AM., 
are requested to meet at Masonic 
hall Sunday at 1:30. to attend the 
funeral of Capt. Ernest O. Lamb at 
2 oclock from the Methodist church.
The temporary bridge on Knowl­
ton street being used during the 
construction of the new concrete 
bridge was washed away in the 
storm of Thursday.
Mrs. Pearl O. Willey, president of 
the Garden Club and Mrs. E A Rob­
bins, past president, will attend the 
spring meeting of the Maine Pedera- J 
tion of Garden Clubs Tuesday, at the 
home of Mrs. William R. Pattangall ven^jT Secretary 
in Augusta.
ax the line fence now rtands to a cor­
ner; thence turning and running eag­
erly. still by land of said Stevens, to 
the highway first mentioned; thence 
southerly by said highway to place of 
beginning, together with all wale- 
rights appurtenant to aald premises.
Being the same premises conveyed to 
this g-antor by Albert V McIntyre, by 
warranty deed, dated July 12. 1970. and 
recorded Knox County Registry ot 
Deeds. Book 224. Page 191.
And whereas, said Mortgage was as­
signed by the said North National Bank 
ti thc Rockland National Bank, a 
National banking corporation located at 
said Rockland, by written assignment 
dated July 18, 1931. and recorded in
___________ , NOTICE—Is herehy given of the loss of SIX-ROOM house, furnished, for sale
CAROLYN L. ERSKINE, late of Rock- dipo.lt book, numbered 228 and 1119 at 19 Center St.; practically new H W
land, deceased. Wlll and Petition for 
Probate thereof, asking that the same 
may be proved and allowed and that 
Letters Testamentary Issue to Alice 
Chase E-rklne of Rockland, she being 
the Executrix named In said Wlll. with­
out bond.
IADA M NEWCOMBE. late of 
Thomaston, deceased Will and Peti­
tion for Probate thereof, asking that 
the fame may be proved and allowed 
and that Letters Testamentary issue to 
Edward B Newcombe of Thomaxum. he 
being the Executor named In said Will, 
without bond.
EDWARD L. DYFR. late of North 
Haven, deceased. Wlll and Petition for
and the owners of said books ask for CRANDALL Tel. 843-M 31*32
?|U,« V“sOtEn2awW,t,^?Er-
^SR^IV«rren' “w-S M ^re’tend'Sarg’Ln tf SffVt
OHS. RECEIVHU______________ 29-S-33 , oncf [JjrOY g ALLEY |asl Uplon
NOTICE--1* hereby given of the losa of 1 31*33
deposit books numbered 1193. 1572 nnd | .., -,<•1601 and the owners of (aid books ask „ A *2? "rSi
for dupltca-  In accordance with the | GROTTON' ,M <-»mde“ St Tel
provision of the State Law SECURITY ----------- ------------------------------
TRUST CO Warren. Maine. ENSIGN > FINE modern cottage on Georges River 
OTIS. RECEIVER 32-S-38 at Wallaton. 11 acres, fine bathing. 4
■ i . in bedrooms. Price right. A. C. Hocking.
Tel 21-3 Tenant's Harbor 56-31. 16-tf
Knox County Registry of Deeds. Book Probate thereof, asking that the tame 
173. Page 496: and whereas, thr eondl- may be proved and allowed und that 
| tion of said Mortgage has been broken. Letters Testamentary Issue to Laura D. 
now therefore, by reason of the breach ! Dyer of North Haven she being the
V -R-***"**-****-"*-*******-*************® —
1
♦
♦ WANTED
I tub late Frank Clark pla 
, Thomaston. Me Tel. 150-fl,
a | Thomaston. Me 
' k-i
C. A. VOHE. 
30*32
Jean Harlow became Clark Gable's, best selling novel of the same title 
secretary, and Mvrna Loy, his wife which appeared ferially in a national 
as cameras started turning on "Wife magazine It tells thc story of the 
dividing line separating a man'.,
The new picture unites the three office from his home, with Gable, as 
■Mrs. Charles Burgess will enter- , p0pUiar svars «or the first time the husband, lacing the problem ol
. , •taln the ladJes of the Methodist Gable and Miss Loy having recently choosing between the love of his
left Thursday by motor for a visit Society Wednesday- afternoon at her . , j , _ , ,, ,,. „ — . , 'vuiivau., unciiiuuH 11 uei (roln vacationing in oppo- wife. Myma Loy
i- w— ..... i h0 Mechanic street.n New York city.
Fremen will meet Monday night At the meeting of Amity Lodge,
in Counce hall. Chief Randlei'c of F A-A.M. held last night there was 
the Richmond Fire Department will work in the entered apprentice
be the speaker.
The Baptist Ladies Circle at Its
degree.
A daughter was born this morn-
site ends of the world—Santiago. Jean Harlow.
Chile, and Budapest. Hungary—to Interwoven is a picture of big 
Join Miss Harlow. business methods, as practised in the
The union of the famous trio high-pressure world of modern
brings to the screen Faith Baldwin's finance —adv.
sess'-nt Wtdnesday night had as ing at Community Hospital to Mr. 
houiokt t ptfri, Mrs. Edna Smith. Mrs., and Mrs. F L. Spear.
Edith Ciatk. Mrs. Mabel Achorn. and 
Mrs. Eva Vose.
FRIENDSHIP
Gilbert C. Harmon is opening law 
(ffices at 13 Main street. Mr. Har­
mon is a graduate of Bowdoin. 1931 
and of Boston University Law Schoo!. 
! 1935. He has since been with En-
Llewellyn Oliver is enjoying at sign Otis. Rockland and is held in 
home a two weeks' vacation from his [ high esteem by his associates, 
teaching duties at Cushing.
Ralph Winchenpaw is confined to 
his home with a severe cold.
Schools closed Friday for two 
Peeks' holiday.
Mr and Mrs Earl Coates of Thom­
aston were guests Sunday- of Mrs
Capt. Ernest G. Lamb
Capt. Ernest Grant Lamb. 71 died 
Thursday afternoon at his home on 
High street. He was bom in this 
town, son of Capt. Uriah and 
Cordelia (Mathews) Lamb and fol-
Coates' parents. Mr and Mrs. Roscoe ■ lowed the sea during his life. Dur­
ing the World War he transported 
soldiers over seas. He leaves one 
sister. Mrs. Albertie Oeorge; one 
brother. Capt. Henry Lamb of Cam­
den; two nieces. Mrs. William H.
Simmons.
Chester Brown visited Wednesday 
at the home of friends in Thomaston
Mr. and Mrs. E A. Bums were in 
Dutch Neck. Waldoboro, last Sun-
WALDOBORO
Rcy Mack has been in Portland a 
few days.
Mrs Fred Merrill of Malden. Mass , 
has been guest of Mrs. Charles Rob­
ertson.
Mrs. Olive Leavitt and Miss Edith 
, Levensaler have been in South Eliot.
Mrs. Alice Simmons of Nobleboto 
has been visiting her daughter. Mrs. 
Verna Little.
Everett Achom is in Claremont, N. 
H.. where he has a position in a 
[ printing office.
Mrs Irving Spear ar.d Clifford 
] Spear of Warren have been guests cf
Mi. and Mrs. Earle Spear.
Mrs. Alice Cousens wa.< recently <n 
West Waldoboro caring for Mrs Aa- 
gelia Creamer
ot the condition thereof. I. Edward C. 
Payson, ln my capacity as Receiver of 
the said Rockland National Bank, and 
hereto duly authorized, hereby clulm a 
foreclosure of said Mortgage
Dated at Rockland. Maine, this twenty 
eighth day of February. 1938.
(SignedI EDWARD C PAYSON
Receiver of the Rockland National 
i Bank.
26-S -32
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas. Eldora 8. Copeland of Rock­
port. County at Knox and State of 
Maine, by her mortgage deed dated May 
23th. 1932. and recorded in the Knox 
Registry of Deeds. Book 190. page 278.
Executrix named ln said Wlll, without 
: bond.
FRANK L. MONTGOMERY, late of 
Warren deceased Wlll and Petition for 
Probate thereof, asking that the same 
may be proved and allowed and that 
Letters Testamentary Issue to C. Ida 
I Stevens of Warren, she being the 
I Executrix named ln said WUl. without 
bond.
ESTATE WILLIAM F THOMAS, late 
of Warren, deceased Petition for Ad­
ministration. asking that Herbert K 
Thomas, of Warren, or some other suit­
able person be appointed Admr.. wlth- 
' out bond.
ESTATE CHARLES W LIVINGSTON 
I late of Owl's Head, deceased Petition 
for Administration, asking that Charles 
conveyed to the Town of Rockport, a W Livingston. Jr of Owl's Head, or 
municipal corporation located In said !i‘>fne otJ>er suitable person he appointedr Ailnir s»*t twravx #4
„ POWER cider prem for sale, complete r*--*-*-*-*-**-**-**-**--**' with motor and h haft Ing. O. W MAY 
MOTHER S helper wanted for after- j HEW, Camden. 26*37
in , 5'lte JAMI.S KENT, :« Line ' “ """" .. . .
Street. . 32
HOUSECLEANING work of any kind 
price reasonable RENE THIBEAULT 
leave orders Police Station or Tai. 1223.
32*34
r. i nftw, va ac . 26'
»rk I -- - ■ --- " —
!*lt ^■4**4**4*****4*-4*i«*<giR<ig>i«i^.lgi4i
: EGGS AND CHICKS j
County uf Knox, the real estate ln xald 
Rockport owned by Fred W Copeland at 
the time of hia death, bounded and 
described as follows:
A certain lot or parcel of land with
Admr.. without bond 
ESTATE ELIAS H BURKETT late of
Union, deceaard Petition for Adminis­
tration. asking that Inez E Burkett of 
| Uiilon. or some other aultabie perton be
U. S CIVIL service exam Expected 
soon lor Postofflcc clerks and carriers 
at Rockland Postoffice Salary 81790 first 
year regular Men 18 to 45 Experience 
unnecessary Write for free booklet and I 
sample coachlne FRANKLIN INSTITUTE 
740 Little. Bldg Bo-ton, Mai,.s____3O*J2 ,
FOR BIX months (commencing first 
of M.i.> lira Lip furnl.-htd four or five 
roomed apartment or small house I 
wan lid Must have modern conveniences 
and garage reasonable 8. O 8AYER I 
Edisto bland. S. C.______________ 32*34 i
GIRL wanted for general house-work. I 
able to do some cooking Home nights 
preferred MRS CHASE 158 Camden St
9,
appointed Admx.. with bond
said Town of Rockport, and bounded a** ESTATT2 FRANK CRANDON, of Rock* 
follows: Beginning at the aoutheaat nort- Seco»<> Final account filed 
comer of land of the late Susan Rich abowarce by Leonora H Fores,
ards. now of Mrs. S E Shepherd, on the °dn.
easterly side of Commercial Street ESTATE FRED M MANK. late of 
thence easterly by said Shepherd land Warren deceased First and final at -
__ . ... __ .___ to the land of one Philbrook; thence count filed for allowance by- Albert Cana ms secretary. southerly by the land of said Philbrook Mank. Exr
to land formerly otf Phoebe Richards; ESTATE wartwp WATERMAN
SOUTH THOMASTON
Village schools ere on a five-week's 
vacation.
The sidewalks project is complete 1. 
The selectmen vent Tuesday to Au-
BARRED-ROCK and R I. Red Chicks 
31*33 from sturdy, vigorous stock. Bred to lay
AVAILABIE AT ONCE Rawlelgh breeder‘““‘stL't.
Rune nf 800 lamllle- Only reliable , Wrlt^ for d^tts FOSTER
men need apply. Can earn 825 or more D jam*qN waldXro
weekly No cash required Write today. 
RAWLEIOH'S DEPT MEC-73-Z. Albany, i 
N. Y. 30*32
BIG HUSKY CHICKS FROM PUL- 
LGRUM te-'ed flocks White rocks 814. 
ATTENTION Young man wUllng to ,R^?* *' 1'00I*rnt—ff 
Wo J Tel. 33-l“ Quality chick7 f££ V R
but lair education aud car necessary 
Apply Monday from 3 to 5 p m. MR 
YOUNG. Hotel Rockland 30-lt
WOODMAN. Winterport. Me 32*43
___________ , . . , BOAT wanted about 25 ft. long.
nt Wn‘itfir.^ «by tS,rm^r T ** "al1? llte ot North Haven, decea-ed Flr*t -quire atern without motor State
Phoebe R.ena.os to said Commercial and final account filed for allowance by price and condition. JACK S. CARLSEN 
~ | Vinaihaven. Me. 30*32stree.t;, o.her'?. Com- Charles O Waterman. Exrmerclal Street to the place of beginning 
Also another parcel of land situated 
ln said Rockport, on the east side of 
Commercial Street and bounded and 
described as follows Beginning on said 
street 4 rods westerly from the north­
west corner of land of Fred E Rich­
ards. now or formerly; thence south 
48J«° east 151 feet, to stake and stones; 
thence south 44’ west 13 feet and 5 
Inches to stake and stones; thence north
FANNIE M LANG MAID late of Rock­
land deceased Wlll and Petition for I 
Probate thereof, asking that the son:-- 
may be proved and allowed and that , 
Letters Tf.s'.amentary Issue to Frank 
Gardner of Rockiand. he being thi *E\ 
ecutor named In said Wlll. without 
bond
ABEL M FU1JER late of RA-kiand 
deceased WiU and Petition for Prohaie
TO LET
45 west 151 feet to stake and stones, to thereof, asking that the same may b 
the place of beginning. I proved and allowed and that letters
And whereas the condition of said Testamentary issue to Stella 
mortgage has been broken
IARGS building to let. suitable for all 
kinds of storage. C 
paper Store Tel 10S1
FURNISHED tenement to let. all 
Fuller modern, hot water heat, nice and warm. 
Linekln of Rockland, she being the rent reasonable, at F1OYD SHAW'S 47 
Executrix named ln said Will, wlthou-J North Mam St Tel 422-R 28-tf
bond
DAY old Hall Cross pullets and R I. 
Reds Tested stock, order now. CARL O. 
NELSON 310 UmeroeJt 8t. Tel. 714-W
________________________27-tf
POULTRY wauted L POUST. 131 
Limerock street. Rockland, tel. 377-W.
_____________ ____________________27-tf
S C R f Red baby chicks. Mains 
Pullorum clean Foundation stock from 
strain that is famous in the egg laying 
contests. Eggs incubated and chtcks 
hatched separate compartments. If 
past records indicate anything as to 
\i ni airr* w.ii I future performance, we may believe
R.,ek*vnd 31 13 tlut °*''w thickens, when mature, wlllRock.ana ji-xii prove prolulc layer, # ,arte eggJ henc# 
profitable Prices on request E C. 
TEAOUE Tel 13-42. Warren. 19-tf
Now. therefore, by reason of th?
...... ______ I I Breach of the condition thereof, said -- .gu..a and procured a road projet. Town of Rockport claims foreclosure ol ESTATE AMY BARNES WADSWORTH 
said mortgageamounting to SV 00 This town has 
been fortunate ln having several pro­
jects. and for them S O Hurd is 
largely responsible.
Extensive repairs and improve­
ments have been made recently on 
the Masonic hall. Materials were 
furnished by Fc et-me-Not Chaptev, 
OKS. and the work done gratis by 
William Clements. Frank Stanton. 
LeRny Wiggin. B. O Hurd and J T. 
Baum
Inspection was held Monday niifht 
at the meeting of Knox Lodge ol
nr.''11.11 <
TENEMENT to let 7 rooms and bath, 
free water 916 50 V. F STUDLEY 330 
31-tflate of Hope, deceased Find and final I Foev House or 283 Main street 
account filed for allowance by Minerva unrwuu—n pitu.r MODERN apartmentB Piper. Admx. Pleasant street. Sunpo__ ____
ESTATE LORING C. PACKARD, late , wired far electric stove Tel 958 
ol Warren deceased First and fins!
account filed for allowance by Norm?
C Simmons. Admx 
ESTATE NANCY M BABBIDGE. late
of Rockland, decea-ed Petition fo-
Llccnse to Sell certain Real Estate.
situated ln Rockland and fullv de-_____________________________________
--------- ^be$- *2. “ld Pres-en te-el b’ 1 eiqht room tenement with modern II
Board of Selectmen of said Town of John O 8tevens of RockJand. Executor ' conveniences at 11 Union 6t. Apply 
Rockport VIENNA A MARTIN, late of Rock- LAWRENCE MILLER. 26 Rankin atreet.
29-8-33 land, deceased Wlll and Petition for | Tel 692-M 27-tf |||
Probate thereof asking that the same 
may be proved and allowed and that 
Letters Testamentary l«,ue to Helen 
Merry, of Rockland she being the Ex­
ecutrix named ln said Will, without 
bond.
ESTATE LUKE R BREWSTER, late 
of Rocltland. deceased.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the said 
Town ol Rockport has caused this 
Instrument to be signed In Ita name an J 
In Its behalf by Ita Board of Selectmen 
duly authorized thereto, this 27th day 
of February. In the year of our Lord, 
one thousand nine hundred and thirty- 
six.
TOWN OF ROCKPORT 
Bv ARTHUR K WALKER 
FRANKLIN O PRIEST 
CLIFFORD W MORTON
OWL’S HEAD
Mrs. Annie Sylvester of Belman* 
who recently visited her sister. Flor-
day, and there visited Mr Burns Kelley ol Bangor and Mrs. Edgar Mr. aad Mrs A. E Eoggs have Masons. DDG.M LcRoy Chatto v as ence has returned home
mother who is seriously ill. From 
that point they motored to Damari­
scotta and called cn their son Ro­
land Burns and family.
Vinal Kelleran of Thomaston was 
guest Sunday of Mr and Mrs. War­
dell MacFarland.
Mrs. Byron Thompson and Mrs 
Bird Jameson attended town meet­
ing Monday in Cushing.
Miss Rachel Stetson is in Thom­
aston for a visit with relatives during 
Ihe school vacation.
Mrs Gertrude Oliver was guest 
Tuesday of Mrs. Etta Thompson.
Mrs. William Wotton and infant 
daughter. Shirley, have returned 
home from the Thompson maternity 
home where they have been cared 
for by Mrs. Lizzie Thompson nurse.
Mrs John Mitchell is visiting her 
daughter. Mrs Hazel Young. Thom­
aston.
Tlie Ladies' Aid met Wednesday at 
the Methodist parsonage for an all- 
day session, with Mrs, Lewis and Mrs. 
Stevens hostesses to 23 members and 
guests who at noon partook of a 
well-balanced meal. After a brief 
business session. Rev. Mr. Lewis gave 
a talk on the order <){ discipline as 
prescribed by the Methodist Church, 
his discourse proving instructively 
helpful. The remainder of the aft 
ernoon was passed in sewing.
McCobb of this place; and a nephew, been Portland visitors. 
Parker George, also of this com­
munity. Capt. Lamb was a member 
of Amity Lodge. F AAM, and Key­
stone Chapter, R. A. M.
The funeral will be held Sunday at J attendance.
2 o'clock from the Methodist church.
inspecting officer Mrs. Harry Smith and Marjorie
to let at 80 
rch and garage.
_ ' -J7
_________________________________31*33
PARTLY furnished lour room apart­
ment. ELMER C DAVIS. 22 Fulton St , 
30-32
UPSTAIRS front room to let. 
sunny and heated 25 OAK ST.
large
30*32
REDS Sired by pedigreed males. 
Heuvy layers, grow faat. feather 
well Pullorum Clean 30 years ex­
perience. Oet our Catalogue We 
give free feed on orders three weeks 
In advance. We use Shenandoah 
wood burning brooder stoves; 
ample heat for coldest weather, 
cost leas to run and take leas care 
than coal brooders Burn green 
wood. Ask for Information and 
prices.
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS
R F D. No. 9. WINTERPORT MAINE
FURNISHED apartment to let. Call 792. 
_________________________________ 27-tf 1
TWO apartmenta of 4 and 5 rootna 
with bath heater, garage and garder 
Inquire 12 Knox St, Tel 156-W 27-tf
HOUSE of six reems for rent, rec-ntlj
First and final renovated, furnlahed or unfurn'ahed. at 
account filed for allowance by George Spruce Head Plenty of firewood 'or the 
A Brewster of Rockland. Exr. cutting Rent reasonable TEL RDCK-
ESTATE LOUISE H CABLES late of LAND 793-W after 4 D m. lz3*M
“Highway Safety" pictures wen- An unusually large gathering waa Jackson were guests Sunday of Mrs Bo^ano. deceived First and final ac-
ihown ln the High School auditorium In attendance Wednesday night at E T st clair Mrs Smllh remain- CMMea. Admr.,Or aUow“ce 61 Albcrl I
at a recent meeting of the Parent- 1 session of Wessaweikeag Grange A ine for lunch anil an evening's visit. estate ocena m Boynton, late 1
er- • a • aaA t M warttlw <*T etkrt VlHOlhftVdl, Clf?C(kaM‘(l. PCt(it>lOtl JOT"Teacher Association, when 60 were in mock wedding, with Lotta ana
: Edna" as the principals, was the at- 
Van B. Hagerman was given a sur- traction.
Rev. Weston P. Holman officiating prise party Sunday on the occasion MLss Charlotte Gilchrest has be«l
and Amity Lodge. F.iA.M.. and of his birthday anniversary at his guest three days cf relatives in Rocl:-
Arey-Heal Post. A. L., will be in heme on Oar Island. The guests land and Thomaston,
charge. Burial will be in the family 1 were Guy Levensaler. William H.
Brocks. William Flint. S. H. Weston.
Fred Brcwn, James Duane. John Mil­
ler. John Dvorak. Francis Re;d,
Theodore McLain and Edgar Hager­
man. A shore dinner was served.
The Townsend Club announces that
lot in Mountain cemetery.
ROCKPORT
Mrs. J. T. Eaum. Mrs. LeRoy Wig-
Notices of Appointment
Georee Dver vhi fp',1 on tlie lae I Confirmation of Trustee, asking tha'. I. Charles L. Veazie. Register of Pro-George uycr vnt le.l on me use. gamuel Shadlc o, w b„e for th- County of Knox, in the
confirmed as Trustee of the estate given , State of Maine, hereby certify that In
ln Trust for the benefit of Barbara Mae 1 the following eitatev the peroonv were
Cables of Rockland presented bv appointed Administrators. Executor*.
Guardians and Conservators and on the 
CRAWFORD d‘tc’ hfr«lnafter named:
Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for STELLA W GLIDDEN late of Vinal 
Knox County. Rockland. Maine 
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE Register |
suffering a dightly sprained ankle, 
is out again.
Elizabeth St Clair celebrated ner £a",‘^el Boy™“dll
. Witness. MELZER T
fifth birthday Wednesday at her
home by entertaining Nina Perry.
Mrs. Howard and Jean. Barbara
Monday is Town Meeting Day 
The 63 Club met for play Thurs­
day night at the home of William Rev. J. C. Leckemby will speak over 
Murray. I radio stations WLB Bangor, and
The Johnson Society enjoyed a WRDO Augusta, on the Townsend 
picnic supper Wednesday at the' Plan, March 15 and 22. at 6 p. m. 
Methodist vestry preceding thc bus!-! Three big time pictures are fea- 
ness session. J tured at Star Theatre next week
The Baptist Ladies' Circle will nold ! starting Tuesday with Harold Lloyd's 
an all-day session Wednesday at the I great four-star hit "Milky Way." 
home of Mrs. Arthur Walker. On Thursday Mae West appears in a
gin and the members of the Gold Achom. Sullivan and Ann Reed, Mrs. 
Star Workers 4-H Club attended the 1 Harry Smith. Helen Barter. Olive 
district meeting held last Saturday ' Earter. Irene Raynes, Bernard 
at the home of Mrs. Harold Hupper i Raynda. Elizabeth and Emery St 
in Martinsville, ihe trip being made ) clair. Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Ames and 
in Miss Ruth Clark's car. daughter Leona of Rockport. Eliza-1 ££“eAnd B*?k
Town meeting will be held Mon­
day. The Ladies' Aid and Grange 
will furnish dinnet in the Grange 
hall.
beth received many gifts including Bin* Receivable
, . . Interest and Renta ..............money and a dog from her grand- Alt 0,her AaKctv ..................
mother who was unable to be pres- 
ent. Her best-liked gift was a 
thorough bred E< gium 'baby rabbit; 
from her cousin Leona Ames. Ice'
haven, deceased Lora S Poole of 
Vinaihaven was appointed Admx Jan 
21. 1936 and qualified by filing bond 
Feb 4. 1936
FREDERICK W MORSE late of 
Thomas ton. deceased. Hazel B. 
Anzalonc of Thomaston was appointed 
Admx c. t. a Jan 21. 1936 and quall-
NORTHWESTERN URE and MARINE
INSURANCE COMPANY
Minneapolis, Mlnnesoti
ASSETS DBC. 31. 1P35 i A
leal Estate ..........358 26 ,4'
Mortgage Loans 234 348 2 i LCUY W DAVISON ate ot Thotnai-
Stocks and Bonds ... . 1 927 0.0 W t011- deceased. H S KUborn and Edith
•>53 539 QT, Wing Kilborn. both of Thomaston, snd 
143 366 17 I Grare E Wing of Coha-cet. Mass , were
DAY OLD CHICKS for sale, also 
one week old and two weeks old 
chirks ail from Pure Bred lllood 
Texted, Heavy Laying Breeding 
Slock. Our Rhode Island Red 
Chicks are the best money ran 
buy and come from the largest 
Red Farm In tbe East, containing 
40.000 Breeders. We sell all breeds 
and colors at greatly reduced 
prices. Day olds 10c ea., week 
old lie ea., two weeks old 16c ea. 
Parcel Post Prepaid to any ad­
dress In Maine, gee our cnlcks 
In our Electric Battery Brooders 
3.000 to select lrom. Improve your 
flocks and save money besides. 
Full line of Poultry Equipment at 
15% discount during Jan. and 
Feb. CaM. write or phone for 
Catalogue STOVER'S. Rockland 
K Park St. Phone 1290. 14-tf
♦ MISCELLANEOUS ;
36 571 49 I appo'nted Executors Jan 21. 1936. and —
31 ?85 07 qualified by filing bond Feb 4. 1936.•>>•<10 9 U.J » . w - snTFO noll.bl. bale a* BawaaW.
83 358 47 | GERTRUDE FLORENCE PETTEE late 
| of Rockland, deceased Alan L Bird of
Oross Assets ........................83.004.856 96 : Rockland was appointed Special Admr
Deduct Items not admitted 215.876 901 Feb 10 1936. and qualified by filing 
--------------- bond on same date
Admitted . 82.788.8S0 06 ' EDWIN W OOULD late of Rockland.
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1935 | deceased Harp' E WUbur ol Rockland
INDIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock­
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mall orders 
solicited H. V. RHODKL Tat. 519-J
27-«f
Mrs. A. F Sleeper has fed a variety
Of ten birds about her home this encH-s werp «>rvp(l Net Unpaid Losses  ........... 877.017 84 »PP2lnt<’d,,*dTrLd £ "xt “ J"n„2’cream, cake and cookies uere served unearned Premiums ............. 559.886 23 1936 Bnd Qualified by filing bond Feb.
the happy children. I All other Liabilities .............. 289.165 76 ) 12- 1936
RELIABLE radio service, free estimate. 
C. D GOULD. 45 Masonic 8t Tel 326
31*33
John Buzzell has employment as 
meat cutter nt the new Elm street 
market of the First National Stores 
In Camden.
The Copper Club met Thursday 
with Mrs. William Ingraham for an 
all-day session.
Mrs. Charlotte C. Dillingham is 
spending a few days in Boston
rough and ready "Klondike Annie" 
and on Saturday another four star 
feature "Thanks a Million" with Dick 
Powell.
Mrs. Lena M. Day of Gorham, 
chairman of Division of Law Observ­
ance. Maine Federation of Women's 
Clubs, was guest speaker at the Tues- 
! day afternoon meeting of the Wom-
vinter and finds that snow birds and 
sea gulls are seemingly most desiro.is 
of “relief.” Mrs. Sleeper expresses 
thc wish that a bird column might 
be carried on in this paper as many 
readers are interested in the sub­
ject.
LINCOLNVILLE
Cash Capital .......................... 1.000.000 00! BENJAMIN H LINCOLN, late of
Surplus over all Liabilities 862,900 23 \ Washington, deceased. Nellie M Lln-
----------------1 cxyln of Washington was appointed
Total Liabilities and Surplus 82.788.980 06 Admx. Feb 18. 1936. and qualified by
NOTICE- Thls is to notify aU person* 
that whereas Dorothy Dillingham has 
left my home I will not be responsible 
for bills contracted by her. OUY B. 
DII.LINOHAM, Jamaica Plain, Mass
32-34
29-S-35
Are you tired of plain white sta­
tionery, and yet do not want those 
vivid hues you sometimes see in sta­
tionery? Then, order a box of Blue 
Tweed-Weave. It is a most attrac­
tive shade of blue, with fine threads 
running all through it, yet has an ex­
tremely fine writing surface. During 
March only, this fine stationery is 
being offered by The Courier-Gazette 
at $1.00 a box, containing 100 double 
sheets or 200 single sheets, and 190 
envelopes, all printed with your name
The G. W. Bridge Club was enter- en's Club held at the home of Mrs. 
tained Tuesday at the home of Mr;;, i Maude Clark Gay. Twenty-nine ! 
John Thompson. At next week's members were present and listened 
meeting Miss Marion Weidman will to an interesting talk on "Law Ob- j 
be hostess. servance." Mrs. M. Louise Miller and |
Mrs. Mary Piiest has relumed j Mrs. Nettie Nicholson rang. The en- , 
from North Haven where she was | tire prcgTam was most pleasing. Re- , 
called by the death of her niece Mr; freshments were served by Mrs. Rose ! 
Beulah Gillis. | Weston. Mrs. Hattie Creamer and ,
Leroy Morong. president of R.H.& Mrs. Gay. hostesses. Mrs. Esther' 
Senior Class, is confined to His honi' shorey and Miss Clara Gay poured, 
at Camden by illness. ! Spring flowers were used for decora-
Thc Trytohelp Club will meet I tions. The next meeting will be in
STAR THEATREWaldoboro
SHOWS AT 8.00 P. M.
TUESDAY. MARCH 17
“Milky Way”
witli HAKOLI) LLOYD
THURSDAY, MARCH 19
“Klondike Annie”
MAE WEST, VICTOR McLAGLLN
VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB'T CO 
Service to Vinaihaven, North Haven, 
Stonington, Isle au llaut, Swan's 
Island and Frenchboro 
Effective Oct. 1. 1935 
Winter Service 1935-1936 
Dally Except Sunday 
(Subject to Change Without Notice) 
Eastern Standard Time
Read Down Read Up
A M P. M
5 30 Lv Swan’s Island. Ar. 6.00
6 30 Lv. Stonington. Ar. 4.40
7 30 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
B 15 Lv. Vinaihaven, Ar. 245
U30 Ar. Rockland. Lv 130
U
Monday night with Mrs. Ethel Spear, 
Main street.
• • • •
Church Notes
Baptist; George P. Currier, minis­
ter: Sunday services will begin with 
church school at 10 o'clock, witli 
classes for all ages. Worship at 11; 
sermon. “God's Greatest Gift." 
Memory verses will begin with "J." 
Christian Endeavor will meet with 
Mrs. G. F. Currier at the parsonage
the club rooms when an afternoon ot 
Irish music and pcetry will be en­
joyed.
at 6 o'clock; subject "Putting Chris­
tian Purpose into Life." Evening 
praise service at 7 The sermon will 
be thc first in a series in a series on 
Resolutions of Christ—this one being 
“Christ's Resolution for Invitation." 
Prayer meeting Thursday evening 
at 7.
SATURDAY. MARCH 21
“Thanks a Million”
DICK POWELL, ANN DVORAK
Matinee Saturday at 2.30 
News and Comedy Each Show- 
Special! S10 given away each Sat­
urday Night in three prizes of 
$5, $3 and $2. Be on hand!
32-33
FIDELITY A DEPOSIT CO., OF 
MARYLAND 
Baltimore, Maryland
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Real Estate .................-......... 82.357.300 CO
Mortgage Loans . ........ . 100.000 00
Collateral Loans ................. 182.500 00
filing bond on same date.
WILLIAM J. SWIFT, late of Warren
deceased. Alice M Mathews of Warren 
was appointed Admx Feb. 18. 1936. and 
qualified by filing bond on same date.
LAURA F ROBINSON, late of Cush­
ing. deceased Howard H. Rowell of 
Cushing was appointed Executor Feb. 
18. 1836. without bond.
LUCIUS S. YORK, late of Rockland.
Della F York of Rockland
Stocks and Bonds ............ 14.153.660 25 ______
Cash In Office and Bank . 1.713.501 90 i deceased ____
Agents' Balances ..... . ......... 1.784 362 51 ; was appointed Executrix” Feb. 18. ”1930
1 439 92 without bondBills Receivable .............
Interest and Rents 
All other Assets ....
.... 45.70-1 46 | 
.... 119.007 64 i
nf Gnm.'nn slimier heinif I Gro“ Assets ................  $20,457,476 77of Camden, supper ocing D(,duot ltcrns not admitted .. 426.577 551
Admitted --------------------- $20,030,899 22
LIABILITIES DLO. 31. 1935 
Net Nnpald Losses $6.48.7.248 13
The he3V7 rain of Thursday did j 
considerable damage to roads and 
bridges in this section.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Pred Morang of 
Corinna were guests last weekend oi 
I Mr. and Mrs. Benson Hall.
Twenty-three members of Tran- 
qflility Orange were entertained 
Wednesday night by Megunticook 
i Grang.
I served at 6 o'clock. Hope Orange 
j also sent a delegation to the inter­
esting session.
Mrs. J. C. Pottle and son. Morris, 
visited Sunday at the home of Mrs.
■ Ada Morton in Belmont.
Parker Young Is substituting as 
mail carrier on the Belfast route
1 during the illness of L. S. Russ.
The neighborhood meeting of the 
j Grange will be March 24 in Belmont
with Mystic Orange.
School ln thc Miller district closed 
Prlday after a successful 12-week 
term. Miss Marion Young, teacher, 
will pass the Spring vacation with 
friends in Boston and New York.
Cautlon to pedestrians: 
tlie left side of the roadl
Walk on
Unearned Premiums ........... 5.993.041 87
All other Liabilities ............. 1 683.575 66
Cash Capital .....  7 400 000 00 i
Surplus over all Llab Util
Total Liabilities and Surplus $20,030,809 22 
28-S-32
FLORENCE W. NYE. late of Rock­
land. deceased. Llewellyn Carleton of 
Portland was appointed Exr. Feb. 18, 
1936. without bond.
INA M. LUDWIO. late of Washington, 
deceased. Fred L Ludwig of Washing­
ton was appointed Admr. Jan. 21. 1936 
and qualified by fUtng bond Feb. 18. 
192*5
ETAMA W BRADFORD, late of Friend­
ship. deceased Alan L. Bird of Rock- 
1 mi sfi ' llnd was appointed Executor Jan 21, .469.033 56 , 936 #n(1 quaufied by filing bond Feb. 
18. 1936.
AMERICAN ALLIANCE INS. CO.
1 Liberty St.. New York City. N. Y.
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Stocks nnd Bonds ... $8,995,214
Cash In Olllce and Bank 340.493
Agents' Balances ............. 134.126
Interest and Rents .......... 49.329 j
Gross Assets .................. 19.319.167
Deduct Items not admitted CC2.392
Admitted ........................ ... $8 850.775
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
Net Unpaid Losses ..............
Unearned Premiums ...........
AU other Liabilities ...........
Cash Capital ..........................
Surplus over all Liabilities 
Total LlabUltle3 and Surplus
THE LONDON ASSURANCE 
London. England 
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Mortgage Loans ........ ............ 17 000 00
Stocks and Bonds ......... 6.215.401 73
Cash In Office and Bank ....... 791,426 90
Agents' Balances .......... 615.402 56
Interest and Rents ............. 46.867 82
All other Assets .................... 117,714 28
Gross Assets .................. .87403.813 29
Deduct Items not admitted 162.062 54
Admitted .........-................87.641.750 75
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
Net Unpaid Losses .....   8595.097 38
Unearned Premiums ............ 3.078.994 45
All other Liabilities .............. 315.581 07
Deposit Capital ................... 400.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities 3.252.077 85
F --------------Total Liabilities and 8urplus 87.641.750 75 
EDWARD W BERRY & CO 
40 Broad Street. Rockland. Me
 29-S-35
GEORGE T. YOUNG, of North Haven. 
Marlon E. Crockett of North Haven was 
appointed Gdn. Feb 18. 1936. and quail? 
lied by fUlng bond on same date. '
GEORGIA E. GLOVER, late of Cam-
ORIENT INSURANCE COMPANY 
Hartford, Connecticut 
ASSETS DEC 31. 1935
Real Estate ............................ 8436.650 77
Stocks and Bonds ................. 6.000.898 81
Cash In Office and Bank 301.698 32
Agents Balances 
Interest and Rents 
AU other Asset. .....was appointed Admr. Feb. 18 1936. and qualified by filing bond Feb. 26. 1933.
PHYLLIS JOAN BOOREN. of Vinai­
haven. Marlon Bogren Martin of Vinai­
haven was appointed Gdn. E'eb. 26. 1976
662.  ; and qualified by filing bond on sasn*, Admitted ...
date. -------------
Attest:
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register 
26-S-32
381.048 98 
30.156 35 
79.672 60
Gross Assets ......................$7,230,125 83
Deduct Items not admitted .. 764.340 19
6167.523
1,898.61:.
137.500 
3 000,000 
3.653.137
$8 816 77'. 
82-U-38
READ THE ADS
86.465.785 64
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1935
Net Unpaid Losses ... . ........... 8106.693 00
Unearned Premiums .............. 1.964.348 34
All other Liabilities ............. 211.975 00
Cash Capital ......................... 1 000 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities 3.162.789 30
Total I,labilities and Surplus 86.465.785 64 
EDWARD W BERRY * CO 
40 Broad Street, Rockland. Me
29-8-35
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Fur Storage, Fur Repairs Fur Capes, Fur Scarf*
LUCIEN K. GREEN
Telephone 541
Obl> FELLOWS BLOCK SCHOOL ST. ROCKLAND, ME.
NOW SHOWING
NEW CLOTH COATS FOR SPRING
In Stroocks Camel's Hair, 20 shades 
In Worumbo Fancy Tweeds 
In Imported Handtailored Harris Tweeds for Men
and Women
MODERATELY PRICED
A good plan would be to see them. Happy to serve 
you whether you are buying or net
OClETY
In addition to peraonal notea regard­
ing departures and arrivals, thia depart­
ment eaperlally desire* Information of 
aoclal happenlnga partlea. mualcala. ate. 
Notes sent by mall or telephone arlll be 
gladly received
TELF.PHONg_______________ «» or 7*4
Miss Emily MacDonald, a student 
at Eastern Theological Seminary in 
Philadelphia, was In Chicago the 
tatter part of last month to attend 
a convention of the League of 
Evangelical Students, an interna­
tional group chosen from various 
Universities to study and promote 
the true teachings of the Scripture. 
Miss MacDonald was elected record­
ing secretary.
Rounds Mothers Class will meet 
Thursday at 7:30 at the home of 
Mrs. A. J. Murray, who will be as-
Mrs Merle Hutchinson. Mrs. Belle 
Lewis, Mrs. Pauline Brewster, Mrs 
Gladys Porbus. Mrs. John Thomp­
son and Mrs. Violet Dolan won hon­
ors in bridge at the party Wednes^ 
day afternoon given under the auspi­
ces of Auxiliary to Anderson Camp. 
S.U.V. Mrs. A. L. Harmon acted as 
hostess. There will be another of 
these pleasant parties Wednesday at 
2.
Mrs. Earle MacWilllams extending 
her visit with her mother in Read­
ing. Pa., to three weeks, is expected 
home tonight.
Mr. and Mrs. Prank Bridges who 
have been in Boston and Rockland 
part of the winter have returned to
Is To Be Held By Winslow
Holbrook Post On Nexif
Thursday Night
The birthday of the American j 
legion will be celebrated all over thc I 
United States next week.
Winslow-Holbrook Post No. 1 of 
Rockland will hold a Birthday Party 
on Thursday evening, March 18 at 
the Legion hall.
Supiier will he served at 6 30 and 
an entertainment has been prepared 
by Carl Nelson, chairman of tlie' 
entertainment committee.
A treat is in store for everyone' 
who attends, as Past Department' 
Commander Smith Dunnack of Au-! 
gusta will speak. No one can afford 
to miss hearing him. Col. Malcolm 
E. Stoddard of the Veteran’s Admin­
istration at Togus will also have an 
interesting message.
Department Adjutant James Boyle 
of Waterville lias promised to be 
there with a message.
Legionnaires come from miles 
around to hear these outstnding 
speakers and Winslow-Holbrook Post 
invites all veterans of the World War 
who hold an honorable discharge 
from the service to be guests of the 
Post at this Birthday Party.
“The supper is free and a hearty 
appetite is the price of admission " 
says Comrade Howard Dunbar, chief 
culinary artist.
aizted in entertaining by MTs. John Swans Island.
G. Snow and Mrs. Kenneth Spear.
_____  . Mr. and Mrs. Philip Jones of Ban-
Unlversalist Mission Circle will «°r were ln thc The>'
meet Wednesday at the vestry at sPent parl ot the wln,er at Coral 
2:30. Roll call will be based on the Oables-
theme of "Praise." Mrs. Florence !
Lovejoy will be in charge of rellgl- ’ T1'c ben?,it card Part>’ which was 
ous current events, and Mrs. Lenora w hav« taken pla(* at TemPk haU 
Cooper will present a paper oh the 1 two w*«ks a«° and Postponed owing 
Notre Dame Cathedral. Paris. There t0 conflicting activities, is scheduled 
will be special music, and Miss Ellen for Wednesday at 7:30. Mrs. Kath 
J. Cochran will be in charge of re- ^n St. Clair, Mrs. Gertrude Boody.
‘ Mrs- Florence Philbrook and Mrs.
_____ Millie Thomas are in charge, and
Opportunity Class has a special ' one of this committee will be
meeting Wednesday afternoon and «lad t0 rrrange reservations for 
evening at the First Baptist parlors. Indivldiusls or clubs. There will be 
Take box lunch for supper. ,abl?s for auctlon and contract, and
_____  other games will include Monopoly.
T Club met last evening with Mrs.: --------
Wesley Thurston.
Mrs. Robert McKinley of Union is 
spending the weekend with Dr. and 
Mrs. Elllngwood. to be Joined for 
Sunday dinner by Mr. McKinley and 
their daughters, Ruth and Betty.
"Lend A Hand" a newly organized 
class of the Littlefield Memorial 
Sunday School, was entertained 
Thursday evening by Mrs. Harry P. 
Chase and Mrs. Mattie Barter at the 
home of Mrs. Chase. After the busi­
ness meeting, this program was en­
joyed: Soprano, "Paddle Your Own 
Canoe," Mrs. Christine Dorman; 
reading. "The New Church Organ" 
Mrs. Josephine Grover; duet. "Where 
The River Shannon Flows," Mrs. 
Mattie Barter and Mrs. Lillian Lord
Th» American Legion Auxiliary 
will have a party Tuesday at 7:30 at 
thc Town hail. Owl’s Head, with Mrs. 
Minnie Smitii as chairman. There 
will be tables for cards and various 
games, and many features are being 1 
planned to ensure a Jolly time. The 
public is invited.
Mrs. Lou A. Gray is at Knox Hos­
pital for observation
Mr. and Mrs. Albert S. Peterson
_____ have returned from a business trip ' mer street.
The severe weather ’of Thursday to New York.
night did not serve to lessen the --------
interest in the social at the First' Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Brown who 
Baptist parlors, a large number of, have been spending the winter in St. 
the younger people being present, i Petersburg. Fla. have arrived home,
H. R. Rich of Boston was in the 
city yesterday on his way to Swan's 
Island where he is preparing hls 
summer estate for occupancy.
Chapin Class will meet Tuesday 
night with Mrs Herbert Hall, Sum-
Mr and Mrs. Clarence E. Oould- 
lng quietly observed their 61st wed­
ding anniversary Thursday.
CEHTRMejAAINE
POWElbtOMPAMY
Sponsors
Electric
Cooking School
By
CARRIE J. WILLIAMS
Universalist Vestry, 
Rockland
March 18
At 2.00 o'clock
LENTEN MENUS 
FEATURED
All Foods Given AwayIt
Everybody Welcome
the pleasure of their stay having not 
been seriously marred by the occa­
sional weather discomforts.
The postponed meeting of Junior 
Harmony Club takes place tonight 
6:30 at the home of Mrs. Leola Noyes, 
counsellor.
Under the direction of Mrs. Alice 
Karl a Beth Parker radio entertain­
ment was presented. Those talcing 
part, all in old-fashioned costume, 
were: Osmond Palmer as Seth Park­
er; Mrs. Elsa Constantine as Ma 
Parker; Donald Karl as Cephas;
Raymond K. Green as Capt. Bangs;
MLss Thelma Russell as Lizzie; and i
several others impersonating the St. Bernard's parish holds its an- 
neighbors gathering for one of the nual St. Patricks Day card party 
beloved Sunday night sings. Ma Tuesday at Hotel Rockland, with 
Parker presided at the parlor organ, play to begin at 8. Mrs. Timothy 
and musical numbers afforded solos. O'Donnell and Miss Lucy Ball will 
duets, and assembly singing. Re- act as hostesses, assisted by Mrs. 
freshments were served with Mrs. ' Francis Louraine. Miss Mary John- 
Olive Wilson. Miss Mabel Stover, son, MLss Mary A. Brown. Mrs. Ray- 
Mrs. Helen Perry, and Mrs. Helen ; mond Duff and Miss Viola Ander- 
Knowlton ln charge. I son as ticket committee.
THE LITTLE AD THAT SAVES
IT WILL SAVE DOLLARS!
WATCH TUESDAY’S PAPER
For Our
DOLLAR DAYS ADV.
E. B. HASTINGS & CO.|
WE GIVE YOU
PROOF
NEXT WEEK
Realm of Music
By Gladys St. Clair Morgan
COLOMBIA-BOLIVIA
The Two Countries Which
Formed Theme Of Metho­
dist W. F. M. Society
Despite thc severe storm Thurs­
day 27 loyal members of the Womans 
Foreign Missionary Society of the 
Methodist church gathered at the 
home of Mrs. Minnie Cross for the j 
March meeting. The impressive 
stewardship ritual opened the pro-, 
gram, with Mrs. Ruth Eilingwood 
conducting devotions in tlie place of I 
Mrs. Grace 'Lurvey. Mrs. Thelma 
Stanley acted as soloist for this ■ 
period. Mrs. Ivy Chatto as program > 
chairman devoted her attention to; 
Colombia and Bolivia, with Mrs. I 
Feme Horeyseck giving the geogra- | 
phical phases of the two countries ' 
as she placed them on the map of 
South America In brown. Mrs. Es­
sie Day read an article entitled 
"Colombia. The Land of the I 
Emerald." Continuing the subject 
"Daughters of Drudgery" Mrs. Chat- j 
to described the life of the Indian I 
women of Colombia, telling parti- I 
cularly of Rosa Ports, a wonderful j 
character and who did notable 1 
work among her people after her I 
converilon to Christianity. Mrs. I 
Horeyseck also gave an interesting J 
picture ot the schools.
Of Bolivia, which was termed j 
"The Land of Lofty Peaks," Mrs. J 
Chatto gave a vivid picture of the :
ItIndian women here, touching upon
I have just read—possibly for the bird it can bo? Last night the secret j th<? present an(j future, par-
third or fourth tlme—'The Story of came out. for Just as I was going to 
San Michele" by Axel Munthe. It bed a nightingale started singing 
grows on me with each reading, and Schubert’s Serenade (Standchen) 
again I particularly like that portion under my window!"
toward the last in which the author • • • •
touches upon music He writes: And speaking of rosemary, do you
"But if ever I learn to hold on to “now why rosemary is often seen in 
this boisterous Pegasus I mean to representations of the Christ child? 
sing a (humble song to my beloved Because when the Madonna washed
Schubert, the greatest singer ot all ,he hnen of the Infant Jesus Christ, ___ ____ , _ _________ ___ ______
times, to thank him for what I owe : he hung his little shirt to dry on a paid to Jamfs Phoburn hls sls. 
him. I owe him everything. Even bush of rosemanr . . ter, Isabella pboburn who was one ;
while I was lying week after week In, anvirw of the flrst missionaries to foreign
the dark with little hope ever to get ............... march A vice #nd Dr C,arence thc
out ot it, I ntfad to hum to myself fellownbothTwi»e and first medic H missionary, from whose
cne after another of his songs like n w mwt hun ,ly Inspiration was bom the organiza- I
schoolboy who goes whistling I wind, are you feeling wen today?" | tion on that stormy March day. In I
ticularly with regard to missionary 
activities.
Founders Day, falling on March 23. 
was appropriately and impressively 
observed under the direction of Mrs. 
Edith Tweedie, who told of the 
organization on March 23. 1869. in 
the Tremont Street Church of Bos­
ton. by eight women who braved Just 
such a day ar Thursday was. Tribute
ONE MINUTE PERMANENT’
It only takes a minute (or less) for heat appli­
cation. Come in and try our personalized service.
W0RT1P2.00 TO YOU!
With this advertisement and $5.00 
You can have our regular
$7.00 STEAM OIL PERMANENT
THIS MONTH ONLY
Don't forget that the right foundation for a smart, enduring per­
manent wave is our Contour Hair Cut
AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON
286 MAIN STREET ROCKLAND. ME. TEL. 826
. _
through the dark forest to pretend the'wmd'may*'do*tt hin'se'Ylri-t.-air the group of eight women were two.
that he is not afraid. Schubert was ,
19 when he composed the music to ,
Goethe’s Erlkonig and sent it to him 
with a humble dedication.
"I shall never forgive the greatest 
poet of modern times for not even 
having acknowledged this letter with 
a single word of thanks to the maa 
who has made his song immortal, the 
same Goethe who had ample time to 
write letters of thanks to Zelter for 
his medicare music. Goethe's taste 
ir music was as bad as his taste in
art; he spent a year ln Italy under- . aione. Thus his death did not be- 
[ standing nothing of Gothic art; the come known for two days. Only one 
.severe beauty of the primitives was j p,^ obituary notice appeared in a 
unintelligible to him: Carlo Dolci and Naples newspaper, which said that
_Rachel Field j the wives of foreign missionaries 
Antonio Scotti, for 34 years or.c of who had recently returned to Ameri­
ca and who were heart filled with the
CLARK ISLAND
Joel Ewanberg moved this week 
to cne of Jack Caven's rents.
Several from here attended town 
meeting Monday at Tenant’s Harbor.
James Kleag has returned to his 
heme in Frankfort.
-,-Miss Elizabeth Monaghan spent
Sunday with her slater. Mrs. James 
Felt, in Thomaston.
Mrs. Mary F. Hanley of Thomaston 
was recent guest of her niece. Mrs. 
George E. Baum, for a few days.
APPLETON RIDGE
Ruth Arrington was supper guest 
last Saturday of Mrs. Blanche Brown.
the leading singers at the Metro­
politan Opera ln New York, died in 
Naples, Italy, on Feb. 26. He was 70 
years old. and had retired from the
need of their foreign sisters, parti­
cularly in India. These women were 
Mrs. William Butler and Mrs. Lois A REMINDER!
THAT YOU SHOULD SET ASIDE
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, MARCH 17,18
to see the
Michaels, Stern & Co. Custom Display
at BLACKINGTON’S
Joseph Rice,, representative of this well known 
firm, will be here at that time. We are sure you 
will enjoy seeing the New Spring Suits, Top­
coats and Sport Clothes. You will surely find 
just that Special material or design you have 
been looking for. A cordial invitation to come 
m and look them over.
DON’T FORGET! MARCH 17 AND 18
BLACKINGTON’S
stage three years ago, and had been 1 Parker, and they may well be called 
the founders as it was from their 
vision and sincerity that the present 
organization which has grown to 
embrace thousands and thousands of 
members with thousands of workers 
ln foreign fields, was born.
On a table in front of Mrs. Tweedie 
yerc placed nine crystal candle­
sticks with white candies. Eight 
candles signified these eight women, 
with Mrs. Butler and Mrs. Parker 
placed at either end as a bulwark. 
As Mrs. Tweedie called tlie roll, Miss 
Faith Lurvey lighted a candle. The 
presence of the ninth candle mysti­
fied those present, until It was ex­
plained the ninth and unlighted 
candle was for the "woman" who 
remained at home on that stormy 
day.
Mrs. Tweedie In closing paid tri­
bute to the presence of so large an 
assemblage for the meeting, which
since that time in reduced circum­
stances. According to friends, the 
baritone had been living for some 
lime on funds supplied by the Music 
Lovers Foundation of New York. He 
had no family and lived virtually
Miss Mary Wasgatt has gone to 
Boston.
Mrs. E. O. Dow was hostess to 
Corner Club at bridge yesterday 
afternoon.
The meeting of Itooevik Club 
scheduled for Tuesday afternoon 
has been postponed two weeks.
Mrs. Walter C. Ladd was hostess 
to Christmas Sewing Club Wednes­
day afternoon.
The Congregational Missionary 
Society met Wednesday afternoon at 
the home of Mrs. C. F. Snow, with 
Mrs. Corwin H. Olds and Mrs. 
Charles S. Merritt as assisting hos­
tesses. Mr. Olds contributed an in­
teresting talk. Miss Caroline Jame- 
! son as guest speaker gave an illus- 
i trated travel talk based on her last 
j summer's trip through Europe, her 
I delightful informal manner and fine 
pictures winning high favor. Tea 
I was served ln the social hour.
____
Mrs. Rupert Baxter of Bath will 
I epen her home for a reception for 
the regent, Mrs. Victor A. Binford.
( and her executive committee, when 
| the 38th annual conference of the 
| State of Maine, Daughters of the 
j American Revolution, meets at Bath 
j Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday. 
| The reception which is an annual 
; event will be held Wednesday eve- 
| ning at 8. following dinner at the 
YKCA. A preliminary business 
session of tlie conference will be held 
Tuesday evening, following a meet- 
| Ing of the State executive hoard at 
the Hotel Phoenix at 4 p. in. The 
i conference will be opened formally 
! Wednesday morning at 10 in the 
j Winter Street Congregational church 
j with a memorial service at noon, 
j Delegates from Lady Knox Chapter 
| of this city are Mrs. Alice Karl, 
j regent. Mrs. Anne Snow, Mrs. Kath- 
eryn St. Clair, Mrs. Mary Southard, 
Miss Ellen J. Cochran, Mrs. Helen 
Carlson, Mrs. Clara Thurston, and 
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich; alternates, 
Mrs. Mary Ladd, Mrs. Katherine 
Haines. Mrs. Nellie Peterson, Mrs. 
Lucy Carter, Mrs. Eva Wisner, Mrs. 
Lucie Walsh, Mrs. Ella Buffum and
Mrs. Alice Cobb.
Guido Reni were his ideals. Even 
pure Greek art at Its best left him 
cold. The Apollo Belvedere was his 
favorite.
''Schubert never saw the sea and 
yet no composer, no painter, no poet 
except Homer, has ever made us un­
derstand its calm splendor, its mys­
tery and its anger as he did. He had 
never seen the Nile, and yet the 
opening bars of his wonderful Mem- 
r.on might have sounded in the tem­
ple of Luxor. Hellenic art and litera­
ture were unknown to him, except 
what little his friend Mayerhofer 
might have told him. and yet his Die 
Ootter Griechenlands. his Prome­
theus. his Oanymede, his Fragment
Scotti “in his glorious lyrical career 
held high the prestige of Italian art 
on the stages of the world.” There 
were only four persons at his funer­
al. He was buried in a small 
mausoleum which he had built 
several years ago.
In contrast, when Scotti made his 
farewell appearance at the Met on 
Jan. 20. 1933. as Chim Fen in L'
Oracolo, one of his most celebrated 
roles, the occasion was marked by 
fervent testimonials from a thronged
house. He was given a testimonial j indicated that the local organization I
dinner when he had completed hLs 
25th year as a singer at the Met in 
1924. at whoeh leading personalities 
in the musical and social world paid
ous Aeschylus are masterpieces from honors to him. He was a glamorous 
the golden age of Hellas. He had figure, and one of the greatest 
never been lovod by a woman and yet dramatic artists of the time, 
no more heartrending cry of passion | His Metropolitan debut was on 
has ever reached our ears than his Dec. 27, 1899 His early vocal style 
Gretchen am Spinnrade, no more was a polished and fluent one in thc 
touching resignation than his Mig-J older opera’ic fashion, and he was
had no "women” who stayed at 
home. Mrs. Thelma Stanley con­
tributed three solos during Mrs 
Tweedie's observance, and closed 
with 'IO Master, Let Me Walk With 
Thee."
Refreshments fcatuifcd the banana 
in keeping with Colombia along the 
coast of which are some of the larg­
est banana plantations ln the world. 
Sandwiches were made of banana
SUNDAY-MONDAY-TUESDAY
EVEN CLARK HAS HIS 
TROUBLES WHEN TWO 
LADIES LOVE HIM!
non. no sweeter love-song has ever, a buoyant and spirited figure on the ' bread, and the delectable fruit also
been sung than his Standchen. He 
was 31 when he died, wretchedly poor 
as he had lived. He who had written 
An /die Mustk had not even a piano 
of lhis own! After his death all his 
earthly belongings, his clothes, hls 
few books, his bed. were sold at auc­
tion for 63 florins. In a dilapidated 
bag under his bed were found a score 
of other immortal songs worth more 
than all the gold of the Rothschilds 
ir. their Vienna where he lived and 
died.”
• • • •
And just a few pages on, "Yester­
day I picked up a poor little skylark, 
so exhausted from hls long Journey 
across the sea that he didn't even 
attempt to fly away, he sat quite still 
tn the palm of my hand as if he 
understood it was the hand of a 
friend, perhaps a compatriot, I asked 
him if he wouldn't sing me a song 
before he went off again, there was 
no bird-song I liked better than hls; 
but he said he had no time to spare, 
he had to hurry home to Sweden to 
sing the summer in. For more than 
a week the flute-like notes of a 
golden oriole have been sounding in 
my garden. The other day I caught 
sight of his bride hiding in a laurel 
bush. Today I have seen their nest, 
a marvel of bird-architecture. There 
is also much fluttering of wings and 
a soft murmur of bird-voices in the 
thicket of rosemary by the chapel. 
I pretend to know nothing about it, 
but I am pretty sure some flirtation 
is going on there; I wonder what
stage. He sang during the many appeared in dainty salads, 
years of his Metropolitan assocln- Mrs. Chatto's committee comprised 
tion. many of the outstanding lyric Mrs. Horeyseck, Mrs. Stanley, Mrs
and dramatic baritone roles, but as Day, Mrs. Mae Gregory and Mrs. 
time went on he evolved a unique Grace Lurvey.
method. It has been said that ln the j-------------------
composition of a character, hls equal
has seldom ever been seen on any 
stage. He was a pioneer ln the newer 
method of dramatic action on thc
*• I
operatic stage.
His most popular roles in America 
were those of Scarpia (In which he 
was unapproached for a combina­
tion of aristocratic suavity and cruel­
ty), Chim Fen, a gripping portrait 
of sinister Oriental villainy, Tonio in 
Pagliacci, 8harpless in Madam But­
terfly, Marcello in Boheme, and in 
the older days, Don Giovanni and 
Iago. His extensive repcrtolr also 
Included several other Important 
roles. While in later years his voice 
showed certain limitations, he was 
able to overcome these by his techni­
cal commend and discretion of 
vocalization, and his great art of 
dramatic action, vocal coloring, and 
expressive enunciation, compensated 
for lack of volume and strength of 
tqne. He maintained a remarkable 
record for longevity and use of the 
voice, singing regularly until his 67th 
year.
Hls end ln relative obscurity and 
poverty (his fortune was swallowed 
up ln the financial depression) was 
a most Ironic circumstance. He 
resolutely concealed his misfortune 
from his friends.
NOW PI.AYINO 
DICK FORUM
in
“SONG OF THF. SADDLE" 
and
Chapter II
"REX AND RINTY”
NEXT WEEK
FRIDAY
June Lang
in
‘Every Saturday Nite”
You can always 
llat k on a good Friday 
Nite Show.
SATURDAY
“Call of the Prairie”
with
William Boyd
PARK©
Shows, 2.00, 6.30 and 8.30
Bui heart-trouble 
is Cork's favorite 
complaint 1 Three 
times as many 
stars as usual .... 
and thirty times 
as hiloriousl
“CAPTAIN BLOOD”
With OLIVIA DE HAV1I.LAND
FRROI, FLYNN
NOW
PLAYING
Phone 892
Shows: kMPd
Matinee 2. Evg. 6.30. 8.30 N... 'J
Cont. Sat. 2.00 to 10.30
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GUARD NAVAL BASE
They come forth from the darkness snd Wednesday evening when Mrs. Hilt 
Gimm for * moment only in the taw a flash in the window. She
And ef face, as the MM unveils called t0 attention and
Oxze at the tower and vanish while there were flash-lights all over the 
they caae
The sea-bird wheeling round It. 
the din
Of wings and solitary cries. 
Blinded and maddened by the
within
reservation, and CCC boys here, there 
wlth and everywhere. Somebody had heard 
i c cry for help and the boys were 
called out to search the waterfront.light
Dashes himself against the glare and R T sterling was on watdh and had 
QIM*
By Henry w Longfellow gone to the signal house and as he 
hadn't returned, where was he? We
Matinicus Rock
Uncle Sam's Marines Occupy An
Unique Position at Guantanamo,
Cuba
Despite rapid changes in the poli- j 
tical situation in Cuba, U. S. Marines 
peacefully occupy a section of the 
country, maintaining a strict neu- | 
trality and avoiding any interference ' 
whatever in Cuban affairs.
This peaceful occupation by the ! 
Marines has been of long duration I 
—some 32 years, in fact—or ever 1 
since the .American Government lea­
sed a naval base on the shores of 
Ouantanamo Bay at the eastern end 
of the south coast of the island in ' 
1903
Following the Spanish-American 
War. the United States, through an 
agreement made with the Cuban 
Government, secured an area of 
some 47 square miles at Guantanamo 
for use as a naval base.
During the last decade this loca- I 
tion has been developed into one of j 
the finest naval bases in the world
“Queen Mary” Prepares for First Crossing
couldn't seem to locate Mr Sterling | and has been vUlt*d *>> virtually
Mr and Mrs. W E. Thompson and and so called out F. O. Hilt. About
that time. Mr. Sterling appeared, to 
our relief. He had mixed in with the 
crowd. The mystery is. what W3s 
the cry for help so distinctly heard. 
Wc are in the dark. The CCC boys 
were called back to check up and 
lhat was all the information we 
could get at the time.
No school was held at Cape Eliza­
beth Monday on account of storm.
Mr Jacobson and Mr. Jordan called 
ct the station Wednesday afternoon.
Shampooing time is near at hand 
and the mop and pail brigade are 
ibout to enter the scene for an in- 
cisflnite engagement.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow. Portland, 
were callers Tuesday evening. We 
have missed their congenial company 
since Christmas because of Mrs 
Dow's illness. They are welcomed j 
ag3in to our evening watches, coffee 
and doughnuts being served.
• • • •
The Cuckolds
Greetings to All!
The tender Ilex passed this station 
March 1 going east.
Misses Patricia Seavey spent a
children are ashore on a vacation.
We are happy to know that Keeper 
Charles Robinson is Improving in 
health.
Thank you. Editor Fuller, for the 
attractive greeting card.
Mrs. Robinson and I were deeply 
grieved to hear of the death ot Mrs.
Henry W. Kye of Brooklln. She was 
a dear friend and nearest neighbor 
when I was stationed on Blue Hill 
Bay Uight.
Mr. Ball made a trip to Matinicus 
recently and enjoyed a perfect day 
on tha water. Those days have been 
few and far between this winter.
The telephone is out of order, so 
we doubly enjoy receiving mail.
Congratulations to Mr. Lyons on 
his retirement from the government 
eervice. We wish him Joy and con­
tentment.
Mrs. Robinson and Mrs. Ball are 
busy with spring housecleaning. They 
believe in the ear'.y bird act.
Hello! to Keeper and Mrs. Tracy 
of Boon Island; also Mrs. Rachel 
Frost. Does Mr. Tracy remember the 
day he came to buy the rooster?
Sa.t spray here has at times made short vacation recently at Cape 
the buildings look like snow houses Newagen with her grandparents Mr
Friendly remembrances to fellow and Mrs. James Norton, 
keepers and wshes for a joyous
every warcraft, in our Navy. It is a 
convenient port during maneuvers, ' 
an excellent location for refueling 
war vessels, and has a splendid range 
for target practice ashore.
"Ouantanamo ls not only one of 
the many tropical locations where 
our men are stationed." says Lieut. 
Col. William T. Hoadley. recruiting 
officer for the Marine Corps at the 
New Post Office Building, Post Of­
fice Square. Boston, 'but it is also of 
great historical interest to members 
of our Corps.
"The Marines are proud of the fact 
that they were the first troops to 
land in Cuba during the Spanish- 
American War. A battalion came 
ashore at Guantanamo Bay and held 
that base despite the efforts of 6.000 
Spaniards to dislodge them. They 
had several lively engagements with 
the enemy, and today more than one 
monument stands there in memory 
of our dead.
Our base at Ouantanamo Bay has 
a unique ctatus in the Pearl of the 
Antilles. Although located on Cuban 
soil, it is remote from the govern­
ment at Havana, and remains entire­
ly neutral regardless of what might 
happen elsewhere in the country Its 
sole purpose ls to provide an ade­
quate base for our fleet in the West 
Indies
STEAMBOAT DAYS
‘Pardner," Away Down In 
Florida Heaves Homesick 
Sigh When He Recalls
Cocoa, Fla, March 9
“HOME SWEET HOME"
Norman Tice Visits Ceme­
tery Redolent With Memo­
ries Of the Composer 
One day In early spring I visited
the grave of John Howard Payne, the Editor of n,,, Courier-Gazette.— 
composer of that familiar song.-Home ! When you wprp publlshlng ln your 
8weet Home." The grave is located I paper various stories about the Bos- 
ir. Oak Hill cemetery, which is situated and Bangor boats they nearly 
Just across the bridge which spans called to my min(i varloW)
Rock Creek in the capital city of happenings that Were cf much inter- 
Washington, D. C. The cemetery est to me at the time and If you will 
bear with me 1 will "set them in 
order."
I was never much cf a traveler but 
for several years it was the custom 
of those boats about once each year 
to have excursions generally to the 
Charitable Mechanics Fair in Boston. 
On these low tates the boats would 
be well loaded ns far as passengers 
were concerned and lt was not easy 
to get sleeping accommodations, es­
pecially from Rockland—the passen­
gers from up the river having taken
lies upon an attractive hillside, 
studded with stately oaks ln whtch 
the (nigrant birds sing on their pass­
age northward, and under wh'ch 
the early flowers of spring, blossom 
ond perfume the air.
John Howard (Payne was a poet- 
actor and flrst visited Washington In 
the summer of 1809 where he played 
for several nights in the only theatre 
then existing in that city. He again 
visited the city when he was busy 
writing for periodicals and magazines.
He made many friends here and in ’ them all before she arrived in Rock- 
1842 he was appointed by Presideni 
Tyler as Consul to Tunis. In 1849 
he was back in Washington trying to
secure a reappointment from Presi­
dent Taylor, but was unsuccessful 
However, when Millard Fillmore be­
come President. Payne received his 
reappointment and in February. 1851.
land
I remember taking ln one of those 
excursions and as I bought my ticket 
was told very politely that every­
thing was taken— staterooms, berths 
and mattresses I found other fel­
lows who were In the same fix as my- 
shelf and we i named about till late
returned to his.former position ln m the night ve were down in the 
saloon and we found a young fellow 
lying on a pile of mattresses.
"What are you doing with all those 
mattresses?” xe demanded 
"Keeping them for my friends.” 
"Friends, nothing." we yelled, and 
(Don tipped him off and made off 
with them.
I ran forward with mine and laid 
down on lt but neglected to take off 
my coat and when the crowd of fel­
lows for whom he was saving them 
came along, 'ie pointed me out and
Tunis.
Hardly had he begun hls work 
when his health tailed and he died in 
that far-off oountry.
The remains of this noted Ameri- 
I can reposed in foreign sod for over 
30 years. The pepper tree at the head 
, of the grave flourished and spread 
i its green branches above the lonely 
; mound. Finally some friends ln 
Washington secured permission from 
the Government and the remains of 
, the composer were brought to 
America and were interred in Oak
Keeper Osgood wished to know 
how many listened to the Gospel 
’ * * 1 singer Edward MacHugh? Mrs Foss
Perkins Island an(j i always listen to him and think
A cordial salute to Guardians oi it's one of the best programs on the 
Our Coast, and also to our friends air.
on Matinicus Island and Crlehaven. Members of Mrs Seavey's family 
from which points we were pleased j have been suffering with colds Mrs 
to receive letters. 1 Foss was also sick for a few days.
We regret to hear that Criehaven and believe me. they need plenty of 
breakwater has been damaged and attention!
understand the Inconvenience and Keeper and Mrs. Foss were in Bath 
loss which a telephone out of com- Wednesday. While there they had 
mission must mean, as that Invention the pleasure of meeting Keeper and 
ls one of the greatest of island Mrs Smith, enjoying a pleasant 
blessings J chat They hope to meet again in
Keeper and Mrs. Powers attended the near future, 
town meeting recently. They also Keeper Foss has a new Ford sedan 
visited last Saturday with friends in He is waiting now for the good old 
Rockland and called on Mr Powers' summer days to enjoy a rfde 
sister and brother in Thomaston. Soon it will be time for house
It ls good news tc know that Keep- cleaning and spring work, which of 
er Nye is on the road to recovery, , course we all enjoy (?)
The river is at last free from ice ; We are gratified to know that
Clearing the snow has kept us busy Keeper Nye is recovering so nicely 
of late, with the added duty of pre- j from his ailment, 
paring the motor boat for spring use Friendly wishes to Keeper and
Paint brushes will be seeing active Mrs. Muise of whom we would like 
service soon and stations undergo- to hear news, for we are eager to
spring.
CLYDEBANK. Scotland. — With 
many of the preliminary tests al­
ready completed and workmen la­
boring day and nlghl to put the 
finishing touches to her mammoth 
hull, the new British raperitaer 
“Queen Mary" Is expected to make 
her maiden transatlantic voyage on 
May 27. It is reported that no mer­
chant ship afloat will be greater In 
size, power and efficiency than the 
“Queen Mary.” She is expected to 
total 200.000 horsepower. American 
Industrial development Is playing 
an Important part In the operation 
of the ship, for the main tnrbfhes 
are lubricated by Soeony-Vacuum. 
makers of Mobiloil for American
motorists. At top: An artist's con­
ception of the "Queen Mary" as she 
will look when she enters the Port 
of New York. Lower left: Marine 
enthusiasts examine a model ot the 
huge ship on display In New York 
City. Lower right: A bow Tlew of 
the liner st the shipyard in Clyde­
bank, Scotland.
I was ousted from my ill gotten mat-
Hill cemetery with Impressive cere- trfsg Jn order That was one
monle8' I night that I slept under a table with
This spot was selected as often in , a fha,r lald riown on noor_bUt
life Payne had meditated in 1 T had ,oU of company Another time
quiet woods and rambled along the | w fJx fQr Qf
banks of this stream This section of Qn(, of {he fellows what
the city is redolent with memories of he w g0)ng w to bluff
the composer. j # man wt Q{ hig berth.
"You can't do lt."
"I sure can; you be around at bed-
NOTICE TO MARINERS
lng spring overhauling 
Best wishes to readers of our
column and all seamen buddies.
learn how they like their new sta­
tion.
Misses Juanita and Myrtle Seavey 
spent last weekend at this station 
Baker Island with their parents.
Burt Stanley was a dinner guest Meeting Keepers Urquhart and 
last Saturday of Keeper and Mrs I Connors of Seguin Light Station was 
Frank Faulkingham. | a pleasure recently enjoyed by
Lucille spent last weekend with Keeper and Mrs. Foss.
Cheerio until another get-together 
in print.
• • • •
Mt. Desert Rock
During the rough spell of Jan. 24 
our cable broke. The cable boat 
Pequot repaired it Feb 24. but lt is 
now again out of commission.
Our spring cleaning is ln full swing 
when the wind will allow it. We 
have had plenty of breezes all winter.
The tender Ilex ls in Southwest 
Harbor awaiting Its chance to land 
kerosene at this station.
We are gratified to learn that 
Maurice Rich has hls boat repaired. 
It is pleasing to have craft afloat 
again in this vicinity.
Regretfully we hear that many
Perhaps the most thrilling event of 
I his life happened in December. 1850. 
when Jenny Lind, the Swedish night­
ingale sang "Home, Sweet Home" as 
an encore on her program.
As I stood beneath the oaks. I
time”
At bedtime we got together again 
and went down and he climbed into 
the bunk that he had selected. I re­
call that is name was Watts, and 
he was from East Warren My chum 
and I got pillows from one of the 
waiters and slept on the floor. I saw
thc Continental Congress on July 4. Dick Whittington, hungry and des-
1776. j titute. was leaving London to seek thought of the composer lying be-
ij i • nt r J J “Threatened with British capture, his fortune elsewhere, lt is said thc neath the carpet of spring beauties
Harbingers Ot Good and R from the tower of of thla 0,„ church rang out and the blue violets. Robins searched
Bad I idmgs, and Of the Independence Hall on September 18. and reemed to say: 'Turn again Ior fo<xl among the tombstones. A  ______
New Year 1777 and hlddcn beneath a church Whittington thrice Lord Mayor of cocking btTd trilled in the wisteria , Wgttgey the nsxt mOming and asked
____  floor ln Allentown. Pennsylvania, for London.' It is a familiar tale of thicket that draped the old brick t hf came «rat. He told me that
Mingling with raucous horns of almost a year. Rehung in the tower, how cheered by them, he returned. waI1 A cardinal whistled in the he had becn ln a
Alice White Billy Foster Mary Fps- revelers at midnight. December 31. it pealed for festivals and anniver- found work and later actually be-| distance then flew past in a gorgeous gh0|1 Ume along came a chap who
ter. Alice Scammon. Frances Dyer pealing of bells all over the world sarlps unU1 lu fatal accident in 1835 . came Lord Mayor flash of color Tulips, hyacinths, and M though he had an the rt.
Elizabeth Scammon, Annie Farrell v»»r ‘when n cracked as lt was being' "William the Conqueror enters the Poet's narcissus perfumed the air. rights and all sort of
................ / tolled for the funeral procession of history of bells through being the The creek murmured by at the foot there was to that bunk
Bells have played no small part 0hlcf justice John Marshall. ' first to strictly enforce the rule that of the hill. from the way be pyn^j the curtains
Nearly all the events of hls life Mlde He worda are
have been forgotten but the song not mentloned poute society and 
lives on. There seems a homelike went off and left hlm
HISTORIC BELLS
Long Cove—Sears Island Buoy 2. 
reported out of position March 11, 
will be replaced as soon as prac­
ticable
The guests were Russell Woodman.
Wesley Laird Barbara Achorn. and 
Mrs Smith. Elliott. Roland. Roger.
Carla and Barbira Smith and Helen in hlsU>ry, and have served os har- "Other historic bells treasured by all lights and fires should be extln-
Barter Cards and "Tbwel" made up bingers of both goed and bad tid- Philadelphia are the chimes which gulshed when the warning bell rang
the amusement for the evening lngs." says a bulletin from the Wash- rln? Irom the steeple of old Christ at eight o'clock As late as the 19th
Coffee, sandwiches and cake were 
served.
ington. D C. headquarters of the Church During the Revolution century, ln many European towns
National Oec;raphlc Society.
Liberty Bell Otic H ddtn 
town Pa.
setting to this cemetery that I am
I there were also temporarily removed ringing of the curfew icouvre-feu or
Very gentlemcnly men aboard
her parents, her first visit since Dec 
29
This island has been blessed with 
perfect winter scenery.
Keeper Faulkingham and Kenneth 
Sawyer slaughtered a pig recently.
The pussy willow trees are bud­
ding. heavily laden as they are with 
all the snow that the weatherman 
has sent upon them.
Burt Burlem landed groceries at 
this station recently
Malcolm Femald spent a day late­
ly with Keeper Faulkingham who 
hopes he may receive many more 
such social calls.
Fishermen are now in their ele­
ment after a cold season.
The telephone men have set the 
new poles which are now ready for are m wjth bad colds. Thus
wiring. I jar we bave been fortunate in steer-
BEACONS INSPIRE VERSE
Robert Thayer Sterling of Port­
land Head, whose book on Maine 
Lighthouses has been read from 
Maine to California, recently re­
ceived a poem by one of his readers 
who had summered on the coast for 
several years. The author of the 
verse, thus expresses hls reminiscen­
ces of the long ago when he wander­
ed about among mariners' beacons.
<H rt LIGHTHOUSE
As I look from my chamber window at 
night.
Here and there on the ocean I can see which had been formally a orient light;
Some shine out with quick, spltelul 
glare.
Others revolve slowly, as If without care 
But to a mariner's watchful rye 
They spell danger or safety far or nigh
■n
for safekeeping to prevent the pos- 
Atien- sjbllity of the Britksh converting 
i them into ammunition.
■1 "In Sicily, in the 13th century, 
Frenchmen listened
"Among the many renowned bells 
whose ringing lias ushered ln new nearly 8-'t00
. . . .. , . . , . stolidly to the ringing of the Sicilianchapters in the story of manxlnd is . .. . ,,vespers unaware that the belts were modem city dweller, its signal is not 
the Liberty Bell, most beloved his- for thrir
torical relic of the United States,' massacre In 16th century France, 
the bulletin continues. "Prior to Its clamor of bells cried the beginning 
cracking, the Liberty Bell had a very Of the murder of thousands of 
active 'voice' in the affairs of the Huguenots.
nation. Its most far reaching utter-
Bells Warned of Floods
'cover flre'i was slmulataneous with; were living. No doubt he was think- 
the squealing ot numerous door 
hinges as shopkeepers hastened to 
obey the law.
“To give warning is one of the 
chief functions of a bell. To the
sure the composer would enjoy If he and what had to put up
cold-blooded aiarming being merely an announce- 
ment that a salesman is at the door. ]
ing of familiar, home-like spots, when 
he wrote:
" 'Mid pleasure and palaces 
Though we may roam.
Be it ever so humble 
There a no place like home "
Norman C. Tice . 
513 Second 6t„ N. E.,
Washington, D. C.
with. Now it ls something of the 
past. Very pleasant memories.
Pardner
ance was that of July 8. 1776, when 
lt announced the public reading of 
the Declaration
a friend ls telephoning, or It ls time 
to get up. At the worst, it warns of 
a fire, or that one is late to work j 
school or church.
"But bells used to strike terror to 
the hearts of people in the Nether-
Caution to pedestrians: 
the left side of the road I
Walk on
1855 1936
E. A. GLIDDEN A CO. 
Waldoboro, Me.
1328U
Artistic Memorials in Stone
Keeper Faulkingham who has had 
shingles, ls much Improved.
• • • •
Portland Head
Out of sight in fog until it rained 
--then more fog!
W. R. Hilt made a business trip to 
Portland recently.
Mrs. Hilt. Mrs. Robinson and Mrs.
ing clear of them, but will doubtless 
make up for it as soon as we start on 
shore leave.
Best regard to thc Days on Egg 
Rock, among oar other friends and 
readers.
On ledge and on reef, all covered with 
foam.
They guide to refuge, harbor and home 
In summer or winter. In storm and ln
These faithful guardians their vigils do 
keep
And when they shine out with each act 
of sun
You know through the night their 
course will run
Then In the morning, before the sun's 
bright rsya
They fade away softly In smoke and 
haze.
All through the daylight the gray tow­
ers stand.
Like drowsy sentries guarding thc land 
Again at Just sunset they shine out
again.
And send forth bright rays o'er the 
watery main
Often I think of the men through the 
night.
Whose duty It ls to attend to each light 
Heroes are they, unknown and unsung. 
Who watch out for others from sun to
sun
Ood bless these men ln their chosen 
work.
Loyal are they where others might 
shirk.
And when their life’s voyage draws on 
to an end
May they see some light to hall as a 
friend.
J. A. Farnham
East Saugus. Mass
Among England s most appealing 
of Independence legends about bells ls that of the 'the si,ence ol the
adopted by Bow Bells ln Ixmdon. When young I Rl(?ht Jan?)ed mad]y frQm
sentinel's watch tower, soldiers 
swarmed to repel approaching invad­
ers. or townspeople rushed to repair 
a breaking dyke.
Good News for Izaak Waltons
Mrs.
Two Bush
Fred Batty remains at the
Stetling were in Portland Tuesday Ljght whlle the Spruce Head school 
afternoon. is on a five weeks' vacation.
Mrs Hilt. Robert Sterling and Wil- Donald Smith of Isle au Haut is 
lard Hilt were playing monopoly visiting his mother Mrs. Harry
— — - -------- , smith of Owl's Head.
Maurice Barter of Isle au Haut is 
visiting Mrs. Parter and daughter 
Olive at Owl's Head 
A successful surprise party was 
given to Donald Smith and Maurice 
Barter last night and a merry time 
passed by Uie congenial gathering.
RADIO SETS ADJUSTED,
Repaired and Custom Set Building 
by expert engineer 
CROCKETT'S GARAGE 
Rockport. Phone 2380-Camden member 
National Radio Institute, 
Washington. D. C.
7-21-tt
HOOKED RUG YARNS
Pure wool worsted. 
Start now for 
Spring. Everyone 
is making them. 
Also yarn for af- 
ghans. knitted suits 
and coats. 16-page
style book for 15c. Free samples 
on request. Special attention giv­
en to individuals and liberal dis­
count to stores.
THOMAS HODGSON A SONS,Inc. 
Concord Worsted Mills 
Concord, New Hampshire
27-32
NEW fish for Connecticut waters. The State of Maine donates land­locked salmon from its miniature stocked lake at Connecticut Sportsmen’s and Boat Show Exhibit in the State Armory of Hartford 
to the nutmeg state. Oliver B. Ellsworth, new chairman of the Board 
of Fish and Game Commissioners of Connecticut is here shown with 
pail Into which Joseph S. Stickney, Maine Warden Supervisor it dump­
ing a netful of landlocked salmon he has just dipped out of the pool. 
In addition to a large number of salmon weighing as high at five pounds, 
Maine alto presented a quantity of speckled trout which will be stocked 
In Connecticut waters for sportsmen to catch the coming season.
Bells Given as Rewards
"Ship captains today, ploughing 
through a heavy sea listen for the 
ominous clanging of bell buoys, rock­
ing ln the heavy surf, which warn of 
dangerous reefs.
"Mountain climbers ln the Alps, 
crossing high passes such as thc 
Saint Bernard, keep ears cocked for 
thc sinister bells which prophecy im­
pending storms.
‘In Russia, during whirling snow­
storms that blot out house lights, 
villagers ring bells to guide lost trav­
elers. Siberian carriages and sleighs 
are drawn by teams of three, or even 
seven horses, the middle horse gal­
loping beneath a big wooden arch 
from which hang numerous bells. 
Their musical chiming not only ro- 
vides musical accompaniment to the 
staccato pounding of hoofs, but de­
clares their approach on the high 
road.
“Although old Russia was called 
‘The Land of Bells,' lt did not have 
a monopoly on them. Our pioneer 
forefathers rambled over the prairies 
in Conestoga wagons to the lilting 
chimes of bells swaying above thgir 
horses' shoulders. Itiese bells fre­
quently served as rewards. If a 
wagon broke down, its driver often 
gave its bells to the wagoners who 
assisted him.”
Caution to pedestrians: 
the left side of the road I
Walk on
March
Only!
RYTEX TWEED-WEAVE
UGHT BLUE
PRINTED STATIONERY
Here's a stationery value that has everything!
Fine quality Tweed-Weave paper In an ex­
quisite Blue-grey rotor—printing on sheets and 
envelopes, and—note the quantity!
200 SINGLE SHEETS
6x7 inches
100 ENVELOPES
100 MONARCH SHEETS
7x1014 inches
100 ENVELOPES
I Printed with your Name and Address on 
Sheets and Envelopes in Blue or Black ink.
| March Only! Buy a supply now for future 
use while it ls priced so amazingly low.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
